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CITIZEN EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

A -Message From the Project Director

The Citizen.EdUcation on Nuclear Technblbgy (CENT,) program was

#nded by S. Office of Education, and was designedto'Meet the

need for information and educationabout.nuclear.energy,

its:ipenefi:ts, and rieksH" It has been claseifiedas *adult education

program with'applicability,-.,as well, to senior highjsChopl students.

M,' S. Knowles1 s,defined adult education :as adUlt learning

-_:,experience should be a process of self-directed incjuiry, with theresourCes

of the teacher,'felIca students, acid materials available to the learner,

but,'not imposedupon,naim.V2The.jearner should be an active participant..."
! / /7f-

Thus, the CENTprogram,,was deSigned to..,require a;iarge:mqaeure of group

participation; inaddition,t 'the usual instructional Material. The

/instructional. MateriaiJCOnsist Mostly of the technical aspects of the
/

eubjept'presehted .in non - technical' The social, environmental,

and political aSPects,h6wevet,,Are:o6uch a controversial nature that

the participants needHto investigate them in the ocnteXtof their own..

nIccaLsituation

Thomas CarI1e, inhiS history of theTrench,Revolution,, hasiwritttrr..

"riskand:win\71WithoUt:tiski all is already, lost_," to do- nothing

vOlVes arisk.: 'The rule'iSfto base one'Sii actions on the aciailable informa7

tion ;Lathe end thatriek can be minimiz...Fegt:develops when necessary
.7- , \ _ , t'!,

information is \lacking or'withheld, :Thus,pknOWledge dissipatee fear.'7But

.-:-knoWl1edgelone' is not enOughan undetstanding;of the signific ce of the
,

information is alsoneceseary d',,an.whati. that:Significance is,Uhderstood, One
.-..

canaVe cOnfidence'in.One's adtionS. .Then'the:actions one, takes are' in

-preParationfor.meeting the contingencies incident to the risks involved.
0

. .
i

Preparatitherefore, enhAnces security by Mdnimi ing the' impactc of, he'

ce risksneseary'',2:
0 46- 0

.,,,,The nuclear energy issue is thus a queStiOn f balanding risks agaInst.
- .

.

.

,
.

efits. It cannot, however, be distussedin a v cuUM. 'Its,benefite.and
. ,

risks must. also be balnded against.the.benefits erieke. of alternative
, ., . ,

.,, sour The,sobpeofthis;ptogramdbes nOti:admi to an/exhaustive study of

..a.11,Fposs le alternatives, but references/w11 be /supplied fot;those who"wish

the'subject4trther:H Twa:eources; coaljandSolar.,that are most often...
,' j ", /-

owleii, M. S., The ModernoPtactice-of Aault.Education, Association Press,
New York, N. Y. ,(1970) y,

/
1 ,
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.
,..suggested will, however, be discussed at some length. The problem, tnerefore.,:

is to evalUate the' alternatives, in terms ofcost,,pollutioh,": and safety. .,..

6

. The cost factor consists not merely of-the dollars and cents cost per

energy unitit also consists:of-theenergy'dost-PerienergYwnit, If ten

kilowatt-hOurS are used to prodUceone kilowatt-hbur. of useful energy, one

had. better think tw (or longer? - before employing Such an'alternative.

.The.pollution probleMiS not one of eliknatidn,,butiof.minimization:2

Only life produces waste; rocksprodle pOyASte:they auSt'ile there:: :Nature

is eminently Competent to deal with wasteKso.long as there is not too much

'Of'it in one place at.bnetilme.. 'Waste. only becomes pollution when Nature's.

processes becOme overloaded.:. To eliminate all waSte, iiwould be necessary to

eliminate all life.

Safety,. like p011ution, is not a luesqon of eliminating all accidents,
. ° ,

but of ,minimizing either the number, the:severity, or tihe cOnsequences of them.

,The, question, therefore,. is, .7G4/en the demand, what alternative will

best meet that demand at

safest manner ?"

not simply a dipeption,of

when." -The-geographicar

the daily and seasOnal,variatiOns-in deMand,' deterMine whichTalternatiVes can

,best meet the country' s needs., ( Seel energy Doe, sWOrkrRef. 9, Tedh. Unit)'

the lowest cost, the leaSt Pollution, and,in the

word in, that 'question is "demand." Again, it is

how much; it-is'a question Of 'how much, where and

distribbtion of both:the demand and the source, and

. , f
. This prograM,"therefore, will

a

issue, and in particular, nuclear

question.'

explore all. such facets of?the energy

ergy a .a possible solution to:."the
9

The curriculum is divide intge five units:, -A Technolo9y Unit, a

Sociologicl Unit, anEnvironmentAl/EcolOgical'Unit, an:ECoriOMIC.Unit, and

Political Unit, --. , , K. i' a

bt

7

a

The TechnOlOgy Unit will discuss those:technical features'ofnliclear

energy that relatetb cost, pollution, and Safety. Specific subjects will
. .

include,the,fissiOn prowess; :radiation haia2ds;4ndreactok safety. Although

it is beyond the'scope of:this program to engage..in suChan exhaustive study

of other energyalternatives, sufficient data.andrelerenc's wilX be provided

to enable an indiVidual or-agrOup of.,,in4iVidUalS;b65make such a'studytor
-edt%
a . T

themselves; in fact, they are encouraged to do S'0,, ,

.06
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The'pext three unisrthe Sociological, the. Ecological /Environmental, and

.)i
'.,

the Economic units are conOeived-ds.workbag units', Partkcipants in this

...!program are asked to evaltiate such items peculiar. to their particular situa-

,

v

tion,'a''comtruinity attitudes; actions necessary in the event of an incident,
. --._

and community educatiori relating' to nuclear power and! other alternativet.'
.

Civil Defense'agenciesshOuld be consulted it this connection., sine enemy
4

... -

action and nuclear incidents Liave.so-much in corrawn..that pre6aionary
.0.

measures w'i llr'.be, "ide. n.tical i n:both instances . EC.-
.,

Olo gical and economic Con-,

z ; ,

siderations nave meaning only in relation to,.similar-condderations as they

*apply to other alterriatives. s-program.explIbres this: aspect of the problem.

The flfth, the' Politi al Unit, igs partially, an inmational unit and

.ipartially an action unit. Tie information part deals with the Federal. regulations,

hearings, and4iti5utes. The action part ponsitts,of inguiri s by participants

directed to citnd state agencies.relating to'Similar cons erations.

.A DecistohMaking Strategy Module is provided for useloy participants

in continuing community action.

It . is.--appropriate'Lat'this p4itto

historical perspective.

consi Nuclear,Energy in the

Other peo lehave.also.been concerned,with the energy sit ion and

havi made 'st es that are reporteain the pUblicatiOn New, Energy Technology

(i971)...(Textbooks,.2.,''Tech, Unit) .-These authors consider the energy history of

the United States from 1850 to the date of Writing._- 1971. 'Some of theit:

fooncluscons are very interesting and are worth-repeating.,

Histo cally, the energy supply has consisted Hof wood, .ccai, crude oil,

natural gas, water power, and nuclear energy. The most significant. conclusion

is that "15-6 patterns of energy growth orreolacement"'are similar.tn many_

respects to those of today. "The most striking feature of the-plot', (a,graph

net. reproduced here) "is the/relentless and almost constant upwardAmarcii- of

energy consumption, which causes the industrialist or engineer of 1971to echo

tha)words pf his grea grandfather, 'Never in-history'hasenergy consumption

matched . e times in this hUndred and twenty ytar history, new.

fuels have been introduced and integrated into -the economy, and the pattern

of groWth of each/has been similar. IP1 1851, coal contributed 1G% of the total
, .

energy supply; sixteen years later, it contributed 20%. In 1918, oil con7.

tributed 10%,:and nine years later, it contributed 20%. For gas; the10%'

Mark occurred in 193-, and the 20% mark occurred seventeen years later. In

1971, nuclear power was just beginning to come into'the picture and the growth rate'

v



in 1971 was somewhat

The per-capita

also of-considerable

,
a

0 le able tO9,Ithat of petroleum in 1900.

consumptiOn,Of erne gy as reported by the authors is

'interest.-From 1351 tb 1885, the per .capita rate was

nearly constant and Then from 1885 to 1920, it aoubled. Duritnelast
fifty years, hOwever, it has increased by less ti&I 70%. If one:'asSUmese
'an.average human caloric intake of 2500 kcal/day,:One finds that.the 197E

per capita con umption was 80 times the human ca.3400tc intake' That is

equivalent to wing "80.slaVes*WOrking for each one of us to maintain our

modern affluen way of. life."

Themate,iai'gr this prdgram has been diaWn from abroad spectrum
. .Of sources. They ;are: ,os

1. Cilpyrighted buokS'-of-an advocacy nature.

2. Textbooks and monographs on special subjects.

3. Reports of research On special sublects by public
private agencies.

v.

and

4. Governmental reports of research and.recdrds.of Con
gressional Hbaringa.

Journal articles abd reports. from sUchorganizatidns as the
American Geophysical Union, Atomic Industrial Foriim,
EnvironMental Protection Agency, National Science Founda-
tion, and the National Science Teachers Association.

AS indicated in one'of the foxegoing Paragraphs,- CENT.was-con-

.ceived as a' working program. Many of the decisionsthat need to be made

.by'the.citizens of 4 community relative to nuclear..energy are peculiar to
.

that community. Thus, the partiCipants in these workshops are expected to

discover what those peculiarities are, guided along the..way by theTrinciples

and proc4dures presented in the wq1kShop.

The Project Director, his staff, and the individuals serving in the

various advisory capacities,- sincerely hope you, the participant, find this

program to' be informative and helpful, and:a valuable guide in assisting you

to reach intelligent decisions relative to nuclear energy in your community.

7,gust, 1980 6

1

Robert G. Nis e
Project Director
cititen Education on Nuclear Technology
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CITIZEN EDUCATION'ONNUCLEW2.,
TECHNOLOGY

.

"What are fears but voices airy?
Whispering.tharm Where harmvis.nOt:

And deluding the unwary
Till the fatal b6lt is slot."

William-Wordsworth

Fear Of the unknown has bothered mankind since the dawn of creation.

The questions concerning nuclear energY are. no different.. To many of us:,

nuclear technology is an unknown; and thUs, many of us. harbOr fears and

,reservations about its. uSe. ,Often times, thek fears. are played upon by

the anti-nuclear lobby in an effort to, advance :their cause. The. purpose

Of this course is to remove nuclear technology.fromthe category of the

unknown and, hopefully in the proces8,:alleviate our.fears through the

medium of knowledge - knowledge and understanding acquired by a stUdy of,

the.facts exaed in thff total context of modern society.

The technological'intricacies will be studied and in addition, the

sociolOgical,Henviroftmentaljecological, economic, and political benefits

and hazards will be considered. 'Neitlier nuclear energy nor any other.matter
. ,

can be intelligently examined in a vacuum. For that reason,, this study

will look at thetotal energy:picture,. including fossil:fuels,'solar energy,

and to a lesser extent, otherenergy'alternatives, as well as nuclear

energy. It.is,intended to Provide an, understanding of bok4 nuclear per

plants work; wht some Of the environmental effeCts are of nuclear and

fossil fuels;,Someof the sociological and economic considerations; an

exp4anatiOn of the procedure's a utility companymust go thiough before

they willbe allowed to. build and operatea nuclear plarit; and, finally,

the opportunities:you have to influence the decision makers.

There are volumes of material available in all these areas. We

hope you will want to-sample at-least scone of them. This'cOurse is.not
,

intended to answer all your qUestionS; but rather to give you'an idea of

what questions you Should be considering and who should be answering them.

A glossary is Included With' your text. It should .be studied.tO,the

same degree as the other parts:ofthe text. It has been placed first,.

rather than at the end, since the terminology must be learned before the

material in the text can beUnderstood.



It .is essential that all.available information on all alternative

sources be considered; if ari -intelligent decision is to be made. .4t is °.

: the intent-05f thiS programthereforef.to'present thecase for nuclear.

energy inthe total Context. To do so; significant aspects of nuclear'

power generation, and of,cpal, oil, and natural gas production and use

are'eXamined: -The best solution in any particular case will take account

Of.all these aspects, and each community must decide for;itself what

its solutiorLwi4be.

!'No option tbr providing additional.eneigy

next twenty years and beyond is without drawbacks.
t

.power, coal, and even various' solar. possibilities

1

supplies tat the

and.gas, nuclear

all entail ad?erSe

social, economic; and environmental effects.pfdIffering types and

yo magnitudes; on.di'fferent timescales, and. different regions

in different ways. EVen the 'best' choiee'l&± the nation will have
.

drawbacks for Some ideople,'in some placeS.1.1 i.E ergy: The Next Twenty

Years, Hans H. Landsberg.' Ref. .8, Tech.
, 4 . . , .

,--

-1.



CITIZEN EDUCATION on NUCLEAR_

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNyLOGY UNIT

"All nature, then, as .self- sustained, consists
Of twain 'things: of bodies and of void,"

. "Bodies,` again,

.Are:partly primal germs of things, and :partly.
Unions 'deriving from the primal germs,

thosewhich are the.primal germs of things
No.pdwer.can quenc14, . . p"

t

Titus LuCretius Carus, De Rerum Natural
(9.5.55.E. C.)

INTRODUCTION

' Science and: mathematics are, in the-mindS,of a majority Of:people,:

relegated to the realm of nistery,'..and therefore not. comprehensible. Perhaps
.

the: youngergeneration has a better understanding becatse of science or

sCience-fiction-broadcaSts on television.: Still,' much misinformation has

been widely circulated.' Thus, a lack of understanding nourished fears,.

usllally groundless, and has brought about emotional reactions based on what

"might be" instead of what is!

A Greek philosopher named Democritus thought a point would be reached

at which further divisions of matter wouldbe.imoossibIe. He called this .

particiethat could not.be divided an "atoma:" Fran atata, we got Our'word

"atom," something that cannotbercut:

People did nct.aCcept the idea ford many centuries, but:about,300 years

ago, scientists again began to think about atoms.' Galileo Galilei (1564-.042)

of:Italy, and'IsaacNewtan .(164271724). OO:nglandrote about theirConclu-

sions that,all matter was aade up of indivisible particles or atoms. There

were many others,:also. However, people did:not accept these ideas during

the lifetimes of .early scientific oicneerS.

The firSt man credited with expregsing definite ideas about.atcus was

an. English school teacher and.cteMist,.JOhn Dalton. Henot only had ideas;

but.he-did experimentS to prove hiS,conclusi6ns had merit.

Ancients distinguished 'four "elements," namely fire,-mater, earth, pnd

air.. All substances prest.Aaply were made up Or some mixture of these. This

theory was accepted by Aristotle.' It was taught for nearly years to the-

1
William Ellery Leonard's metrical translation.



4-*
time of Galileo. That view was' rather Vague and.int

adherents.

rpretation)pried'aMong-.
'1!.

Robert Boyle gave the word."AleMent"" t rpretation close to the

meaning it has today, Hed, "substances whiCh cannot,be.separated into

Other substances.. are Considered elements." For example, heating sugar will
, \

yield a black substance (carbon). and water. Water may. be broken dam into

hydrogen and Oxygen gases by,ipassing an electric cufrent"throutjt. Ordinary

\Edblesal't will be.separated,by arilelectricdurrent into sodium and chlorine,

neither of which can,be'further divided'oy Chemical. meanst -Thus, it appears
.

hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, sodium, and Chlorine are elements.

The metals generally are elements, Such as Iron, copper, Silver; lead,

-and gold. A total of 90 elements have been.discoveredinliature; about 15more

'havebeen made by man.

.THE LANGUAGE OF TECHNOLOGY.

"Show us the straight path."
The Koran

6 Anytime you start.to$learn'about something new, _you have to learn the

language. That is true if you are learning to. cook, or drive a car, or learning

about nuclear technology:

For the Moist part
A

e unfamiliar terms are defined in the glossary,

and you can read about thgm in the context of the material:that f011ows. The

firSt time a term is used,2a star (*) is placed after that word, and a defini-

tion canbe found in the glossary.

Glossary'-of Terms

atorv- A particle of matter whose nucleus is indivisible by Chemical means.

barrel A unit of volume -'1 oil barrel= 42 U. S. gallons .= 158.983 liters
1 U.S. liquid bariel = 31.5 U.S. gallons =_ wine barrel

- A nuclear reactor so designed that it produces more fuel than
it uses.

. (.4

Unit (BTU).- An engineering unit of heat and energy; the, quantity
of heat necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of.;
water one degree fahrenheit.,

A fission chain reaction is a nuclear reaction in which a
fissionable nucleus absorbs a.neutron and splits in two,- re-
leasing additiona/i neutrons. These in turn can be absorbed by

. other fissionable nuclei, releasing still more neutrons and
maintaining the reaction.

coal gasification -.The conversion of coal to a gas suitable for use as a fuel.

coal liquification The conversion of Coal into liquid hydrocarbons and related
.compounds, usually.:by the addition of hydrogen.

2 14

breeder reactor

British Thermal

chain reaction



condudtion

convection

coolant

kof heat) -. The transmassion of energy directly from molecule to
molecule.

(of heath The transfer of energy of moving masses of matter,
such as the.circulatiOn of heated liquid or gas.

A substance' circulated through a nuclearreactort0 remove or.
transfer heat.. Common coolants are light, water heavy
water, air, helium, carbon dioxide, liquid'sbdilith, and

sodium-potassium alloy. .

Cooling towers - Devices for he,cobling_of waterusedin pOwer plants. There

are tb.types: wet towers,.in which the warm wa'tet:is allowed
to run over a wooden lattice in w'tallwer arid is 'cooled by ".

evapbratiOn;,and dry towers, in..whibh.the water runS..through
a system bf-tubes cooled by fans and is not in contact with
the air.

core --.The central portion of a nuclear reactorcontaining the fuel elements
and usilythe.acderator. v.

High energy particles of atomic dimensions from outer space,coSthic rays -

critical mass

daughter

efficiency

The smallest mass of fissionable material that wilIDSUI5port
a self-sbstaining chain reaction under stated conditions.

A nuclide formed by the'radioactive-decay of.anOther nuclide, whic ,

in this contekt, is Called the parent.

-.The efficiency of an energy conversion is the ratio ofthe useful
work or energy Output to the total workor energy input.

electron - An elementary particle with a negative charge that orbits the
nudleus of an atom.. It is only a tiny fractioh of the mass of
an atom. .Chemicai reactions Consist of.the.transfer and re-
arrangement of electrons between atoms:

electron. -volt A unit of energy uSedto describe neitrons, X-rays, gamma rays,
and alpha and odta particles. Because of their diverse nature,
an energy unit provides a means for applying a common.Characteri-

zation. Electron -volt is abbreviated eV; and MeV is a million

electron-volts.

is the ability to db work. it Can be converted from one form to
another, but can never be created, or destroyed. CommOn units
are Oaldries, -pules, BTUs, and kilowatt- hours.

enrichment - A process whereby the bercenta of a given isotope present in a
.:materiai is artificially increased, so that it ishigher than
the percentage of that isotope naturally found in.the material.

fission - The splitting ofheavy nuclei into two 'parts (which are lighter nuclei),
with the release of large amounts of energy and one orbr
neutrons. .

fossil fuels Fuels such as coal, crude oil, or'natural gas, formed from the
fossil remains of organic materials..

.fusion The formation of a heavier nucleus by combining two lighter ones: .As'a
source of energy , hydrogen (or helium -3) nucleicoMbIne to form
1-1:111=-A, resulting in a: release of energy.

.

greenhouse.effect - The Waraang effect of carbon dioxide (CO
2

) and water vapor

. in the atmosphere. These molecules do not absorb sunlight but
do absorb and retain the infrared -(heat) radiation from the Earth.

energy Energy



half-life 7 The time in which half the atoms of a particular radioactive
subStance disintegrate to another nuclear form. Measured
half-lives vary: frOM Millionths Of a.second'to billions:of year

heavy nuclei -.In general', the nuclei of atoms or elements he ier than radium:

hydrocarbons - COmpOunds composed o carbomand hydrogen atoms in
proportions.

.

in situ In the natural or origielal.position oL4ocation. In situ conversion
of.b.j.a7shale, for instance, is an-experimenLaltechniqUe in which-0
a region of shale is drilled, fractured, and -set on fire. The
volatile gases burn otf, the ,oil vaporizes, then condenses.ana.
collects at the botgAbm of the region, from which it can be re- .

covered by a well, There has also been some experimentation
with in situ..conVerSion of coai and oil.

ionization - Removal of some or aii electrons tram an atom or molecUle, leaving
the atom or molecule with a positive charge, or the addition of
one or more election, ,resulting in a negative charge.

.

ions Atoms or molecules with electric charges caused by the addition or re-
moval of electrons..

isotope Any' of two or'' more spedies of ate ms having the.same,number protoAP
the - nucleus (the same atomio'nuMber) but with differing .

numbers of neutrons. All isotopes of am element have identical`.
chemical properties, but different nuclear masses. Since nuclear
stability. is govern48 by the relative nuMbers of protons and
neutrons present, one oi:Vk isotopes of the same-element may
be. Unstable (radioactive) .. In the usual notation, isotopes
of the Same element are identified by the total of neutrons
and protons in the'nucidus; for example', urani
uranium-238. J.

.

kiloWatt (kW) A unit. of power, usually used"for electric power, equal t. 1,000
Watts.

kiloWatt -hour. (kW -hr) - A unit of work or energv. Equivalent to the expenditure
of one kiloWatt for one hour.

9. mass The quantity of material is known as mass and is the same everywhere,
whether on Earth or on the moon..

Million electron volts See eledtron-,volt,

moderating atoms (moderators) - Moderators are elements that have a very'sMall"
absorption` probability, but interact with neutrons by absorbing
some of their energy, but not.the neutron. The neutron is thus

:nslowed down" and the lost energy appears as heat,. Examples of
.mode/ators are deuterium (heavy hydrogen), carbon, beryllium.

molecul '7 Atoms coMbined to form the smailest natural unit of a Substance. For
example, the water molecule is composed of two atoms of
hydrogen and or atom of oxygen,

An elementary:partidiewhich is pretent in all atomic nuclei except for
the most corr4on isotope of hydrogen. its mass is approximately
that of a proton, but it has no eledtric charge. Neutrons are
released in fission and fusion, reactions.

neutron

,

u.

NIN



'nucleus'- the e4tremely.dense, poSitively-oharged core' Of an atan. It contains
,

.

almoSt, the entire mass, of an atan, bit fills only a tiny
'3, fraction o'f the atomic.voiume. -,-., I

,, . 1,

-nUblide H,' 'Me nucle6s in general of-any atom-ofan. element.

nucleanreadtor 7:14,deVice in*hicha'fisSion chain reactioncanle initiated,'
. ,..

'I, c ',d4Vaintained,'-and con.tr011ed. ',,,
i, i

-, 1

oi.1.,Shale - A.sedi!M6ntary 3.-_ock containing ,a'solid organic',Material called-kerogen.
li -P ,

: When Coil shale is.heatedto high. temperatures,. the oil is
' driven out and can be recovered.

:,- .

.

particulates:- The small soot,and ash.particles'produded by CoMbuStion.
, ., , .,, j

otovoItaiC prodess -,;The-proidess b5.,/,'Which radiant energy is Converted .,1

-,- directly into electrical energy. ',solar radiatidh striking
,... Certain materials is abSorbed,:,Causing separation of electrons

- frOmatcps. The migration Of these electrons iti one direction
'.and of, the DositiVely Char(4ed electrOn vacancies =rholes") in.y
the Other can produce aSO4.1 Dotentialdiffe4ence (or volta4e),

, -,,
. _ ..,

,power -E- Therate.at which,Work IS doneor,energy expericled. ' It is -Measured°1n. .

) A' '.; Units of energy per--unit of7time'sudh as calories per-secOnd;
..-.0 ..:,

. .-, .;and in units such as Watts..and hofsepower. T r:,'
-A

,- "=3.

_proton 7-Aneelementary particle present°111atomic.nuclei... It has'a. ',

, -..positive electric Charge.,>Its mass is.approximately,1,240

- . times that,: of an electron. The nucleus'of.a-hydrogen'atom.
,, .-

.;

.4. -radioactive deday - The spontheous transformation of anAtOmiC:nucle0.,4 during. ,-
, Which-it .changes from one nuclear speCies to another.with the-

emission of particles and /or energylso:called-:::'rAdioACti*
disintegra:4011:" . 7-:. , ': ---

,-...

, ,.. ,tP

-Solar cell Converts the electromagnetic radiation emitted by-the sun to -,

. . electfibity% 'TheEarthreceives About 4,200 - trillion kildWatt-
hourS per day. .

Watt (W) - A unit of power usually used inelectric,measurementswhidh gives
. the rate at which work is done)orenergy eX0ended.-

weighe-. e_Weight:of a mate: dal object is a meaLreOf the force 'of gravity
on the mass of that object. 'MaSS is the.sate-everywhete;.
weight is. not the same evelywhere.'

Work - Work is done when energy is used to overCome:resiStanoe in the form.of
either mechanical, electricalior\chemicalopposition. Energy
1s,cOnyexted to soMe otheriform or stored inthe proces8, but
not destroyed'.

. 4
Table 1 -1 is a-list of various energy sources with the units COMMOnly used to
measure them.

-

Selected Definitions from FACTSHEET 18: A GLOSSARY OF TERMS,. by the National
Science Teachers ASsociation.
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:Table 1;1: ?

Catinon MeaSure .EriercTy.:Content
Variable"--;Typical
ValuesShbwn

Barrel
1

5,800,000 BTU De
bbl.

d.

Natural) C. Cubit feet at standard
tertnerature & presgure

- e.

Coal Short, ton (2,000 lbs.
°. ton)

Nuclear Fuel PoupdS

1,032 BTU per
cu. ft.e

24 to 28 million
BTU-per ton
(12,000 to 14,000
BTU per pound)

331,.000,000 1E3TU.
per pound fuel

iched to 15%
xDf U-235



MATERIALS

iclaterials,are'he Stuff'of/.1.1fe eV. may be solid, liquid, :gaSequs,.
- ' .,:'

:Hhard or soft, light 'or' hev.: They are*.detUp of atoms`*, moleculeS*,'neutrons*,
, : - 'l :

-Protc5ns*,:land.eiectr6nS*,H
*

: An element is/Material COMposed,of identical atoms. . .

A incieculd iS composed. of two br:mOre atoms of the same or 4iffe:rent I-I.
.

.

elements boMbined:in, .defrnite proportions. . .

,,,

.
..

_Aoattipoundis a material composed of identical EoleCulesx1r .

.

AtomS:cOnSast of'aDnUcleus* and one or more :electrons. The.NcIe0s is

'made up-ot.protons and. neutrons No one 64s what an
I-.

drawing diagramatic !representation of the structure of a he um-atan (He).
p

t

,looks like. This

The eiectrons haVS a' negative charge,

-due protons a positive charge, and

neuron no charge.

All atoms have this same ebasic structure, differing.bnly inn6lbers of

protons,,neutrons, and. electrons, The number of electrons' in a' neutral atom is

the same as the'number,of protons in its nucleus.; this:number,iS,calied the atamiC'.,

number and identifies the element. ..A single proton is tlie nuCleuS of hydrogen..

Dd6 protons and two neutrons is a nucleus of helium, three Of eactrisa nucleus

cpf.-lithiFi, eight of each is a nucleus of.oxygdn:and 79 protons and "ii neutrons

isa'riUcleusI.of gold.

Within-ail element, haReer, (for

'ThesevariationS are called isotopes *.. Nattral

.

anium) variations nay exist. -.

anium has-3,isctopes; Uranitir2 -24

Uranium-235-, and Uranium -238. Neither.uraniUm-23 ± hor-Uraraum-238',j_S:I±IsiOnable*

by there al Only /10's of:7%. (.0-.I72%21'6f natural' uranium is' Uranium -235, k/

and is thermally. fissionable

Where are!no.stable isotopes bt,any element.he vier than le -Somey

however,such as bismUthy thbraum,'and'uranium have such long.half7liVes thati"

comparison with; the human 11 e-span, ey..may regarded as stable..-

Table
.,

.12' is a list of the,,Ebst abundant

of)A

the compounds\in which they.are'found.

is on the earth, and some



Table 1-2

,)

T7eight pergentage sot the most Coition Eleinents on Earth:

Qicygen and SjAicon
AlutinUM-
Iron
CalciuM'
SOdium
POtassit.u.

Magnesium, Calcium
0TitanifiA

Hydtogen and

Oxygen .(O'i

Silicon (Si)
Aluminum (A1),
Iron.(Fp)
Calciuf (Ca)
Sodium (Na)'

Potassium f0',
Magnesium.(*.
Titanium,(Ti)
Hydrogen (H),
All Others,'

46.6%
27.7.
8.v1

5.0'

2.8
2.6
2.1
0.4
0.1
1:0'

-100.0%

.

Sand, agate,' IavaS
Various clays'
Oxides, an sulphide'
LimpStIries
Tail' salt

-Felds4rininerals-(clay) _ 1

Hard water, limestope,,dolotd
S -*-precious'stonespaints,

imitation diamonds

res

O

47a-ter

rp

4:

I

ea'
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ELECTROMAGNE'TIC RADIATION

:Radiation is nature's method of moving energy* from place to place.

ElectromagnetiC radiation is a sixty -four dollar word foka phenomenon that

People haVe beentamiliar with all theirliVes.''Heat, light, and radio waves

are all examples. Less familiar forMs that you'll need to know about in

-,connection with nuclear:power are X-rays and gamma rays.

.EVenthoup all these forms of radiation are physically similar, they
.have diTfellentnames becaue-of the way by'whidh:they are produced. The means,

or produciFg heat .are familiar to everyone:. .Light.m.y be prOduced by
)
a candle,

r

an, oil an:elect:tic light,buibIa.fluorescent light tte,-or by,: the sun, .

Radio and TV transmitters are lesS familiar'to the general,publibut at least

they are rib stery..-Mbst people h ve had some contact, whether direCt or

indirect, with X-rays and are therefore awarethat the madhine that mikes

X-rays is not.at'all like the cait3,le that makes light. -Both light and X-rays,

howeVer, are electromagnetio-4adiation .(EMR).-

Gamma rays ar:\usually associateddwith,alpha and beta'rays(5!ecause they

are all produedas-a'reSult Ofthetbieak-up.of an atan (called radioactive decay*
, .

or disintegration), -A.atuailyi:NlphaS and betas are not electroMagnetic

tions, but particies. AI'Jyone interested in the story.of the discovery of
A ,

''these properties can find a very readable account in AsimoV's Worlds Within

Worlds (Reference I: iritheTechnolOgy bibliography).

What are'the effects of low-leveldiation on the human or ism and

Q, the environment? The effeCts have been impossibleto measure because the

earti-Nnd everything on it have been bathed'in low-level radiation since the

inning of time There is no way of performing an experiment in the absence

f these radiations.

Naturallyoccurring'radiation sources include the heavy elements

uranium and
f
thorium and their decay products (parents and daUghterS*), heat,

light;.radio waves, ultra-violet and cosmic rayS*:, and the.potasSium contaied

in the human b0dy.
o

It is obvious that low-level radiation has always been, with us In
,

,fagp, without it, sane :life processes,would be impossible (for example,

photosYnthesis -. the formatiOn of-carbohydrates in plants exposed,to light)..

Ionization*

An atom has. been described as having a maSsive'nucleus with one or more

orbiting electrons. When one or more of these electrons is removed, the atan

is "ionized."' When an atom. -that is a part of a molecule is ionized, the
. .

molecule is usually destroyed. The atom that has lost one or more electrons



o \,
,

is said to be "excited" and will actively seek to regain the lost electrons.

This process can be very .hatmful in7hualan tissues.

Non-Ionizing RadiatiOn °

.Singly because a form of radiation is non=ionizing does not mean °

.that it is,entirelv harmless: All radiation, even though it Is essential.

to life, can be harmful or evenjethai'whenappliedin massive doses or at high

intensity; Many exemplesreadily cometo mind.. Sunlight, though useful

forsight, can cause blindness if one looks directly at the sun. Ultra-violet

light reacts .with bOdily tissues to'produce the essential D vitamin, but

under high intensity and Prolonged exposure,may cause skin cancer. Radio

waves carry our conversations, transmit movies, guide ships and airplanes in

darkness and fog, fight disease with artificial fevers, and cook our food. Yet

high intensities and prolonged expOsure can cause death.

Table 173 lists the various uses and hazardt of EMR.

Electr

Table 1-3

gnetic Radiation Hazards

Type Low- and Moderate. High toyery High

Non-ionizing.

Very long wave
(power frequencieS)

Radio ways

Infrared (heat)

Visible light

Ionizing ,

.Ultra-violet

r

X-rays and gamma
rays

Associated long wave
.source-no apparent' effects.

Essentialto communica-
tions.

Photosynthesis.
Essential to life.

assential to sight.

J
1iuorsceht lights.
Produces Vitamin D
in humans,

Medical diagnostic uses
and induArial inspection.

tiff

iO

No. excessively
high sources.

Artificial feVer;
can!c'auSe overhear-

ing'4 death.

..';t8liere burns-death.

..:Direct sunlight

:causeSindness;
laser light can cause

. severe burnSand blind -
neSs.

may.cause-sunburn
and skin caricer..

Ionazation causes
tissue damage or
'death.

. -



Particle Radiation

Pirticie radiation4;pears as a result of-radioactive disintegration

.(break -ups' and nuclear_ fission. Alpha particles have a very. short range --

they can-even be stopped by apiece of paper; they are Very intense, however,

and.can be very -damaging if ingested.

Beta particles are electrons. They'have a very.smail mass and are More.

penetrating than alpha particles (but less than gdmmarays)..

Half Life*

Another_concep-Cwhidh describes the.nature of radiation'is,the
.

or rate of alsintegration.- That is e time required to reduce theAuantity

of an isotope to one-half the origin amount, If the diSlhtegration rate is

very high; the substance is.said to:have a shorthalf-life. ObviouSly, then,

along half-life indicates a low rate.of disintegration. The dose rate .is

'higheri and the hazard, greater, in cases of exposure to a short halflife

isotope than an equivalent tin of exposure td a/long half -life iSotope.

FISSION

The conversion rate of an element,. described as its half-life, is. an

indication of-that element's instability. Another form of Oonverpion'oan be

induced by the additiOn of a neutron. The fission process of uranium -235

is induced by alloWing a slowly mov0g neutron to approach. the atom. The

neutron is abSorbed and'CreatessuCh havoc that the nucleus splits in two

nearly equal fragments, plus an average of 2.5 extra neutrons., The dxta

neutrons can bd'absorbed by other U-235 nuclei, and on and or in a chain

reaction. *. This process is not as simple as itsounds In,anuclear reactor*,

some neutrons escape be re encountering a nucleus. Some collide-with a

material called a moderator.* (beoause, it slows. down neutrons). Some are ab-

sorbed by other.materialS which are specially added to'the reactor core.*

All of these conditions enable the reaction to be controlled at-a Specific

operating power* level..Nery sensitive instruments monitor and maintain the

desired level..

The energy released b.the. fission process is not identical in every

case, -but averages:200 MeV (200 mllion,electron volts *) per fission. The

average;2:5 neutrons per fission are not ail emitted at one time This delay

makes it possible to control the power level of the reactor.



Fission Products

Several hundred different spedies bf isotopes areproduced by fission

in a nuclear reactor. These isotopes are generally not useful and must

receive proper disposal.!- (They could also be regarded as by-products which
.._

could be a supPIementary source of energy.) Fission productS have half-

liVes.whidh range from very short to very long, and Some are. even stable.

. The radioactive isotopes are-beta andjor gamma emitters. The most dan4,er7.

ibus are thOse haVing Short.tial,f-lives.and large gamma energies, High energy

betas and gammas are dangerous because of the tissue destruction that,ioni-

ation causes Shorthalf-liveS are dahgerous because they prOduce more of

tie damaging. radiations in a.short time.

Strontium-90 and its short half-life ghter* are dangerous because

they reStatelin calcium displabement, and they concentrate in,bOne. Iodine.137
.

is also dangerous because it concentrates in the thyroid.

after fission reactions are likeThe fission fragments which r

..the.ashes of coal or wood fires. Mist as ashes, lefE to accumulate,._can
. .

eventuaIlychOke ou fire, so fission pr uCts can stop the reaction'pro-

Cess before the fuel is utned. = fuel assemblies or rods must be re-,f.

.1MOVed from the core and replaced with fresh ones. :Although used fuel rods
r

'from commercial reactors still contain large amounts of unused uranium

that could be reprbcessed into new fuel elements, they are not now being re-

processed.. (See Environmental. Unit Waste Disposal.)

At first, fission products were stored in underground tanks which had

to be cooled to carry off gamma heat: Then a calcining process was developed

which. changed liquids to solids, making storage much simpler : Redently, a

process of casting the solids intoborosilicateglasS' (similar to.Pyrex) has

been developed, whidhmakes.them.virtually indestructible. It has been

Calculated that one cubic meter (little more than a cubic yard) of this. .

calcined material produces enough gamma heatitosupply heating for the t

equivalent of four average homes for one hundred years. ,Practical considera-r

tiAs,' however, make the use of fission products for heatingnoresUitable

tb large:cale applidations, such as central systems in large buildings. In

such applications, the'problem of public acceptance woUldSeem to be'the.main

barrier.

Reactor Safety

The possibility of contamination in dealing with:nuclear materials has

resulted in the. development of.procedureS and techniques whiCh have a remarkable

il

safety record. Anew profession, that f the Health PhysiCist, has --emerged '.-

a combination of physicist, data.clerk, technician, and.watch dog. It is the



Health Physicist who is charged with the oversight of.ail operations

in the handling-of nucleartaterials,at A.pOwer plant.

In addition to the disposaiOl.fiSsion produdt8 and the possi

biIity of contamination in dealing with nuclear materials, the general

public is apprehensive of the consequences of a nuclear accident, as

at ThreeMile Island. .The.failure to distinguish between an event

which is possible and one that.is probable ische.source Of:COnfu41ri.

It is possible thatyou will be struck by a meteor, but highly im-

probable. It is possible that a seriouS.'accident resulting in many
/

deaths could occur a.ta'nuclear power plant (or a fossil-fueled* plant

.of a hydroelectric facilityllout highly imisobable.

.Another point of, confusions nuclear power. plants cannot explode

like a
r

The.physipal arrangement of the fuel elements makes, suph'

'an event .impossible. Anotherkind of explosion which could happen in .a
4

nuclear,. coal, oil, or gas ppwer plant is, a steam explosion. It was°

feared; -but did not happen, at Three Mile.IslancL, There has been one

steam explosion in nuclear reactor history, in which three men were
e

killed, in Idaho. No.radioactive material escaped'to the atmosphere, and

traffic was allowed to'continue along a major highway less6than one

quarter of a mile away.

The government and industry have th been involved in reactor safety

research since the earliest days of the er deveioiamentprogram. Test

programS have dealtwithsimulated accidents; core destruction, reliability

of automatiO:safety.systemS, etc: The Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) and the

Power Burst Facility (PBF) projects are examples.

One result of the Three Mile,island incident is a reassessment of

operating procedures and expanded research programs in reactor safety. A

significant finding of the president's Commission on the accident at. Three

Mile Island (the. Kemeny report) was that; the. incident would have been minor,

".'..had the operators and management reacted. properly..." Further; the

Commissioh reported,-"....Wherever we looked, we found problems with h-the
o

huMan beings who operate the plant,' with-the management that runs the key

organization, and with the agency that is charged with assuringthe.safety

of nuclear power plants.".In fact, the-report continues, "ThiS Commission.

believes that it is an absOrbing concern with safety that wilkbring about

safety..-.the hUman beings who manage and operate he plants constitute an

important safety system."

!,1
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.This kind:of emphasis on responsibility is something the workshop

participant carLand Should CtirmUnicate to local nuclear per 14ant.Offi-.

clals. The importance of responsibility was:also Stressed byAdmiral

Rickover in testimony before a Congressional Subdommittee:after Three.Mile

Island: Be emphasized that/tot4 responsibility must reside.*:a7Single

individul:. The Navy nuclear prograM-has beeninoperation'fOr26.years,:..

ywthoun.accideqc involving nuclear reactors or the,xelease Of-any .

it

radioactivity which had a significant environmental impact.

*a result'of'Tiaree Mile ISlandi industry and governmenthavelbe-

gun to 'take. steps for the;preventIon ofirecurrences. PriVate citizens :can

be Participants in this process, because a citizen has:the right, to insist:

that safety, recommendations be feilowed: Community officialS shoUld.be,

continhally informed,of-COnditions at, the (The effect-of releases

of radioactive isbtopeS is covered intheTrivitonmental Unit. 'For addi-

tional -technical.diScussion on reactor'safety, the reader 1$ referred to
A °

AppendiceS T-1 and T-2. Appendix T-1 discusses:Certain factors pertinent

actor design: Appendrx T-2 gi;esadditionardetailS of.'-theIdaAo.

nuclear incident referred to abyve.)

.4

NUCLEAPiREACTpR TYPES

Although many designs. have, been proposed, this section will deal
.

only with general types. High energy neutrons have a low probability of

being absorbed by the other atOps.or-.molecuies in,the:reactbr.,- By intro-:

ducing-moderating atoms, the speed-Ofthese neutrons is reduced and the
a"
:.'probabi,l.iy of absorption is greatly increased.: ThxeeMeeral reactor

types have been developed. The type selected depends on the energy at

which most Ofthe fisSioAoccur:

Thermal Reactors. .Neutrons 'must be slowed' down in these reactors.

(See Figs. I-I and 1-2) Graphite,, heavy water, (enriched with deuterium)
, 4

. or light water (distilled water) can be used MOst modern reactors use

light water.'

Two kinds of thermali.reactors are boiling water (0/a) and pressurized

water (PWR)-types, Ih boiling water reactors, the water is.both moderator

and coolant:* Ttie water.iS 'allowed to boil in to' steam that goes to the

turbines to produce electricity. :Pressurized water 'reactors do not allow

the,waper to boil. :Through the use:;of heat exchangers (piping:systems).i a

secondary fluid is. Converted to steam for use in,turbines produce eleCtri-

r
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A third thermal type is the high temperature gas-cooled reactor (Fig. I -3).

The moderator is graphite; the coolant is helium gas. Steam, which again is
4

produced in heat exchangers, tuns,theturbines.

Fast Reactors., TheSe reactors useJiguid sodium,as the primary.coblant

because it does not slow neutrons appreciably. (See Fig. I-4) A "blanket" of

U -238 turns escaping neutrons back. into the bore; it also absorbs Some neutrons

and eventually becomes plutonium-239; hence, the name "breeder reactor.*" The

Experimental Breeder Reactor II is of this,design.

Intermediate Reactors. The.large absorption. probabilities of thorium in

the intermediate energy range are usedto ImprOVe the conversion of thoriUm-232

to uranium7-233:- An-example iSthe molten salt reactor that uses thorium-232

in the "blankep and produces fissionable uranium-233.

Plant Design

'All reactor types follow a general design, plan. Since metallic uranium

burns in air and reacts with water, the fuel is contained in a compound which

does not react'with water,. such as uranium oxides or carbides;. in case of a'

water leak. Furthermore, the crystalline matrix more readily traps fission gases.

The fuel is then encapsulated in tubes or rods which are arranged in bundles .

called fuel assemblies. .Figure 1-5 shows some typical fuel element designs.

Several such assemblies are mounted in racks to form a reactor core. 'These

form the second line Of containment, the first line being the fuel matrix it-

self. The primary coolant is Circulated'in spaces between the tubes and around

the assemblies. In the case of'a therMaI reactor, the coolant serves as a

moderator to slow down the neutrons-and'as a coolant to carry -away the.heat

produces the steam to run the turbines).:1:In the fastreactors; little' ,

moderator capacity is needed.

The third line of containment is the reactor vessel, which iS'made of a

high7integrity, stainless alloy. Sensing deviceS include temperature and

pressure probes, neutron level and fission rate detectors, and period.meaSu.r-

ing
.

probes,',Which check the rate at which reactor'power changes. a

The reactor vessel with its,piping, wiring, and.control mechanisM

contained within a shielding enclosure. The enclosure is made of 6 to 8 ft7-

thick, high density concrete. The vessel,..enclosure, and the canal which

allows loading and unloading of fresh and:spent fuel. assemblies under water, is

-then enclosed in one (and sometimes two) additi6pal enclbsures designed to

contain any kelease of radioact=ivity which might occur.:
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Waste Water is a problem with preSsurized and boiling water reactors-.

Corrosion prodUc'ts and low - level radionuclides accumulateby neutron activa

tiOn in the cooling water. Research is continuing into meal* of'disvos41

which are environmentally, economically,, and politidally acceptable.

In a technological survey such as this, much detail has been-sacri

ficed. The bibliography gives the inquiring reader a starting point for.

further information, if desired.

1
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TECHNOLOGICAD,UNIT QUESTIONS

These questions are not to be-regarded asa-test; rather,they are a
part of the learning process. They are to be `answered by reference to
theeext and glossary. The instructor will explain any questions concern-

the correct answers. Ny.

Technological infarmati8h is needed:

a) To promote good will between industry and.the general public.
b) To provide an understanding of-the operation,of a nuclear power

plant
c) To provid0data on the cost of .electricit
d) To prcvid-g information on alternative enery sources

2. The word "materials" is understood to coMprise:;

)

a) All physical masses, matter i.e., the stuffThhe World is madeOf
b) Only solid matter
c) Only 'printed. matter

d) Composite collections of.variouS atoms

3. The sMallest particle of matter that retains theohemidal properties
of an:-element'is alled:

a) A neutron
b) An atom
c) An electron.
d) A proton

.de

4. Moletules are composed of

a) Small grains of material
b) Protons and neutrons only
c) Several electrons
d) Two or more atoms of the same or different elements =tined in

definite proportionsto

5. The smallest particle:of a compound that retains its physical and
chemical properties is a (n):"

a) Mblecule
b) Atom
c) EleCtron.
d) Element

- .tonic narticles smaller than atoms are:

Protons
) Neutrons

c). Electrons
d) All of the above

. c., ti
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. Nearly-all-of the mass.of an atom is contained in:

4) .The CircUlating electrons
b) The protons
c) The nucleus
d) None-of the above

e. The nucleus is comPosed.of:

a) Electrons and neutrons
b) EleettonS and protons
c) Protons, or protons and neutrons
ay Protons, neutrons, and electrons

9. The number of circulating electrons in an atom i

a) Equal to the protons and neutrons in the nucle
b) Equal to the":number of protons minus the number of neutrons

in the nucleus
_:c) -Equal to'the number of protons in the nucleus
d) Equal to,the number of neutrons in the nucleus

10. What characterizes the atoms of any particular element?

a) The-°number of protons in the nucleus

b) The'number of neutrons in the nucleus
c) The number of electrons in thenucleus
d) The n; of protons, neutrons, and electrons-in the.nucleus::.

11. An isotope of an element is

..4) An atom of that element with the. same number-of rotons and a
different number Of,neutrons in the nucleus

b) An.atom'of-thatelement with different number of protons in the

nucleus
c,). An atom of that element with protons. in the outer shell.
d) An atom of that elementwith neutrons in the outer shell

%1%

12. Uranium -235, the fissionable isotope of uranium is present in natural
uranium inthe following percent:

a) 7.0 %.

b) 70.0%
c) 0.72%
d) 0.072%

13. The two most abundant elementS,in the earth are:

a) Oxygen and Aluminum
b),,Oxygen and Silicon.

c) Oxygen and Calcium
d) ONygen and.MagnesiuM
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14. Radiation is a natural phenomenon used to:

a) Maintain the earth in its orbitaroUnd the sun
b) Produce ocean tides

- c). Move energy from place to place
d) Prevent people from living excessively long lives

15. Familiar forms of electromagnetic radiation (E1.) are:'

a) Heat and light
b) Radio and TV wave
c) X-rays
d) All of the above

16. The following are not EMR forms:

17.

a) Alpha and beta rays'
b) Heat and light
c) X-rays and gamma rays
d) None of the above \):

An atom that ha8 lost can electron is said to bezt,

.a) Agonized
b) Ionized
c) PUblidized
d) Simonized

18. Ionization is harmful to humans becvse:

a) It lights up °nets life
b) All atoms emit ionization v
c) It is destructive of humans tissue
d) None of .its forms are directly observable by humant-

19: Non-ionizing radiatiohs can-be harmful to humant because:

a) They haveqno.practical value to humans
:' b) They are never visible '4

.c) TheTareproduced as products:of radioactive disintegration

.d) 'they are sometimes applied in excessively large amOunts.

20. When an atut breaks up, the following radioactive ditintegration
products are formed:

0

a) Protons, neutrons, and electroins:
ti) Lexicons, croutons, andleprechauns
d) Hexagons, automatons, and xenons
d) Alpha, beta and gamma rays
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Of the three products of radioactive disintegration, which is the most
penetrating:

al Gamma-rays
b)- Beta rays
c) Alpha rays
d) None of the above

22. ':Half-life.refers to:

a) The time required for the brea-up,of a single atom,
b) Half of the time during whiclran atom remains stable
c) The time during which one-half of the original quantity of an

element is changed by radidactive disintegration
d) One -half of the average lifetime of an element

23. A shore half-life means:'

a) Many disintegraiions in a short time
b) Many disintegrations in a icing time
c).Few disintegrations in a short time
d) Few disintegrations in a long:time

24. The least hazardous radioactive isotopes are:

a) Those having the shortest.half7lives
b) Those having moderate half-lives
c) Those having the. longest half-lives
d.).None,of the above

25. Assessment of the.envirohmqntal effects of low-..level radiation is made
difficult if not impoSsible by:

a) Instrumental deficiencies
D) The pervasive nature of radiation
c),Interference-from the earth's magnetic field
d) The existence Of sun spots

26. An atom of Ur unr235 can be caused to split into two nearly equal-parts:

a) By absorbing a neutron
b) By absorbing a proton
c) By absorbing an: electron
d) By absorbing a photon

27. On the average, how many neutrons are emitted per fission in a nuclear.
reactor:

A) 2.5

b) 0.25
c) 25.00
d) 2.05



28. Neutron=absorbing Material is added to the core of a reactor for the
purpose Of:.

a) Absorbing heat for control purposes
9p) Absorbing electrons fbr producing heat
c) Absorbing neutrons for control purposes
d) Absorbing stray protons

29. The energy produced in a nuclear 'reactor is,:

a) The result of frictional forces -

b) Due to hot spots on the Uraniumr.235 atoms
c) The result. of the- conversion of mass to energy
d): The result'Of cooling the core by circulating cold water

30. The fragments resulting from nuclear fission are known as:

a) Fission by- products
b)'Electrons and protons
c) Stable isotopes
d)..Unstable isotopes

31. ;The h alf-lives of, fission products:'

a) Are all verb'- short:
b) Are all very long .*

c).HAve values ranging froth very short to very long
d).A're all completely unknown '

32. One cubic meter of calcined fission products
heat to heat: 24.04

a) 100 does per year
.b) 4 h

NO g at all
d) One mobile home

produces en&igh gamma

33. Strontium-901s a dangerous fissi

a)

b)

a)

d)

34.. Wh
(b

t is soluble in water
t is soluble in. Mazola Oil
It. is radioactiv and has a long half-life ,

It is radioactive; it displaces calcium in bones; it
half-life, and it has highly radioactive daughter products

a fuel. rod is removed from a commercial reactor as being used up

product because:

has a long..'

a) It is
b) Co ?d

fis \,on)

)

own in the dump
reprocessed to salvage the unused fuel
roducts

c) It is reproCessed to render the fission products
dr.I is reprocessed to make sure all tie available

acted

v.

acx1 to .'7emove the

harmless
heat has been



o.

35. A health physicist is:

,a) A Physicist
b) A Technician
c) A Data Clerk
d) A watch dog
e) All of.the above

36. A nuclear "bomblike" explosion is impossible in a nuclear:power reactor

because:

a) Things like that jusOdon't happen
.API Nuclear power reactors are `constructed geometrically.-a fe
c) Safety circuits have built-in devices to preventexplOsions'.
d) EXplosion-producihg procedures are prohibited

37. A nuclear "bomb -like" explosion is:

a) One in which nuclear reactions only occur and temperatures and.
pressures result that approach those in the interior of the sun

b) One in which steam is prodUced'as in a coal -fired plant
c) Onebthat blows up. like a bomb .
d) One that has.nothing to do with nuclear energy but is called that

because of its ViolAce

38.' The event in-Idaho was 'what kind of explosion:

a) A trivial matter
b) A."bombTlike". explosion
,c) A Steam'explosion
d) . An explosion that burs e. containment building and spread radioactive

contamination over a very atge area.

39. A recent event that has focused public attention on nuclear /eat-tor safety

was: ,

a) The sinking of the Titanic
.1p) The SI,-*reactor accident
c) The Three Mile. Island accident
d).2.The loOmbing of Hiroshima

vg). According to the findings of the President spoqmisaion on the ,Three Mile
Island accident:

: .
ay There were equipment'failures, but the inCident would have been.

. ,

ofrint if properly handled ' .

b) There was nothing the operatOrS:could haVe done to minimize the
effedts of the eqtipment failures

c) There were no problems with the equipment
d):The operators did everything pOssible to minimize the effedts of

equipment failUtes ,

v.



41: The. President's Commission'is convinced that:

a) The operator's attitua toward reactor safety is of little
consequence

b) Human beings who manage and operate the plants constitute an
important safety system

c) NOthing more need be done to ipprovereactorsafety
d) Regulations alone can assure-the safe operation of nuclear reactors

42. The President's Commission believes:

a) That nuclear reactors are inherently. safe and nothing more need be
N.done , - '

b) That it is an absorbing concern with
.c) That an,absorbing concern with safety
d) That no amount of concern with,safety

safer

safety pat will bring about safety
is desirable, but not necessary,
will make nuclear reactors any,.

43 A vital component of the reactor safety sys

6, ,-

a) 'A set of narrowly prescribed andiComplex regulations sr

b) A vast array-bf plant function indicators displaying normal operating
conditions.on4y

c) Well - marked.. scape routes for use in the event of an incident'
d) The human beings who.manage and operate the plant

4

44, The Naval Nuclear Propasion:Program has operated nuclear reactors haw
long without an accidentAmiolving a naval reactor:

a) 2.6 years-
b) 26.0 years
c) 16.0 years
.d)., 1.6 years

45. A.basic principle
is:

contib4ing to the safe operation of nuclear reactors

4 0°"

7ctal responsibility residing
b) High level of mental abilities and qualities of judgement
c) Strict compliance with detailed operating and casualty procedures
d) All of the above

46. Community officials need_to take the following steps to assist industry
to operate nuclear reactors safely:.

a) Maintain a continuing expressed interest in plant safety._operations .

b) Leave everything up to, the industry officials 0 .., ..

c) Continue to pressure industry to adopt narrowly drawn, complicated
regulatios 2° :

d) Setup.,standards for industry to follow



47.. The kind, of a neutron" needed, to produce fissions in a.pressurized water
. .

reactor is :.

a) A faSt neutro
b) ,An intermediate .neutron
c) A therMal neutron
d) A fission neutrOn,

Cif

48.. Liquid 'sodium is usedes i4 coolant in what kind of reactor::

, .
. .

;,,

LiqUid meta]: fast bre040
;':b) presSurized water reactor

Gas - cooled high: temperatUre

d) Boiling water .reactors.,
. ,

49. In a pressurized water reactor-installation,

a)) NeVer; used

b) Used underpreSsure..tp- prevent Toiling
c) Used under reduced preSure'..to In prove efficiency
d) Used mixed with liquid soffit:am to permit the'.developmen-t-:Of' high power...

50'. Oxides or carbides of uranium are used in,`preference to metallic
uranium because:

light water is.:'..

a) Metallic Uranium is pyrophorid (burns in the presence of air)
b) Fission, gases are more ,readily trapped_ in the crystalline. matrix
9) Does not react with Water as does metallic uranium
d) All 8 'he, abocie,

The. inbsociiiimon oartrelerCial reactor types -are:

4N led and Is.'t'',breeder reactors

I.;1) BWR WR
c). Molten S t and Gas-Oooled
.d) Fast br er and PWR

The only device. that. igl_nherently safe to operate with, little Orto
. .

.

training is'L

a) A nUclear xeactor.."
b) A cairrnercial.Ae ,4iin

c) An autoodoil
d) A paper airplane
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Geometrically

The that 4. nliclear:powerlreactor c of explode a
/

.

bomb" rests primarily On:the'concept of"!geometric,s fetY..."

Neutronsemitted during;fission ve very high energies. Hence, the

distance that they travel before encountering another uranium atom to pro-
,

duce-another fission is'als011arge. :If, then, the.distancefram the site
I

of the fission,tO the edge of the core is small compared to .the neutroWs

path length, thatneutronwill esca before it can.cause a-fission. I Tb

maintain a chain reaction, at least ne, on the average, of the average 2.5

fission neutrons must beabsOrbed b another uranium atom. more than

1.5 neutrons per fisSion escape, the chain reaction cannot be maintained.

That. happens when the surface area of:-the core is large. compared to the

Mass of the uranium. 'In.the case f a bomb, this. surface-to-mass ratio is

reduced to the minimum: Nuclear power reactors have large surface-ttvmass
a.

*ratios to make them geometricallyisafe.

If the geometricfactor were the only factor, there would. be no.nuclear 4
H

*actors. At this point, other. characteristics Come into play.

Thermal Coefficient

The fission neutrons with low fission orption probability must be

slowed down to thermal energies where the fission probability is high. If,-

however, the core heats up, a' must to produce power, the neutrons are

pushed up to higher energies/where the fission probability is less. In

addition, thermal expansion reduces fuel density and hence, fission probabil-

ity.. The degree to which the reactor responds to an increase in temperature

is Called the temperature cefficient. Mbst reactors are designed to have

a negative temperature coefficient and hence, the power is self limiting.

But there are other counteracting effects. Thermal expansion of the modera-

for and/or coolant, reauces neutron absorption and hence, neutron loss.

Thelahleue explanation has been over simplified and the actual design

is much more complicated!

Reflectors

To maintain a neu on chain reaction, it is necessary to reduce the

leakage.of neutrons from the core. That is done by surrounding the core with

a reflector. A reflector is a material having a large scattering probability

and a small absorpti probability. Various materials have been used for this

purpose. SometimeS the reflector serves a dual puroose. When uranium-238
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is Used, it alSO serves as a breedirG material; when graphite is used, it

also servers as a moderator:

Delayed Neutrons

When nuclear fuel fissions, all the average 2.5 neutrons per fission

are nottemitted at the moment, of fission. A small percentage are emitted.

froM certain fission products,a short tine later. There are several groups

of such delayed neutrons that axe emitted anywhere from about .2 second to

about 50 seconds following the instant of fission-

Delayed neutrons are crucial to the control of nuclear reactors. The

power level of a nuclear reactor is controlled by the introduction or re-

moval of absorbing or reflecting materials, that, is Accomplished by means

of electro-mechanical devices.

The control circuits include .neution!sensors, signal aMplifiers, and

mechanical actuators. These cannot be made to respond to neutron level

changes instantly. The existence of these delayed neutrons, therefore,

leaves time for the.'control devices to take effebt.

The design of a nuclear reactot,.therefore,-reguires an optitham balance

of all these factors;. fission probability of the nuclear fuel, neutron

leakage fram the bore, reflector efficiency, moderator and:coolant scatter-

ing and absorption probability,:temperature coefficient,',and control cir7

cuitry

Appendix T-2

The Idaho Incident

Exactly what led to the Idaho incident referred to in -the text, will

never be known, since the three military:service men present -were

What is known is that steam was generated at surka rapid rate that the

top of the reactor vessel was blOwn off, and the Moderator-coolant and control

rods were blown out:of the core. Removal. of the Moderatorput an end to

the chain reaction and thus a "bortib-like" explotion was impossible.. The ,

chief damage to the core was mechanical, due to the violence of the steam

explosion.
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CITIZEN EDUCATION on NUCLEAR

TECHNOLOGY

II-ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGICAL UNIT

"And makes us rather bear those ills we have,

Than fly to others, thatwe know not of."

Hamlet

INTRODMOION

The relations between nuclear_energy and the environment may be

classified'asi.:a) The effect of the environment on the nuclear power

plant, and,,-b)The effect of the nuclear bower plant on the'-envirOnment.

To place the whole question in the proper perspective, these same effects

resulting from.the.construction of alternative energy sources alsci need

to be considered.

The impact of the presence of a nuclear power plant on humans as a

part of the eco-system :is described.

As.an example of the:kinds of. things that need to be considered,

and hoW the problem was handled in one instance, the case of the Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory in eastern Idaho is described:

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON A NUCLEAR PLANT

Introduction

[,then planning fora nuclear power plant begins, the plant's effect_

on the environmeht and the environment's effect on the plant are among many

faCtors considered. The .intent is to'minimIze, to the greatest extent

possible,, any damage which may occur in the event of an accident.

The siting of the plant,'thereforei.considers'sudh ngs asiptevail=

ing wind. directions, rainfall history, and.flood threats, and the seismic

(earthquake) characteristics of the area.
The:wind'direction is:probably the most. obvious concern to the laytan.

Ifanaccidental release of radioactivity were to occur, it would be importan

that the plant be sited to minimize the effect of that radioactivity, particular-

ly,on people and in agricultural areas.

Rainfall and flood threats from nearby rivers or dams are also con-

sidered beCause of their Possible impactOn the plant structure itself.

Most neoble,when they think of earthquakes,'think of an earthquake belt,

stretching from California to Alaska. Many also remember the quake which struck
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the Yellowstone Park area in 1959. People who live away frdm those areas

probably think of earthquakes as something which "can't happen here."

Actually, every area of the U. S.. is subjected tosmall'tremors as

a normal.occurrende, usually unnoticeable except on Specialized equipMent.

In. fact, Boston,. Charleston, S. C., and the St. Louis.area haveall suffered

- massive quakes since they were settled by European colonists. Since this

potential exists, the builders :of nuclear pl s are required to prepare

for that remote worst possible event.

This part of the text will deal with conditions that exist in the area

of the nuclear test facility here in Idaho.. The:Material is presented as an

exaMple.Ofthe:kinds of things that need to be Considered in the constriction

of commercial nuclear .power plants.

Prevailing Winds

The Idaho.National'EngineeringLaboratoryis in a belt of prevailing

westerly winds. Lack of atmospheric stability. .in.the spring and summer leads

.-toTstronger winds, with the highest wind speeds registered,-in the spring.

Generally, wind direction isgoverned'bythe mountains and mountain/valley

effects, with alterations caused by storm:patterns. altitudeS, the

predominant direction in the winteriS.Mi.shiftirig..to-W.in' the spring, SW in

11 the summerandioadk to in the

Information about wind speed, and direction is derivedin three ways:

radar;ltranspondersa radio.device'Sentaloft in a balloon which transmits

Weather information at the command of a base Station; and tetroons - a one-cUbic,-:

meter four-sided constant Vol balloon, made of mylar._

The primary concern, for this course, is the relation of wind. direction

to population centers. Towns in thepath.of southwesterly Spring and sunnier

. winds:: include Mbnteview, Mud Lake, Terreton; DUboiS, Camas, Earlier, and St.

Anthony. In the winter, strongsouthwesterly flows can occur in advance of a

storm front. The normal northerly winds of winter flow toward Ardo, Sterling,

Pocatello, Moreland, and Taber: (See Figure

Flood Threats

The United States Geologital Survey '(USGS).has-completed three surveys

to evaluate the effects of floods and damsfailUres'on INEL facilities.' The.,

objective in each was to calculate the route and volume offload waves from

Mackay Dam, in case. of a failUre-,. or routes of 300-yeak snowmelt floods on the

Big Lost River. (Floods are categorized by their-severity. A 300-year flood,

therefore, is one so sevaN.thatthedhance of its occurring is only once in

a 300 -year period.) See Figure-II-2)

Acj
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The flood. plain on the INEL Site is very flat and ranges up to five,

miles wide. aciilaties Which may be threatened by severe flooding include

the Radioactive Waste Management Complex, State HighaY(20, Central:Facilities.

Area, Test Reactor Area, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant,. and the Naval-Reactor.

Facility. These range 49 to 62 miles from the dam site.

StreaM flow in-the Big Lost River originates in mountains to the north

and west of the Site. Becauseof water storage at the Madkay Reservoir and

reduced stream floW due to irrigation di/ersions and infiltration along the

river, significant amounts of water in the Big Lost River within.the:INEh

occur only when there is.an abnormally large snow melt,
11-

Flows on the river system:Within the Site are'se0arated at a diversion

dam, in the southwest corner of the Site Four natural depressions are used

as "spreading areas "-and the diverted waters are allowed to naturally:infiltrate.

Since,the flood control. project was constructed in 1958, no Ater has reached

the fourth spreading area and only a small amount reached the third area,.in

ti

1965.

The water'whidh remains in the river channel is reduced by infiltration.

About 18 miles.beyOnd,the diversion daM,7the water enters an area of pranching

channels and:four playaSAflat-floored, Undrained desert baSins which become
b

Shallaa lakes). :Again; some water has reached the third playa and none has*

reached the fourth.

Seismic Effects .

A two-yeah microseism stu y for the Eastern Snake ,RiVer Plain. rea was

completed in 1976.'The study was prepared by the Health-Services Laboratory

at the INEL and the U. S. Geologi 1;Survey office. in Lasegas, Nevada.

Three stations at the INEL-and three. at Teton Dam were orerateddaily

during the'study (January,1974- December, 1976). In .that timp,-8/00 natural
7

earthquakes were registered at the six stations, with none above 1,5 magnitude

on the eastern4Snake River .Plain and none near the Teton Dam reservoir: In

that "od,,,to earthquakes were detected on the.INEL.

. Th e has been no history of damage to buildingsin"Ehe.arpa.ocdUpied

by the The Hebgen Lake earthquake, August 17, 1959, which measured 7.1

on the phchter scale, only restated in the splashing of some water:Sfrath a

reactor storage canal..;

Through 1969-/ the eastern

seismic risk value, or moderate

to zone 3 'major damage probability.

result in a return to the zone 2 rank

Snake River Plain was designateda.zone 2

damage probability. In1.969;..this.was changed

There i currently discussion that may

(Earthquake zone rankings are'i

aSsigned by the International Conference of Building OfficialS:
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Other.studieShave shown the potential for earthquakes, at the INEL

focuses in. two areas.. The -first, a scarp (line of cliffs caused by fracturing

of the earth's crust) across from HoWe, IdahO,:is considered a site of potential

concern to the INEL.- The second,- a scarp on the east side of the Big Lost-River

Valley north of Arco, was identified for. further study. Both faults. may haVe

been active as recently as 4000 years ago; and a magnitudd'7.I quake may have

occurred at each location. Neither the Arco nor the Howe cca Showed any

activity during the 1974-76 study.

The art of designing structures to withstand earthquakes has made c;'f,

significant progres inthiscentury. This progress has been, applied to the

planning for earthquake-proof power plants. Three large industrial and gonven7

tional power plants Whidh have been designed to withstand and have been sub-

jected to large earthquakes, have experienced no major damages. There has:

been little actual experience with earthquakes at nuclear power plantS.

Those that have occurred (minor quakes iti-Japan, two.hajorquakeS in California)

have caused no damage. "\

Planning.for nuclear power plants is required' to include.proviSions.for

siting and construction which would miaimize: exposure to active faults and
. A

damage, should tremors occur. Vibration tests are conducted on

components and entire reactor buildings have been tested, using mechanical

shakers.- High explosive charges have also been detonated nearby to simulate

..the,. effect of strong tremors.

EXTERNAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR POWER
- PLANTS'

Introduction

Under normal operating conditions-, nuclear reactors'have a potential
t.

for easing'some of ourenvi±onmental problems. ::They' do not cause the air

pollution whidh is aproblemvith fossil-fueled plants. And, since so much

less uranium than coal is needed 7(65 tons of uranium ore vs. 2500,000 tons

of coal fora 1000 Idla plant annually)', there would be propoltionatelY less'-

land damaged through strip mining; etc.. The,sheer volume of waste material:,

at the power plant site is much less, with coal waste running aboUt 12% of the

total burned (12 tons of ash for every 100 tons burned) and.nuclear at about

.004% (eight pounds per 100 -tons of uranium ore mined) .. bejair, uranium ore

processinTresults in large amounts of waste. Generally, the ore is milled at

or near the.mine site, with 4olid-waste returned as part of the site restora-

tion prodess. The coal waste described' above is produced at the site of

the power plant, rather thaaat the mine.

The majority of thermal power plants (both fossil and audleor) disr
ii 38
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charge condenser cooling water directly.into nearby waterways.-. In many areas,

damage to streamsbeen done t and tidal basins. As new, ecological studieS

are completed, existing state, regional, and fedeial standards will prObalAir.,.

become even more rigid.

Limited benefits of this waste heat may be in;agriculture and aqua

culture, but extensive use is a longway,down the road, with muelot research

still to Be completed.

The immediate environmental concern which must be resolved if nuclear

energy is to assume a greatet proportion of.the burden country, is

the disposal of radioadtive waste materials. The processes currently used

are desdribed later in this unit.

Radioldgical Release

Two Rinds of biological effects exist. Somatic effects are those ex-
.

perienced by the thing expOsed to radiation. Geneticeffects.are those whiCh

are passed on to succeeding generationns. It is.- assumed that the effects of

radiation are proportional to the amount of exposure. There is no evidence

that low levels of radiation cause either effect, but it is also assumed that

there is no "safe" level. Therefore, very strict regulation's are in place

for the operation of nuclear power Plants.

-ContinuouS studies of. the environment are a conditiOn placed on the

utility when an operating license is issued. The kinds of control

leases of gases and water which occur under normal operating conditions are

tiny fractions of the conservative limits set by.the federal government.

pcirne plant and animal species -"reconcentrateradiOactive materials intheir

systems without doing harm to themselves. Soarne shell fish and aguatic

plants are such life formS: These.are.uSed as Monitors.

A legitimate area of concern for many scientistSA.S the4tatkilative

effect. Many studies and experiments have been conducted and papers written

about the effects of unusual doses of radiation. Subjects lave either been

expoSed during controlled experiments or as areSult -of fallout from nuclear

Weapons tests, because the area around-nuclear reactors simply doesn't contain

excessive amounts of radiation.

Radiation Effects

Before describing radiation effects, it is necessary to define the

units being used. Radiation sources are measured in terms of a unit called.:

a Roentgen; named after Wilhelm Roentgen, the discoverer of X-rays. It is

based on the amount of energy in the fOrmof ionized particles appearing in

a cubic centimeter. of air under standard conditionSof-presSure and-temperature.



A difficulty arises when applied to humans,:sincetrie energy absorbed by

human tissue is different than that absorbed by'airfor the s. gamma

';(or ray. The problem was solved by:relating, theradiatfbn dosageto:the

:':amount of biological damage.' The new unit is called a raben valent
.

''roan (rem).

Human/Effects - The principal route of external contamination!'for the

general population would.be from radioaotiYe gases.. The rsult:of large

.amounts of such4pses can be:death frOm radiation.poisoning or the poSsibility
.

of leukemia or other. cancers::: These diseases arise.froM other causes:As.well.,

of course, and'are difficult:to pin to specific causes. Other cancer agents]

including food additiveSpesticides, coMbustion emissions, etc., are also

difficult to

Lesser dosageSreSult in symptoms such as nausea, Vomiting, and lassi-

tude fori:severl weeks befOre full recovery. .

The Most talked-about incident of accidental release is,.of

Three Mile. ISland in March, 1979. Studies were: immediately undertaken to`

determine the effects (mostPofthegases were:.eontained). It was estimated

that any increase of cancer, if indeed there is any increase, will be so

small as to-be impossible to detect from the number of cases which can be

expected anyway. The most serious health effeOt, according to the Kemeny

report,' was mental stress.

Table II-1, taken from Nuclear Power Quick Reference (General Electric'`.

Corporation,

Linneman, M.

using material froM'aackground Information of Radiation by R. E.

D., April 11-,. 1979) lists sources of natural and man -made radiation.

Source

Table 1171:

Natural BaCkground Radiation

Millrem..Per Year

L.

Cosmic.Rays 35
Air 5

.Building Materials 34
Food 25
Ground 11
Total;

. 110 mrem
Man-made Radiation::

Source--

Coast -to -Coast jet,fight
Color television'
X-ray diagnosis
eapons fallout

Living Within a 50 -mile, radius of a
:nuclear plant

Rate

5 mrem/round trip
2 mrem/year/hour of viewing

50 mrem/exposure
4 mrem/year



Table 11-2 ListS

r

Dosage,
(in a few
minutes*)

:200 rem

500 rem

;00 . rem

SimilarsageS spread Over longe*period (Say4,One year) would produca.no_
. .

sympitoMS,..11O'latalitIes:

. Source; The National Council on Radiation' PrOtection'.and Measurements

Federal standards: for workers at nuclear power plants limit dosage to.:5-Tpm

per,Year,':and the general.pUblic to.-0.17 rem per.year. 'The average eXposure

less than (L8 reth throughout the,,,industry,-and(-0.001:rem'-for individuals living

the effects olf,ionizingcradlatiOn on humans.

.

Table'II-2"

Radiation Effects on .HuMans

Eftects7:.

nausea;,yomiting,
diarrhea, irritable

lassitude

sate symptoMS:in,
More acute form'

a

.full recovery. in

1-2 weeks

1/2 of those,exposed
wily die in'- 3:0 =40

days; other half -full
recovery °it several

\,
months.

,T.largerthe dose, the
sooner the fatality

near nuclear per plants.

Radiation standards are'based on 50 years of researOtOpy the International'

Commission of Radiological Protection and the NaticinalounCil:On'Radiation

4. Protection and:Measurements.

An estimate of your personal exposure to natural andYman-made radiations
.

canbe calculated by use of Table I1-1. Table 11-3 is a form that_yOu'can

fill cut to make that calculation. Under "Location,'".Idaho:Falls residents add

47: Add the appropriate number for thetypeofhouSe you live::in. 'Add.40propri.

ate amounts for jet-air travel; television viewing, X-ray diagnosis, and proximity

to a nUclear7plant. By studying.the'entrieS'in Table 112.,you can determine what

steps you might take to reduce yOur annual expOsure:\ it



'liable II-3.

Human Effects - ,Radiation.

Hai to,Estima e Your Radiation Exposure

Radiation,Sour

fioCa.ti6n. Cosmic Rath at Sea Level plus
1 x each 100.ft..2of.elev.
(Idaho Falls --4700 feet)

House- Construction:' Wood 35, Concrete,.
Brick - 75, tone 7 70

Annual EXPosure

35 mr..rn

Ground:,;:ji. S:,Average' -

Water,
P

Food and Aar: U. S. 'Alierage-

Jet Travel: 'Number of 6000mileflights (round trip,
coast to coast) x

TelevisionVie4n4 Black and White ;- `number of, hours
_perday x'l

(
COlcir - number of hours per
day x 2

, .

..X.-ray.diagnosis and' treatment':

gest X-ray nUMber x 50

..-Cstrointestinal:- number x.2000

Dent-a1 - nuMiper::x 20
A

11

25

'Pr xi#4y,:to nuclear*wer

At boundary =,..numberOf hOUrs:per-day x 0:2

One Mile away - number of hourS perday x

Five miles.away = number'of hOurs per day x 0.002

.OVer five miles r.None:

SUb-total:--=.-=-- rar

(Source : United etates:Enei.t,'-Data BOOk679, The2,InUtutd:of Electrical.
and Electronic Engineers

c--.
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Table 11-4 listSthe
experience.

life-shortening effect.of variouS factors in human

Table 11-4

LifeShortening Effects of Various Factors in Human EScperience-

.-Tactors Tending tb-Decrease
Average Lifetime

.'0Verweight by 25%

Smoking 1 pack per day

Smoking-2 backs'per-dap:

City ratherythari country living

) Actual radiation from nuclear power
,plants in 1970

Estimat'for year 2000 with 1007fOld
increase in nuclear:power produCtiOn::

Decrease of Average Lifetime

3.6' years

7.0 years

.) 10.0 years

5.0 Years

less.than 1 minute

'a

less-than 30 minutes °

Source: Advisory COmmission on the HiolOgicalEffeCts ofRadiatiOn, NatiOnal°
Research Council, 1972'. ,

FOrthose whO'rnight.beinterested in the effects°.:

-radiation, there.are several publications' available.;

extreme doses of

1. pipe Effects of 1onizing-RadiatiOnon Human .BeingS a' Study
prepared by the Naval Medical Research Institute,
'Naval Radiological DefenSe Laboratory. and BrookhavenNational
Laboratory. 'A report. of work done-f011oWing.exypsure.to fallout
from :a nuclear weapons test in the Pacific.in:1954..

°L6ing-Term Effects of Ionizing Radiations from External Sources 7
a-report prepared by a Subcommittee of the Committee .on pathologic
Effects of Atomic'Radiationof the National Academy,of SCiences'-i
NatiOnal Research Council.

A summary of studies done.in:b.4.0 cases of extensive` ''t4dia
expoSure due to fallout from a. nuclear weapons test:.in.15 is
Contained in EnyironMental.Padioadtiyityby MerrillEisehbud.
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ca.

Healrl Effects on Miners of Qtanium Ore .

During the early years of the:nuclear..i.ndustrY', erallprotection

requirements were enforced. 1966r,ThoweVer,..the Fedeial Metal andNein+,;.
, 0

Metallic Mine Safety Act" Nag pasSed to...limit exposure tcyjiazardous ihaterials.

This was further amended in 1971, includift44better.wentil4tiOnofr4pes.

aspects Of the nuclear power Industry tstlts:in threq,canoeedeathg per!yea;,

according to figures available-from the NatiOnal Institute-for OccupatiOn4l,,,

aA

Safety and Health.

Flora and Fauna Effects

^
tf;,,1

Studies have shown that,controlledreleases:Of radioadt*vity_haverSeep,.

of. no ecological significance.. Less comptex'organisMateekto. Lev,mbre --'

sistant to.the effeCts of radidtion. Deserts, tuna, ancl.:gralands went
, ..

to be most resistant to'the effects of larger does.of:radiartion, followed

by deciduous farests, with coniferous fOrests most sensitive, This is true

of-aqp4tic life forMS,.:as

In case f accidentalreleases of largqi..,amppn& of:::rarlibactivity,,d4mage

to an agricul u±'.4 area would be of e most c3hcetn06ecause of entry into

the food sy em.
,

In 1957, a:significant release of iadiOaCtivity:occurred at Windscale

iri Englarid...'Prompt-reactianby authorities; principally through tecollec,.

tiOn of contaminated milk beforet reached the.pUblic, allowed the Medical

FtetearChSouncil.to-say that.it Wat,highly unlikely 'that anyonehadbeen

harmed. (The-Windscale facility accident.*CurredWith an unshielded'pro-

!duction,reactor a condition which doet not exist:in commercial-facilities..)

The Yankee Atomionuclear.poWer Plantat RoweiMastachusetts,has dbeZated.

since 1961, With..no damage to fioraand fauna. Extensive testa.havebeen

dOpe and veterinarians in the area have:lpeen.on the' alert for any :reaction in
0 y:

animals.

Waste Disposal
,,4

7 ,
1 Nuclear. significantfuel is 'not a signifiCt radiatiOh hazard until ithaS been

tsedin a reactor:- A:urrently-i'. fuek rods are. stored at the reactor siteaffer.

use.. Originally, reprocessing plants, were to separate4e plutonium and

V

A.

uranium.fromthe tpent-fuel-rods; shipping the fiStion podUCts to waste de-

positories ;'.:and.returningtheuraniumto iinery to be prepared:for
I

use again in fuel-rodeprocessing plantS planned-toreceive original

shipuenttfrOm utilities in 1983:.

r



V `'Since the late 701s, howeveri,reproceSsing haS not been'considered an

Option in this countr*: and'ae utilities continue to store spent fuel.
t

rods inwaterbathsat the. reactor site, :Radioactive decay continues during

thi tide. /

Several reasons, bothloolitical and economicrhave contributed to the

decision'not tp reprocess spent fuel rods, The. political reasons include

fear of prolifieration to nan-nuClear countries. of the ability'to make
,A 4

nuclear weapons and the chance that terrorists may try to obtain the material
j

for bitickmail or other reasons. The economic reasons include an estimate,

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that the cost of building and operating.

reprocessing plants woOld be so high that fuel cost-savings.to power

users would be in the range of 1%.-. OfreourSe, uranium is a finite substance,

and as sUpplieS of,uranium became lesS'available, the economic need for

reprocessing will becoMe greater.

Other solid waste materials (protective clothing, tools, equipment,

piping, eta.) are shipped to repositories. They are put into "plastic"
o

sacks, then:into:steeldi"ums,. then sealed,for shipment in steel containers
k.

which pave met rigid specifications.
.

-Tests Of.these:containers haVe been deviSed to insure that no radiation
t.

could escape if there were.a truck or train,accidentduring shipment. -Tests..
v.

have included dropping the container 30 feet to a hard surface; exposure
A

to I475°.'fire,for 30,minutes; total' immersion for at least 8 hours; and,.atop

-a railroad:flatcar,. ramming into a concrete wail at 80'nooh.

There have been no 'injuries-or deaths due to the radioactive materialS

being transported. There have been some driVer injuries'or deaths in

accidents-involving trucks carrying nuclear matprials,..but:there was no re-
,

lease of contaminated materials in these cases:`

Any daMage which might occur aring. shipment-is covered under the pro-

visions of the Pice- Anderson Act.:

"The fixationof fission b#,=products pyrex -type glass has been

known for ten.years1 but recent research has thown that at temperatures

above 300° C some liSSion products escape. Cuttent research is underway to

developerystalline mineral forms that hage. geometric Structures'compatable

with.the crystal Structure of the fission produCtS themselves In that. way,4

the fission products and the host matrixTill be more firmly'bOnded'and
u.

tHe escape likelihood reduced,' or it is hoped that escape will be eliminated.



The use of glass-sealed fission products for low potential space

heatingias indicated.in the section on Fission Products in the Technology

Unit, would tend to keep the temperature of such units well belay the

300° C

EFFECTS OF POVED4PLANTS
IN GENERAL.

Introduction

With a burgeoning population and increasing. industrialiZation,.the

world's decisions aboutener%.7 production are.becoming more and more

critical.: An important but little understood facet of energy produc

tion .is. its effect on theworld's climate and environment. This material

will consider some problems which,occur with other ehergy sources, as

well as the impact of nuclear power plants on the envibnment: The sub-

sect is so vast that no workshop format can adequately cover the material.

We hope the workshop participant will gain,alrealization that there are

no simple answers to the energy dilemma.

Fossil Fuels

Over 97% of.the industrialized world's energy demand is satisfied

by the burning offossil fuels. It haS been estimated that, even with

conversion-to alternate sources, use of fossil fuels wilr.double by the.

year 2000.

Fossil fuels emit sulfur dioxide and Oxides of nitrogen which are

carried in the air for 1-4 days, drifting 150-1000 miles.. Eventuallythe-

, pollutants fall to earth again as acid rain.

Acid_rainpallutes water and reduceS fish capacity-to.reproduce,

resulting in smaller and older PopulatiOns which finally_disappear.:Hun-
.:

dreds.of lakes in the Adirondacks are no longer able to sustain'tiout

populations.

In human habitats, effeCts of acid rain are observable. Two town

tooter systeMs near the AdirondaOks have lead levels 5 times the EPA maxi-

mum, because:acid rain water. leaches lead from the solder of municipal water

pipes.

ScrubberS couldeliminate as much as 97% of the offending material.

Estimates have been made that, even if industry were to begin a:Progtam:

tomorrow o'. seriously addressing.the problem, it would take 15 years tO re-
,

duce the pollution to present levels, because pollutiOn by,cOa1 is in-

creasing more rapidly than scrubbers can be installed.



For many scientists, the increased amounts of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere is a greater concern. Simply..put carbon dioxide slabs down.

the radiation .of heat from the earth's surface into space.: This has :-

become popularly known as the "greenhouse effece." Warming of the atmosphere

could result in'shifts-Of agricultural zones, less sea ice, a.higher sea.

level, shifts of marine ecosystems, and a flux of carbon dioxide from:the

ocean to the atmobiAlere (thus aggravating the Situation).-

Radioactive Release.- Coal

Coal contains materials such as potassium,. thorium, and uranium,-whidh

are radioactive. .A1000-mW (mega Watt *, million Watts) coal-fired plant,

burning 10,000 tons of coal per day, releases about 100 ibs. of radioactive

material per day. While most of this is contained in unburned particulates*

and ash, Some is released as gas into the atmosphere. The result is that

many coal-,fired plants release more radioactivity than nuclear plants.

These amounts are still below proscribed.radiation levels and.no envirOn-

mental damage has been detected. Currently, no efforts are being made to

control such releases.

Synthetic Fuels

Synthetic-fuel research has increased greatly in the last few years.

Techniques include coal gasification* and coal liquification.*

The most serious problem for large scale conversion of coal to synthetic

fuels .is the need for water, both for cooling and as a raw material, This

is intensified because most of thecoal to be used is located in dry western.

states.

Since the agriculture.of this region -requires water for irrigation and

sathe'pf the fastest growing'cities in thecountry are. also in this:area,.:

the competition for water is already severe. A new competitor, in the form

cif new energy industries, will claShwith.these other water users._ The

,political and economic.consequences are obviout.

An example 4of the political consequences which may be expected occurred

in January, 1980, when SenatOr-Churdh of Idaho introduced legislation to

stop the'EPA from studying the possibilit 5of diverting_water from the

NOrthwest to the Southweat.

, Large amounts of solid waste would 'retrain, which, may be returned to the

mining site; and there would airp011Ution requiring scrubbers

for pai-ticulates3;:and'502. AnOther significant problem, environmentally and

::economically, is the lack of. water. in_ the western states to reclaim the land

after 'strip mining.
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Solar

Huge amounts of land would be required' for large scale generation of

electricity from the sun. Estimates of the land needed to generate the

amount of electricity,to be produced by existing and proposed nuclear per
plants in the year A2000, are for an area the size. of West Virginia. Of

course, part of the solution would be to use the tops of buildings, but

large land areas will. still be required.

Collecting panels:will.affect surfade absorption and evaporation,

temperature and wind pattern; whether that influence will:be beneficial

or 'harmful is an unknoWnAnother unknown is the cost to the.environ-
-,

went of production of:Silidon in the amounts: needed.

..Other environmentalprOblems to be Solved include the effects of silicate

particles,-sulfur and arsenic on the atmosphere. If.heat transfer, solar-

units are used, miles of tubing-containing freon, liquid metal, ethylene

glycol, or other medium-will be needed. The danger of a spill must. be

reckOned with.

Note Added in Proof:.

A recent publication of the Electric Power Research Institute (Epp'

JoUrnalfor June, 1980, R. o. Box 10412, Pal0 Alto,.California, 94303)

contains an updatedaccount of what happened at Three Mile Island. To

Afuotefror:vthat'article,

"There is:a pressing needto update earlier accounts that were often

,sootty, inaccurate, or incomplete:. In this issue, the EPPI Journal takes

a comprehensive. look at the accident,..."

It. is strongly recoMmended that a.copyof this publication be placed

in every public library, to the end thatthe public might avail themselves

of a factual account of that incident.-
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CITIZEN EDUCATION on-NU

TECHNOLOGY

IIT - SOCIOLDGICArUNIT

...adventurous souls. with a high

tolerance for aMbigi5ity...."

Malcolm S. KnoWles
The Mbdern Practice of Adult EdUcation

INTRODUCTION

The SoCiological Unit considers four aspects of-the impaCt of nuclear

power on a-community.

Community attitudeS are approached by means of questionnaires and the

atteridarit'.arialyses.. Community preparedness deals with the ability of the

odMmunityto handle demographic:ChangeS resulting from pebonstruction and

operation of a nuclear power plant.-, ' The'disaster aspect of preparedness is

integrated with the local Civii.Defense agency. A community education pro-
.

gram is described for use of workshop participants.: CommUnity use of energy

analyzes the result of replacing fossil fuels with nuclear en(#4.y.in the.genera-

tIChOfeleCtricitY.

COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

Public attitudeS are formed by a-varietv of forces: 'early:training,.

and upbringing, peer pressures, public and private,educationalexposurest

personal involvement, and a vast array Of sourdes.knownoileCtively as the

"mass media. " Thus, it is of interest to discover not simply what 'thelatti--

tudes are, but'inaddition, the origin of those attitudeS.Siheethe partidipants.
, ,

of this workhop cannot be expected to.haVe.:either the time or the inClihationH

to 'conduct an adequate community -wide survey, the question of attitudes will '

be confined to the'workshop member,-,..Questionnaires designed to'assesS,.their

current opinions will be used.

Procedures

The current attitudes of the wOrkshOP participants are asgesed by means

of questionnaires. One is to be filled out at the beginning of the course,

and another at its completion. The. results then.serVe the dual purpose of

assessing the attitudes of the participants. and of evaluating the effeCtiveness

of the course material. The initial questionnaire is 'given in Appendix 8-1.
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S.o.

. . .

You will find a number on the inside'of the cover of your text. This

number is to be used when.answering the questions on Lth pre - and post-
.-

questionnaires: This procedure has been adopted to permit a pre and post-

evaluation'of attitudes while keeping the identity of the respondents

. anonymous.

Decisionoricerning the develoPment'Of'alternative energy sources

.involve an evalUation.of the relative riskS.:The role of risk in such de-
,

cisions:is therefore of-interest as one facor,contributing to the formation .

1

odmmunity attitudes. .;.The Risk Game has:been deVised to evaluate this

factor. The game will be conducted by the instructor. (See Appendix S ;2)

CbillUNITY PREPAREDNESS

Social Readiness refers to the ability of a community to cope with
-,.h;

situations resultiniijrom?Jarge and/orspdden.changes'in population; avail-

ability .and distribi4iopoVhOUSing;,.adPquacy of SChOols, demands on,enter-.

''tainment'and recreationalfaCilities,.:,Crime Control, alteration in traffic:

Patternsand changes cultural of thCSe areas have their::'

attendanOisCal effects;. hoUsing ShortagesW.ShuPTA-iceS; the need for

additional crime control4acilitiesand:MOreedUdational facilities'requirsj

the spendingOf....additiOnal,publicf

All these problems are aggraya thetime scale involved.. During.,

constructiorCoAe.can expect an infIX'Of:pOpUiation. The inflated popula-

.0_on mightj_bst,asjOn4aS4ive to.. ten Years. Iith full 9.6e:ration,- the.,
needsidrdp and PopulatiOndrOns,bUt not to the original level. The magnitude

and duration of thesehangeSneed to be anticipated and.proVision made to

minitize the resulting SocialdislOcations.

Construction of a Nuclear Facility and Its Impact on the Community

In the case of Idaho Falit and the surrounding area, judgements of

impactare difficult to make. Because the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory has been in place for so loner, and because expansion and new

prograbs are occurring on a continuing basis,. the sociological impact has
r

become.cOnstant.

Cettainly, numbers are available.' Approximately 10,000 People are

directly employed by the Department of:Energy and its contractors. Multiply

this by family size and:it is easy to see that significant nortions of Idaho

Falls and -Surrounclirig terms. are. because of the. site:
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The effects this large group of people have had on the area have

been mixed, though generally regarded as favorable by the community. Emr-

ployees and their fannies have been active in such areas'as education, civic

affairs, cultural programs, etc. They have also been the source of much of

the groWth in housing and commerce in the areahwith all that meansto the

beholder.
.. ,

They have not resulted in'the boom town syndrome,. because of, the con-

stancy of the Site programs. This makes the:Idaho Falls circumstance very

different from that of a'town constructing a coMmercial nuclear Power plant.

Energy BoomTowns

10976; John Gilmore, of the'` University of Denver,. conducted a study

of the i:Mpact of energy resouroe,devhOPment on Westera:tpWris....(7estrn,
. .

towns!are-Unique because of the distances whidhSeparatecOncentratiOns of

populatioh. These distances force ''i'toWn to: rely on its own resources dur7

ing a boom period.

His, study:considered primardyrthose,towns which would experience

a:rapid surge in popUlatiOn, but which would retain that increased popula-

tion for a long Period of time. For example, a town could be the source of

a large-scale coal mining Operation and a 1000-,MK coalfired generating

Plant. In the case of a nuclear plant, the increase in population is generally

only during the2construction period (a minimuM of 10 years). In sane ways,

thiS "long- term but - temporary" may even aggraVate the problems found in the

.Giimare

He found.that boom towns experience breakdowns in the. lab::)r market,

housing, financing of public facilities; that education and health services

and housing-lagged far behind the demand. Mental health clinic caseloads

increased, particularly due to problems of trailer7bound wives of hewtiPl
arrived. workers. Within the established popula, there are also problems;

inclUding a tripling of thi high school:drop-out rate and increased employee

turnover rate in existing industry.
-

Gilmore-identified four phasee.Of attitude among local elected offi, ials

and much of the public. In the beginhing,, enthusiasm they anticipate,

the economic growth:in theircommunity;next, uncertainty,- as they consider

the demands that will be made on existing,public services; then;.near,panic
YY

as they realize the gap between prospectiVe revenues and prospective expendi-,

tUreS; 'finally, problem solving. The more' information about the problems and

'.,changes to be expected, and the earlier that informatiOn is available, the

'sooner the last .Phase occurs..
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Many people will be interesteinthe deCisionS:the town.rkes,:

including industry, land speculators, the Media, consultants, researchers,

and. state' and federal' agencies. Beise of the temporary nature:of the.,

construction phasei,private investk00:,be reluctantto inVest:inhousings,

comMercial-buildings, etc, For,tne sant:reason,.local government may be

unwilling to.finaribe schoofs;-.rOadsr7a0d:other public facilities.
r.y

,4A,

The town offiCials and the-l'resid000.:MuSt be willing to deal with
4

the:problems and control the respanseg;..if9they areto b-erespivedGilmbre.-

identified a number, of tools whIch-the'OoMmunity may employ.

1, HOlding down baSic inyestmentAhrOUghlegalative'Oontrol
of plant sites /T

ReqUirement.ot Off-site investment bY:incomIng industry
to-assure provisiohof basic services

4

. Subsidies tO:comMUnities, lust as the industry Ma 'be
subS.Idized'

Zoning

5. Use of federal landS for temporary housing'

Preference in hiring to area residents, including train
and retraining.programs

7. Early identification of.community priorities in terms of,
hOusing,. health services, road and street maintenance,
Sanitation services, schools and shopping

Government Programs

g

A program. to. assist energy boom towns. through the Ecionomic Development

Administration was proposed but never enacted. There is a farm NKr Pro,:

gram for coal mining/Power generation impacts.,;,

Conclusion

Any town facing the problems of rapid growth must realize the int.-

portarice of recognizing and dealing with-those problemS early.. Working

with. the, incoming industry, setting priorities and making decisions openly

Can cushion the ril.pacts. The roles of elected officials, the media,

and the'general publiC are all Important.

The principle impaCt of the operatingbuclearpower plant is'in the

area of.loOal governMent'finance, since the, facility picks'Up.large shares

of a localities tax burden. '(See EcOndmic Unit,- Tax structure.)



r.

DiSAST.R.READINE4

A ,

The State of readIness;of a community in the event of a catastroPhic::-

'occurrence is Chargedjto the local 6mil:Defense Director. This officer

isresponsible, under Federal,LaW, for the preparation of plans, training.

of perSOnnelc condUCt of,drills, and coordination ofactiAties in the

event of a disaster. The local Civil Defense Director is, aHcbunty-official

and his activities are'coordinated by a State Civil Defense Coordinator.,,

The'format of a civil defense plan is'specified-Py the Federal-Civil

Defense Guide and consists.ofa basic plan and a series of annexes that

apply to'avarietY of eventualities: fire, flood, civil c6mmption,

Generalized categories. contained in the basic plan'
:8)

area

I.' Authority

II. 'Situation an Assu4iptions.

III. Purpose

IV. Policy,

V. .,Organization and ResponsIbilitieS

VI. Operations)

VII. Direction and Control

VIII. Communications

In
. ,

additian.toi-these generalizedcategories, each local. plan. contains

a liSt of specific indiViduals with their assigned function and with

adare4ses and telephone numbers where they can be reached in an emergency.

The plan must, therefore, be continually up -dated to account for personnel

Changes.

A summary of the content of each of the categories in.the.basic.plan

is giVen in Appendix S-S.. A remanded addendum to the, oaSic plan for

handling .a nuclear incident from'WhateVer source is:included. A conspicuous

feature of this addition is the creation of a Radiological Defense Officer

with broad authority and. responsibilities in the matter of radiation detection

and control.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION .

A survey of a randomly selected group of Iaah.Faiis residents:, to-,

'-getherwith a survey of high school students and a spot check of parts of

Idaho and elsewhere, indicate that the'.general:public isonot adequ4ely

fOrmed on nuclear energy..
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FurtherMore,. a majority of the respondentS agreed that their,informaLon

was incomplete. Ft.summarTof the suryey results .is given..

Only'throUgh'a program of Comrriunity EdUcation can this condition be Corrected.

The CENT workshops are one.means'for, providing people with information

-..essential to intelligent decisions innUClear,energy matters. Unfortunately,

practical CopsideratiOns limit:the number of people that can be reached by

this method.: It is'impartant, therefOre, that the first' time this program .is.,
. ,

presentedin:a community; the workshbp participants bee,seiected from among the

mostinflUential citizens - mayors, councilmen, news media:peisonneL schboL.

teachers and administrators,'-and promindrit-,businesOren. Theselpeople,'be7

cause of their position /in the community, have excellent opportunities for.

passing on the information acquired, in the course of this program...

The material: contained ihthisvourriculUm was%presented.in a pilot

WorkShop. .FiVe:twtto-three hour sessions were conducted on five successive

ThUrsdays.over a'five-weekperiod. ThiS procedure. is cumbe.rsoMe,,howeVer, and'

does not reach a large audience. It is recommended, therefore, that in-

strUctors'ofsuCh a'five-session' program use this material to Produceone7hour

programs for presentation to service clubs, school'asSeMbliesi Civil defenthe

Meetings, and siMilat civil groups. Appendix S -5 listS:alternative-fOrmats,

for presenting this'material in different situations` Two five-session

are shown 7 one as described above.and a second for a one7week short-course

type:sUch as might be used in a college or Uhiersity'SummeVCOUrse setting.

The:third format lists highlights Iran the student's text that might be

in a onerhour:preSentation,



COMMUNITY.USE OF- ENERGYT

The effect )of the.intensive developmnt.ot nuclear sources. of:.energyi
. . .

on tite'economy i8.airectly the result oktir Peculiar hature..ofthe nUclear'

source. A recent study of nature- of::alternative'energy

classified them according to energydensities...and Mobility.' The4Ses of

non,-human pOurcesof energy .may be.classifiel as. fChows: 9food'.Oroduc-

tion, tranppOrtatiOn.ofteial d ,ihelter (hotsing;; heat,personnel

And and recreational: "ITle.applicatiOn of *nuclear energy ,tpthete .Uses,

then,.is conditioned by the'fact.:that it is:a high-density, immobile source.

The- apPliCation of nuclear energY to alI,Of'Ttl;e above uses '-the

result of the fact that it is Used sdlelv to producer electricity. cannOt

giowanything; it does not directly induce ChemiCal-reactionsit cannot,

except through the agency:of:bleCtricity, transport. anything from4place to
.

p145:e;*d it cannottdilCahouse,7again, exCept...through the agency ne

electricity.: Thus Impa,Of nUclear energY must be considered irOthi's

context.

Alternative Sources

Thelarge-.-scaleAlse of nuclear: energy: the generation 9.f electricity

releases other-sourceA.for alternative. uses. It is'iWastefulto use oil and .7.

gas for generating electricity and spade heating: .1heSe-phoOld_be usea..fOr:

other applications for which. electricity will not,serve .. exaMple,

pesticides;. synthetic fabric's', pharmaceuticals, recreational;

items., and building materials Use-Oi1v4ap,and.cOal; theselatter sh6uld;

tio.loebutned.for fuel:1: ,), -
It has been Optimatea, that 2.5% of all electricity generated

t174L01.iiE41tates:fram fOssil:fpels.was used. by agriculture In:1917.0. only
. . ;

0-.3V0ft.he total energy,';used by transportaton-waS:Supplied by electricity.
.

-,,figures forthesp,.plUs residentl.al,*coMMercial,andjndustr4.1. uses are
. ,

shown in Table III-1.= The same rgferenceIists coal, oil,. and gas as the

soualternatives to elettricity as energY sources in'these area§..
+0

TABLE III-1
(3')

,AbplicatiOns of ,Electricity

2.50 of'U,S. Electricity (1975)
of Transportation Energ§.(1970)

'28:2% of Residential EnergY,USe (1970)
29.:l% of Cdtmercial'hhergy Use (1970)
.2.J96. of Industrial'Eftergy UW(197,9



,C1

Agriculture Uses

It has been estimated(4)that abOut-16.5%.-.of thetotarenergy:cct-'

sUmption.ift-thetUnited States Is;.Used.in,foOctprOduction.'This 16.5 was''

attributed, tO 6adildtio1;inanufacturing,..'distributiOnandVrodeSsing; '

Pr6cluCtion includes Ipor., machinery,fertilizers, pesticides and uei.

Of thetotal.energy input, dixecteiectritity-UShge constitutes abouL53--
aftne CertainArt there is a.hiruen eIectricity'usa9e in the

produt4on of fertilizers. and!pedcidaOmn(fother:thingS. As'fr.as

icUlture:!Jis concerned, owever, it 'naked little,differende:hoW.t.he'..

electricity iS.,generated, unies of: arse, the means for
:

t generation

i-4.depleted. This is the iMpOrtande of nuclear power; the development of

nuclear power can assure the continued supply so necessary to an assured food

,,Ik

supply.

Transportation Uses _

The aiternativettoeIectricity for. transportation are the fossir'fuels..

NUclear'energy.is of little:ValUelecaUse ofSits'immobllity, fOr the .ford r.: '

seeable future, that,Ois: A teChnol6gy.ia known,_ kut not commercially de7.

whereby' hydrogen is Produq0d: by the electrolysisof:Water: dro-

gen is then Stored.in4ilbtal.hydrided and;Withdawn.asneeded in an internal

coMbUstionengine:(like in Autombbiles) ftrzpobile uses.

coMMen4$ can:be Made.f6k the'Otheruses Of electricity: resi7.

.-dentiaL.Commercial, and industrial: AlthougWdirect use rangesloetween

25%:.and 30%, there are hidden useS'in sane:.Of the ccmponentd of these, items:'.

0Conclusions
e4;

The. Avabove analysis empihaSizes.the fact that the-generatlon:of electricity

by Wpeeever teens is crucial to the. entire economy; so crucial, in fact,

that eleCikicity::hascome tole regarded by manTasan energy source, whereas

fact .fit is OnitarconVenient:Means for moving energy from one place to

- from thile Place the energy is .found to the place where it is to be

(5)used. cheape4pwaysexist for transbOrtingenergy, but' lack the con..

venience of'electricity. It is Possible that the greater convenience may be

worth the difference.in cost,-but that is a subjective judgement not readily

subject to exact analysis.

t.'
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4.ThuS,-the Use:of nuclear energy to produce electricity. affects primarily`:

r sources, namely the fossil fuels, oil; gas; and coal- The Energy

0 1

liTaxAC-E,.of.
(6)

1978 encourages the repladbment of oil andgas.bN,coal in

;eleCtriitAenerating plants. :These shifts in the kind of usage of'these

soUrceSAind/orOtheir replacement by nuaeat energy can have profound effects

on the. nature arid areal distributionbf thelobmarket.. For example, the

eme case of the entire replacement7of the gaSoline engine'by a hydrogen
t.

eenigine as suggested above, would completely dis4upt the whole oil refining.:
. 1V
And Marketing syStem. Such an eventuality,isnot very likely at present..

but it suggests a possibility that might be considered. The social disrup-:

tiOn that might; result is difficult to imagine.

o
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APPENDIX S-1

Citizen Education on Nuclear Technology (CENT)

This questionnaire is not a test. Its purpose is to evaluate the opinion
climate regardless of hoW those opinions may have been formed. The goal
is not Only.tafind'out what those Opinions are,- but also to find out the
source of the information that formed, the basis forthose opinions.. The
subject;,. matter of this course then will provide factual information derived-
from authoritative sources,

:Age Bracket
hinder

20 - 40
,40 - 60c
.over 60

Educational Level
Grade School
High School
College or University

. Post Graduate

I. DO:you belieect.he construction of nuclear power plants should be:.

a. abandoned
b. .:continued at the present rate
c. continued in preference to fossil - fueled plants
d. continued only. if fossil-fueled plants.or.other alternative

.energy sources' prove Inadequate to the country's needs

Do You believe nuclear power;, plants. to be::

a. unsafe in .every res ct,
.:4%,

b. as safe as most industries -!.,.._,,
No

c. cOmpletelY safe in every respect ., .

d. a dangefous device that can be operated safely by proper.
,,- management andtraihing of personnel

.?

to yOt believe that further research to improve nnclear power safety and
.efficiency 'Should be:. .,

abandoned
.

...

. b. continued but at a reduced rate
d. continued at the present rate
t1. continued at a faster rate

t
4. Under what" conditions would you accept employment in a nuclear power plant:

underho.,.conditions whatsoever-.
only if the salary and fringe benefits were several times greater'
than elsewhere.
only if no other work were available
if, the salary and,benefits were: and it were convenient as
.Compared with other sources of emPloyment



Do you believe'the continued cOnstruction.and research on nuclear power
6

plants to be:.

a. disastrous to,the environment, the economy, and the overall welfare
of the public ....

no threat to the environment and necessary to the econoMy-and
welfare of the public . ° .

c. detrimental to the environment but necessary to thellational'economy
d. beneficial to the nationalVelfare far in excess of the risks involved

6. Do yoU believe the questiorrof nuclear waste.7.disposal to

a completely:unsolvable problem
solved teChnically, but used as a political football
not yet solved, but technically solvable
solvable, but solutions hampered by political considerations

a nuclear power plant were being built or plAnned for your:community,
would you: .

. ,

c.

d.

a. move to another; area immediately
b. like to move, but economically restrained
c. move if convenient to do so
d. never give it a second thought a

Which energy alternatives do you believe should be develo 'most
intensively:

a. fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas)
b. solar, wind and related sources
c. .hydroelectric
d. nuclear
e. all-of the above
f. none of the above

As regards.nuclearpower plants currently in operation, do you believe:

a. they Should be-shut down and all facilities dismantled and all
salVagable equipment dispoSed:Cf, -

.

.

b. they should all be shut down. temporarily until safer operating.
procedures are developed. . .

.

c. they should be"allowed to continue' operation, but better safeguards
should-be instituted and operator competence upgraded

..4 .d. they-Should be allOwed to continue operating as before'
. ,,..,

. .

10. "What `source of nuclear energy information do you consider to be the most
. .,

accurate::
o

:a
\

a. 'news .me.44..,;(n spapers, magaines, radio, TV)
b. governmenal reports
c. .consumer OrganilationS Nader, 5ierra Club, etc.
d.. industry.spokesman'-
e. none,. of the above .

f. all of the above
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With respect to nuclear power, which situation do you believe is the
current one:

a. the information exists, but is not available to the public in
understandable form

b.. the infc)rmation currently available to the public is all it needs:
-toknOW .

.

.

...

the-infOrmation is available, but some is.beang/has been purposely
withheld -
the. general-public doesn't much Cale

12. With respect to the current energy Situation do you believe that:

a. the energy situation is critical
b. the energy sltuatioffis.serious, but not critical
c. the energy situation is somewhat serious
d.. the energy. situation is not serious

13.. What is (are, your source_ (s) of information on nuclear energy:
imark.asapply;

a. newspapers and/or news magazines
.b: .radio and TV
c, personal involvement
d. technical journal's
e. all of the above

. .

f, none of the aboVe

14. Have you read the. report of the President's Commission on the.Three
Mile Island incident:

Yes

No

.15. ',Have you read Admiral H. G. Rackover's testimony on the Navy's niclear
te;

Propulsion Prog.:am before a congressional committee?



The. purpose of the Fisk; .Caine is to measure thieH4Mportance'peOple

attadh'to.the elemen-tbf)risk WhemMakingdecisionS relating to how they

conduct :their

DisCussiOn::" :

:to in areVany'and Varied;

and thechOiCeSthey.chbose..tpmake-depend-on Triany''faceors:71*S.Onalf'

preference fbrich.there,is,n6 :a6c6Upting,.joieer,presSure,

gain; recreational imProveMent-of:healthand perhaps Othets

considered:to.be Of1POrtanCeto2the.individuallateverCnoices"-.

peoplejrikA, there,-.1s-the ever-presentreleMentbf risk. a'mator-
.

cycle Without_a heIMet isYmbrerisip.?..thanriding,with,...che; coal '

is a mpre.:rislcy oCOUpatiolithW,basOtball:coachngrTyet there are'peOple.-..:

who.wiii-chOOSe each,.:Thiis;;"the arises, What iMoortancedb:

people attacp-td the eieeptcifrisk ghoose:the activities
lyr

they: engage.' in?"

Procedure:
4

The .partiCipant is aSked,.tpiph,..44:.

-(seven;isa..s4itabla nUmber) froM,a
hY

NeXt, he ..S 'asked to.chobSe

WhiCh the'crisk only isknovp. Lasti

of activities With the,aSSOCiated ris

number f'activitiee .

Actiyity.bnly is --

uMber from a 12'St for

Looses the same-nUmber frcgn a list

own.0 The avera 0.:7,risk as then.
. .

Calculated- for the choices

'

rknfe

defiom ea ?list, and the Os are,cam-
'

A; risk is defined as tie. probability ofoccti of an event.

Imilt*PliedApxthe4COns:equences, should. that eventa54Ually occur:.
6aMSW,tfie:,prIpbabiiity, of an:acCidentaI deatii,16,4iven for.eaCh

,'.t4p,5.anseiquence-iS,death 4nd the ptObabilit IS:.Stated

;lists as death .16er year per;,humbeiofrersons_engaged:in

.4Jilladelviiv.tieeEdre,:the..largeAltlie number 6Hoersone]inVOIVed, the safer'
,4:.',, -; ;XI '`

.

'!'crie'a&E'ivty
, , , 'Tit ,

_

liNnaking a.6hoice from the list of cacti -ies, it is expected that a ''. .

Will m a k p a select` On*sed partial'lV',4c f , 4 prefefencesand partiallF.



ak

on his knowledge of tl r sk atta p, use activities. The. choices
11,, `

will reflect on hcW personal prefere0*IsaianOe against :the subjective
perception Of the associated risk. ;-.

-The list of risks is' arran' -
es. list. Without }<nadl

is expected. that the rational indiv
(large numbers in the list).

In these lists, the. activ
statistical: data. given: in the 19a814
and. from reports of the Atomic
not coincide with the inc-

oxE...-idomorder,ccirripa.red to the

the nature
of,3

;the activity, it
dill choose-the law-risk its

.It is expected.: that thei

,asSociated.risks were taken from
brt, of theMafidnal Safety Council

gOrl*Ilnese risks may or may
ptiOn,of them,
theaCtivitiesrisk list

will more accurately reflect the
and preferenCe.AsThe cal.caa,ceetr.

sLmight be: largei! or ',Smaller than-tharp
-ner The diffe.rences in the magni-tpde

lists will indicate th6. digoar.tcli3....',-
. 7 ,averages:;arp. reasonab 91, ;;Siet?!;_:-One might Obnclude that the individual

'risks And'has'adjusted his preferences
difference are 'large, then one might conclude

dividual makes between risk
from list, therefore,
first list.-

. . .

-fthe averages from the three
individual attaches to risk. If

has a, good knoWledge of.
k.

to law risk ,activities:`
pr ereAces 'override r the individual I s-:Choice of activities.

zi?



APPENDIX S -3

Summary of Content Of Basic Civil Defense Plan...

I. Authority

County Civil Defense organizations operate under the authority of the
Federal_Civil Defense Act'of 1950, as amended, 5Q USC App. Sec. 2251-2297...
Additional authority pertains to. the requirements of the various:state t

codes, the county actions, and city - county agreements.,

II. Situation and Assumptions

In the basic plan, the assumptions deal with the possible sources of an

emergenCy. The participants of the workshop should determine that a
bona fide nuclear incident Ys included in'jthe basic plan for.their,..

community.

The. situation describes in a general way, the population magnitude and.
distribution, facilities available, and actions that can be taken in

an.eirergency. Feference is mad to legally constituted authorities
and existing defense readiness .p ans at the state 'and loOal levels:

°A,standarciphraSeolo4y is provide for.the maximtmi protection

of life a prOpertY and, to prevent, Minimize, repair,-.and recover from

injury an, -ge caused by a disaster."

:IV, Policy
L, : .

.

Consists of -.a statement of the responsibilities of the city'and county
elected offioerS,of.government,' Supplementary use of trained auxiliaries

is authorized.

.V. 'Organization and sponsibilities

Whereas the responsibilities described under I:c77.Policy above were general

in nature, this section spells but specific. duties. The following

officials are mentioned specifically:

County ComMissioners
'Mayor

Civil Defense:Council
Civil Defense Coordinator

The dUties of the following Services are also.Spelled out

Fire Service
Law EnforceMent Service
Health Service
Welfare 'Service
Shelter Service
Public Information Service.
Disaster AnalySis
Public Works:SerVice



.

An Operations Group is established, an Emergency OPerating Center is set
up, amdprovisions for Military Support are made.

. Operations

This section Outlines in general the procedures to be f011owed in the

event of natural diSasters and war - caused disasterS. Details of actions'
to be taken fh specific cases are spelled out inthe-separate annexes.
All of this is the. province of the Civil Defense pirectot and the state,
county, and city-elected. officials. Workshop participants should satisy
themselve8 that these matters have-been,patisfactorily accompiighed. In

-other words,-afunctiofiing Civil. Defense organization should exist. The
'procedure to be followed in the event of a nuclear ihcident is covered
in an annex prepared along the lineS discussed above.

VII. Direction and Control

All steps taken to direct the activities of disaster -- control teams
originate at the Emergency Operating Center. This. section set up such
an E0C,.describes its capabilities, stalfing,and operating procedure

This'section also preScribes the types, cOntent, procedures,and agencies
making reports.

VIII. Communications

ThiS section describes and defines all normal am:Iemergency lines of
coMmunicatiOn:among'the normal, agencies of government and between:
emergency field ComMunication units and the EOC:.

Sections.VII and VIII would apply, regardless of. the nature of the emergency:

Suggested Disaster Plan for. Use awing A,NuClear Incident
3

I. Authority

.(See.Basic Plan)

II. .Situation

Capabilities:

This paragraph should. list and define the followingjtems pertaining
to the local situation. 5orkshop participants aSsetble this material
withthe cooperation of the loCal Civil Defense Office.

.44

1,,RadiologiCal survey teams avaiIable7
2. Location and capacity of fall-:out shelters;

available;
4 routes available-'
5.. Emergency housing available

Resetyenolice for speciai.duties.

Limiting factOrs should list deficiencies inthe items listed-above.



. The conduct Of,preVentive and protective:-actions shall be the.
responsibility of specially trained,. fully knowledgeable
of acCepted methbds of,dpaling,with radiologiCal problems.

3. RedrUi!pment training, assignment, and superxsion df,radiological
,defense teams shall be the respOnSibilityof a-Radiological Defense
'Officer reporting to the Civil DefenSel4reCtor.

Organization and. RespOpsibiIities

Organization

1, The,Radiological.Cefense Officer,shall oraanize Radiological
Defense TeamS. E'Xisting units of the Sheriff!s office,' and.:
city and state police'organizations shall be integrated into
such teams.

Responsibilities

1: .The Radiologicaf'DefenSe OffiCer-shall.haVe the sole responsibility
of.deOiding,-After a cOnsultation'With responsible nuclear Power, :
plant officials and law enforcement officers, whether to evacuate..
.residents, toutiliZe'fallout shelters.,or what' protective action.
to employ'in.the best interesta'ofresidents in the vicinity of
theaffected'nuclear power plant..

enforcement. officials shall heresponsible for the usual
tters falling within their jurisdiction under norMal:
nditions,-asAOng as. ,they do not conflict Withthexadio

ogical situation.

3.' Local law enforcement officials, the RadiologicalDelense
Officer, the CivilEefense'.Directorp,and the local city and
county officials shall prepare an evacuation plan and a plan',
for establishing, Stockingiand adniinistering fallout-Shelters..

Operations,

A. Disaster.Relief

Disasterrelief in the event of a nuclear incident at.a nuclear:
power plant shall be CondUcted jointly by the Civil' Defense
Director and the,Radiological Defense OffiCer,:aCcording-tothe
established plan's;

.Pre-disaster Activities

,PreLdisaster-activities shall consist of perstnnel training sessions,
assignment of. personnel to specieic tasks,and test and'exercises::
AdditiOnai,aCtivities-shall consist of detailing plans in the
following areas;
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1. Public warning
2. Movement to shelters
3. In-shelter administration
4. Evacuation plans
5. Recovery
6. Public-linformationitrOcesses beforehand in

the event of an incident.

Administration and. Logistics

Plans falling under, this heading are caumon to Other subjects described
in other annexes. Reference should be made to them.



APPENDIX S-4

'Igillops ASSESSMENT

The needs assessments W.Was conducted with the assistance and
cooperation of the BonneVille:COunty.piStrict, 91school adMinisteati
and the Soy :Scouts of America' Teton Peaks Council liSted in..

the Advisory Committees above r4and.a Scout candidate fOr #he Eagle rank did
most of the work of .taibtalliing. respondents 'W the questionhaires.: The
various city precinct8,wtrelassignedand the students Were jInstructed'.in
the prodedUres. The canvaSs'Of-thehigh.school students was conducted by
the teachers on the Environtental Education Advisory Group.

Results and Analysis of Survey.

Res tilts:

(1)

(2)

Number of Respondents

Percentage Responses

Public 18 informed::
PUblic.not informed:

Idaho FallS Civil befense High SchAl 'T.J. S.
Residehts birectors

172 15

,(attitudes toward Nuclear Energy)

Nuclear Power safe;
Nuclear :Power not saf

(3)
Would Move :

Would not move:

2i%
79%

75%
25%

21%
79%-

(4)
,Benefits Outweigh: Risks: 68%

BlenefitSDo Not Outweigh:
,

28%

Problem. POlitical: 60%.

PrOblem Technipal: 33%1

(6)i
Prefer Alternative. Sources: 48%
Prefer :NuclTar: .52%'

7%

93%

86%.
20%.

Students Spot Check

e73%

14%

53%
40%

47%
33%

-133 28

24%' .4%

74% 96%

64%
'36%

84%
16 %°

14% 61%
39%

46%
-54%

64%
,29%,

The indicated responses, are. keyed to the questAon nuttikIrs iii the :questiOnnaire.
The s6nsd'-of the questions is given in abbreviated form to avoid theneCeSsity
of writing out the questions verbatim'. :m.

Percentage Responses -(Sources of Information)

Idaho 'Falls : Civil Defense
Residents ' Directors.

(7). Accuracy. of Sources

Most Accurate:
(a): -News Media 2 8 %

(b) Govt." 1. :Reports 1.7%

(c) Consumer Organiza--

tionS
(d) Industry Spokesmen
*(e) NOne of Above.



(8).

Idaho Falls
Residents

Preferred Forms Of SOUrces ,;-.....

(a). RandomiteMs iriMedia ..-.4%:
(b) Front Page Items :...12%

(c),Serial:Articles 28%,

(0)- WOrkshops' :44%

.(9) Publicity on Demonstrations -
.(a).Full, complete accts. 31% .20%.. - 25%' -54%'
(b) Ignore them , 9,.i 331.. 6%. .7%

(c) Newsworthy Items 36% 40% . 27%. 18%':.-

(d) BaIanCed Accts. - 27%. 13% 46%" 25%

Civil Defense
'Directors

(10) Sources Used.,by Respondents.7
(a) Papers & Magazines , 71.%

(b) Radio and TV
(c) personal InvolveMent
(d) Technical Journals..

1

One Ciyil:BefenSeDirector returnedfiftySeven.completed,questionnaires from his
area.' Nothingis;known of his manner of seiectingreSpondentS;:hence, the. repte7.
.sentative nature of theresuits'is open io-queetion....11W,results.are.presented,
however, for:,c60Parison purposes:.

CANYON COUNTY,-IDAW- SURVEY:

Number of RespOndents 57

67%
['67%,

73%
4p%,.

*84% 76%.,

875% 2%

41% 76%.

1_8% 64%'

(i) Public is infOilK
Public is na.'

Nuclear Power ,Ip''Safd:

Nuclear Power is not Safe:
0

Would move:
Wou/d not move:

Benefits Outweigh Risk: 75%
(4)

Benefits, do not,Cdtweigh: 18%

(5)
Wast.ProbleM Political:
Waste ProbleM:TeChniCal,:

. 4

Prefer A.4ernatives:
Prefer Nuclear:

Most Acourate Sourcesv
(a)News Media, 4%

(b)COv't. reports 12%

(c)Consumer-organizations
{d) Industry spokesmen
(e)None flf these . .33%



(8) Preferred:Forms of Source -
(a) ,Random Items in:Media
(b) Front Page Items
( C ) Serial Articles
(d) Workghops

ti

...,

16%
2%

51% '..
49%

;.A -

iii, '''

47'
s,t-'

4,1 .

.
(9) P.ublicity,'On nembnstrations 7

. .

(a) ',F1.111, ,complete -account

(b) Ignore, Them' :19%

(?) ..pewsworth Items 414
(d). '13alanced,ccounts 16%

(10) Soures .used by:.,Respondents
.

(a) .pai*r.sArand:,Magazines, -75%
(b);Rad*,-Vid.'h7c:.. . :79%,

Involvement 70%-

(d)".Tecl '641 Jou,rnals 25%

71-

1,

rip



ZNALSIS

'TheresultS ihdict.,e that an overWhe*ing percentage of respondents
believe the public not Aiffigiehtly informed on nuclear energy.
matters, Even so, aboUt the 4eame'ltardentage.believe nuclear. power to be
least as safe as'ottiet,induetties.4he responses to Questions:3 and 4 re-!'
inforce the conclusion indicateq:by the response to Question 2 in the three
local (Idaho Fallatesidents,m&M. 'Vectors, and Sttdentsl,c4rategories. The
small number of respondents. in the:..."Bpbt Check" gave answers to Questions ,3
and 4 inconsistent with:their answer tOtueetion 2. This resultPwould seem
to indicate that die' country as a whole is-not,ikell-informed, or that the
Spot Check tespondehe did not understand the ciaestione. BecauseAif..,the

proXimity of ;the Idaho Natibhal Engineering Laboratory, the local reeidente,
:mightbe eXpecte&to be'bettet.inforrred than the couhtry.,aea whole.

The response to_Question54s not as clea.,.cut As the responses to the
pteViots questionsi:which.probably reflects the lack of fagtualjnforMatilWf..
On the part of most `respondents. The respOse tO:OaestiOt6;.. orAthe -whole
does'not shcoia-apy clear preference for any one alternative energy source.

QuestiOnS 7 throtgh 10.delineate the attitudes tbwarda6d)preferehbee
for the.Grious informatioheources.

0 V 4

Pi public opiniOn Survey about the Black Fox Nuclecvskt,plant Was conacted
for the Public Service Company of Oklahoma, by Central Survey, Inc., of ,

Shenandoah, Iowa, during the period February 10-17, 1979. The resits
that survey of, residents "fairly close to the site of thArBlack Ebx'Station'
were 41% in favaL-,;: 21% opposed, 294. indifferent, and 9% nbopiniIn.: Some
of thezecratatendtion's made by Central Survey, Inc.,

.(a). .... COmpapyshould bonsidetincreasinTits.
efforte to give residenteof this area factual informa-:
tion about nuclear power, and4,specifically about the
Black Fox."'-'

A

'.(b) seems' to beia serious lack of information on
some. subi eats." 0

ti
e

.

( ) :interested)
,

residents of the area. thoroughly-read and undetetand the
conflictingarguments."

014could cond/tae,.thereforei ft ." the reeulte:Of this'eUrAy arid!that
made by Centtal Sutvey,'jnb.,,thatiaa there isa'need,to Motivate. bommunity
reeidehts to becbilier'intereste t:thete'ls'need-t&proVide readil
understood factual informationitdcitize4 faced:with the.neceesity-Of-.
making decisions relative to n*learpoW

.



Five-Session' Symposium

The five:session symposium may be conducted-in two different

formats.. Thelfirst is designed for the general pUblid. It consists of five,
,
4

two-to-three hoursessionsheld in the evening on some selected day of the

week fOr five successive weeks. The second schedule is a'one-week Symposium

suitable fora multi- disciplinary college or,university summer session. Both .

formats use the student's text and the teacher's guide.

Five-Week Format

First Week

1. Rdgistration and distribution of student texts.

2. Complete questioAnaire in Sociological Unit.

3 Instructor explains plan of course and conductS class discussion
on questions in questionnaire..

:,Assignments: 1. Read"Technology Unit and answer as many questions
as possible:

Collect energy-Oriented cartoons from newspapers and
Mtagazints.

APPENDIX ,S =5

1,lbrkshop Schedules

Second Week

1. Class discussions

Explain and completetechnologY questions.

b. Class discuS'sion on`substy ce of cartoon'contents.

Assignments:- Read sociological anclenvirOnmental units,: Look for
examples of.energy-slanted advertising by industry.

Third Week

1. Clear up any as-yet unanSWered.questions4nthe TeChnoogy Unit.

2.' Di%Cuss questions to--be found in student' text on goCiolOgical
and Envirgimental Units.

307:Assj4gpmentS:., Read.Econ and PoliticaMnItS..

Fourth Week ..
o

.Discussion led.by instruCtor,:based.on questions to be found in '..
.student's text,: and in, teacher's guide,'On Political and. Economic Units.

-

21:'.-Conduct Risk.GaMe score, and eXplain intent:of'game and significance

-
Assignment: Review:course material and formulate any, qUestions.on

course'mork. Read, DecisiOn Mbdule.

of results.

73



_Fifth Week

'1, Final-Review

a. AnsWei questions from workshop participants.

b. Discuss Decision Module.

2. Analyze and discuss content of cartoons..

. Complete evaluation questionnaire,



Morning 9:00 =12:00.

1. *gistration and distribution of student texts.
2. "COmplete questionniiii.e:in Sociological Unik,,.

3. tnstructiiir explaiA40an of course and, conducts class
diScUssion on questionS in questionnaire.

4. A$signMents: (a)-Read Technology Unit and answer as many:..
questions as possible.

(b) Library Work: Collect Onergv-oriented.
3'

Cartpoins from magazines and newspapers.

Afternoon; Work on assignments.;

Second Day

Morning.:; 9:00 - 12:00,

1.i Class discussions.

2.

a).0eview,andetplaiA technology queStions.
.(b) Discuss cartoons.. 4 .

P*.ignmerff.so (a) Redd SoCiological and EnvironmentaL.Units.

kb) Libar9ork: Look for energy-related
ig; 0 advertising ,by industry.

(c) Complete teChnologyquestionS,

Afterfipon:4'Work n 4Fsignments.
e: a . . 4

Third. Day
's Morning: 900 -45,14;.01)

1. Class discusSIOns
V

'(a) Clear.up:any Unanswered questions-oh Technology Unit.
ConduCt RiSk Game..

(C) CoMPlete personal /nventory in. Table II, JElivironMental

Unit,
.(dY Pose questionS from Teacher's Guide..and discuss them..

Assignrpent:' ;a). Appoint delegation to-call'On Civil Defense
OftiCe to obtain-information on Civil De- -
fense'plansih the.event'of a nuclear incident.

(b-Pead.Economic,andPOlitical dnits.

Afternoon: '7orKon assignments:.
ParicipantsmOt.calling Defens
structorin analyzing-Risk.Gade results.

' A

assist ih-

z:..? Pu;



Foutth Day.

MC6ing

1.

9:00 - 12:0d

Class discussions 44

(a) Disquss questions ,founds

teacher'p'quide on Politi
(1:0 Receive repareon*delega
(c) Receive result of Risk. Game

'Assignment:, Review coursesmaterial

1. Final review

(a) Answer questior,3, ,participant.
(b) Discus$
(c) Discuss'donten*R,

Complete evalOation'pitleSt4ppnaire.

Organize grb.Up. for dissemination of °nUclear:,echnology,,
information.

:

'Colle#ADartidiPantqdrkle4ta.



:One-rHour'.Tormat
.\

ThAs one-hour prepared text. an- nucle energy is- based: On riiaterial.
contained in 'the stud.ent's text, -titled zen, Education on Nuclear.

, .

TeChnology k.CENT):: fe. - - -As one of the pal ticiparils ).;n the pilot workshop,,, Commented, "
one is selling-;Shoe,polish,orfe doeSn't tqlthe -cpst.omer, what is
one. tells h_lla how weli it kolishes-shces." ;He might -!have
also:tells -the customer how much )3,ettet-jOb the polish, doe,, than that 'ot..
a pornpetitar., This text,,;t1aeref-ore,*aio4.61:-teCTiriical details and tells7\::

e listener .hoW:Wei.i nuclear .wergy .doe's the doh, and hOW mUchr.bettfel it
than alterriatiVe sources.

The areas, covered in .;t174.0.'. prepared' text liu4lear
and cost. A time alloWance ?is dalS6 made for .dgestionSI:

The for iNuclearqower
.ta pre ared, teKx),Itt-

The result. of a survey of -oc s, I asi' oe'Civ.i.1 ekse:

areCtors,^and,:a..few. randomly..seelectec:1xeSpondents elseWh e'
die -public did nOt; cOnsider theiftselves be actEruat'ely .info..on energy

Matters in -general ^.- on nucle- erg* The 'consensus was that availab
sources were-11ot providing the necesSary. information. -That is unfortuna

cause.:the..dha do, exist on'whienik.9.:120e decis #s.
sUbject iS :So vast and. so 'corm?* would be .foolishter;

think that .this short diScussion:mi t, an the posi e questions
COncetning the .energy issue. -Thebes t can be done is ..to point
the broad areas of concern dts#64:'.#f0#15itiOn -;:c44

:4 be fOund. 2iY
ek

At the 'very start, it IS strongly, emphasized that a dcarOlete understand4
_Aing of all..the technical aspec:t.s.of the sup is not,.. 'seeded for one to

arrive, at rational conclusionS on the . :.energy 145....pe. A certain
mental effort is, hcikever, required ~`S F

The energy issue in general' and :the nuclear ener i ue .541 Part40Liar

Parl.De boken dOwn into the following:.Segments:, magi.itilde
. .

of the most likely alternatives, 'estimates of future demand, bperational
s ety, including-. environmental and ecologiCal'. impact.:,; socioeCOncirhic
implications, and questions of national pOlity.

03
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Viable aiternatiVes for.:the.:fOreseeable.future are',only three, in number :,
.

:fospil..f6IS:..sOlarandnUclearpf..-thete, only fossil-reit and nuclear

have reached;theleVel:of-teChnblogiCal development necessary to meet a major

partefthe:ettitateddeMand.Olariwhich includes wind andhydro-power,.:,
. .

.

has; lot vet reached the:PointWhereyidesPread commercial applications are

likely lathe.nearfutUre:'-near hydro-power is a major source in a few- -

faYored..areaut.very:MiuCkadditionaLapplication is not expected, simply

because all sultabIa:POtential:hat:aIready been exploited..

Operationali:safetyincludingenvixonmental and ecological impact, is

the battleground on.which the pro- and anti- nuclear forces are locked in

mortal dOmbat...$0Cio-economic and policy questions are manor skirmishes on

the periphery;bf-the malestrom.

GeotherMal.'energy,:ocean'tides,.ocean waves and thermal gradients,

and biomass are minor alternatives on the sidelines, just waiting tojoin the

10----.....---

Factual informat:ion; as. well as expert (and not so expert) opiniOn, is

aVailWle to anyone with the interest and inclination to dig it out. In

1975, the then'U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration requested

the7U. S. National Academies of,Science and Engineering:to make a "compre-

hensiJe analysis of the nation's.energy future, with speCial consideration

of the role Ofnuclear power." The study was conducted by the "parent . .

Committee on Nuclear, and Alternative Energy Systems (CONAES), four assess-

ment panels,'and.sometwo ClOzen subcommittees, involving, in total, over
_ 0

250 persont:" are of the findings of:this study are currently in press,

and hence, not immediately available.- However, an in -depth review of the
()

Work of thatCommatteeby two of the members of CONAES,may.be found in Annual

Review of,Energy,"VOl. 4, (1979).11' Adaitional.sources of authoritative in-
4

formation are the Report of the President's Commission on the Three. Mlle Island

Accideht, and the testimzy of Admiral Hyman G. Rickover.before the Congrestional.

Committee.on Energy.in MA1979.. If thejodal library.does not have these

publications, one should insist that they be acquired as estentialtoa pia

understanding of the issues. Additional suggested reading is listed in-: tie'

ZibliOgraphy:

.An inforMecTpublic it crucial-to the resolution of the current energy

crisis. In this Contet, a'qubta:.from the above' referenced article is

Tertinent,.

sr
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"The CONAES.study; like others f)iefwe it, concluded that.the e are
.

divergent pathways this nationcarCfolloW ,a_cd its energy future. Which

Path Is pursued will ultimately bOa matter:of.Lsocial choide,. But, which-

ever road-iS followed, delZberatAknd tivlyactIOns.by goVernment'will be

required;and many will touch:sensative'nerves an,this pluralistic: society:

Building' the political co sensuslOcessary to an effective policy will,.

therefore, be difficult. An Important ingredient Of this effort is tolret=

place mwths.with facts an to reduce "uncertainties .as much as possible.1

With these'obIectives, C,ONAES attempted-to assemble c..solad data base. hich
. .

would assist both the-decisich maker and the public to identify and evaluate

the consequences'ofaiternativesand often -conflicting energygoalsi options;

costs, benefits, tradeoffs, and mixed strategies.."

The,public, therefore, is strongly encouraged to'consult the reports

on this study as they are asSued. Only thus can a rational:ppinion be.

formed, and not by relying on the words of theexcessaveIy.vOtal.Self-

appointed guardians of the public good.

Man's rise from savagery to civility haS been marked by one dominant

theme, namely, the search for sources of energy to. do his work for him.

The-ail-consuMing struggle for suvaval left primitive mankind little time

for anything Le. Crucial discoveries, such as fire and the domestication
4,

of animals provided the entering wedge that freed'.a few individuals for

pursuits other than grubbing out a:living from,therecalcitrant soil. The
d

discovery of the means for controllingfare opened 4he way fOr the burning

of wood and Coal for heat, and of an:Lmal and vegetable oils for light.

Domestic -animals assisted !n thy( soil-q ing proCess.andprovided-man

with Increased mobility:. Coal was 4..pu ed-intO:Western Europein the,-
N.-..t."1

late 13th century bylvla:coPcio, angpetroleum was discovered inthe United

States in the middle of the 19th century. Nat1Pal gaS,:a2petroleum by-

product,came int9widespread:use in theearly.Athlbentury. In 1939, Hahn

and StrasjsmandiSOovered nuclear.fission and the nUclear age began. Thus,
.

riuclear,energy,markS.,t"he latest step man's sea4h f4r. Tier: .better "sources

of energyto4114.4s,wor4 for hum.
. 6

All progress; howeVer, has its good and bad aspects. The invention of

the bow ariti arA* immeaurably': ImProyed man's ability to feed himself, but

the arrow that ,killed his meat also kill 5,man. fire.s6on proved to be:a

dangerousslave,°afpput of controt.,

safetyafety is ofpriMe concern

d nuclear en'rgy isbno different: Thus,

to the nucle reactor engineer.

* .

. 7 Q
.
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The recent'incident at Three Mlle Island alerted the public to the

,possible hazards associated with the use of nuclear energy. Nuclear safety,

however, is not a new problem: From their inception,lauclearreactors have

been recognized as dangerouS devices and both.gaVernment and induStry have

been engaged in intensive research. into thkaesign-of,safely operating'

reactors. Safety, hoWever, involves more:than,...pachine:design... The human

factor cannot be- ignored. Thls fact is ViVidIyapParent on consideration

of e findings of the President'S.Compussion on Three' Mile Island as Ai

_pared with Admiral H.: Rickover'sestimb fore:a,cdngreSsional.committee.

That'CammiSsion stated -in its report.', "We Are convinced that if the only

problems were. equipment probleMs, thISOreSidential COMmiSsion would never

havebeen created,' And again, "...the fundamental problems arepeople-

related problempiand not equipment problems."

In contrast to industry-operated nuclear power plants, it is refreSh-

ing to look at the record of the NavyLS Nuclear PropUision Program'S safety

record: In his testimony, Admiral.:Rickover stated, "In_the 26 years since

the Nautilus land prototype first operated, whiCh was in 1953,. there has

never bee1tan accident involving:a naval reactor, nor. has there been any

VreleaSe of radioaCtivity. which h- had a significant effect on the environ-

ment."s This record becomes all e more Impressive in the'light of the

following facts:
4'

127 nuclear powered shit in operation
508 nuclear cores procured
166 refuelings
40 million miles Steamed by nuclear powered navy ships

1800creactor-.years or operation

How was it done? AdMital Rickover gake the answer., "You'have to:depend

on people, If you have tc'depend-on-teopIe, then they must know what they

doing. That means training not only.:once, but constantly., That is why

peOple are requited to go to-church every week. The ordinarythumah-being'

diceS not remember anything longer than.a,week."

One is forced to conclude that the navi, can.cperate niflear reactors
, ,

safely,,, then industry ought to be able to ao\likewise.

Toplace,the whole cipestion in the" proper:perapective, it is .instructive,

to considers. accident rates as,compiled by'the NationalSafetyCouncil.. Table S-571

lists the risk a8sociated with a variety Of common activities. The ris9 is

st.ced as tme accidental death per year per size,of population. .

A
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TABLE S-571

Risk of Accidental Death

Risk of Death In the Home

Risk of Deathin an Automobile

Risk of Death in an Aeroplane

Risk of Death in Coat! Mining

Risk of Death by Lightning :.

Risk of Death in a-Nuclear Power
Plant.:

1 per year per 77.00pOpulatiOn

1 per year per44000.:,populatimi

l per year per 100,000:populatic4L

1 per year per 196 pdpulation;. ;'

.1 per year per 2,000,000. I.

i'per year per 5,000,000,000 "

But there are other hazaxdS.assoCiated with nuclear energy. The most

feared are the effects of exposure to radiation. The Advisory Commission

on the Biological. Effects of Radiation,.NationalResearchCOuncil, has issued

the results of-a study on the life-shortening effects of .various common

activities, Table ST-5-2. is.takenlfrom that study.

TABLE S-5-2

Life-Shortening Effects.OeVarious FaCtorsmin Human Experience:

Factors Tending to.Decrease
Average Lifetime

Decrease in Average Lifetime,

:Overweight by 25%. 3.6 years:

Smoking 1 pack cigarets per day 7.0 years

Smoking 2 packS cigarets per day '1.0.0 years
,

City versus country living -5.0 years-
.

Radiation froM,riucleax.- poWer plants
(1970) Less than one minute

Estimate: fOr year 2000 with 100-fold
increase in nUcleax paver production Less, than 30 minutes

. OppOilents of nucleai energy'have demanded that duclear reactors .be

designed, with 'zero risks. :Admiral Ridkover has, 'POinted out that machines

..carinOtbe.Made pertect... The human body Aikoods finest Creation and yetu. )
we get sick. If Wet Cannot 1100 perfect h beings, tl-1.y-,:should we

expect, chilosophi

perfect than their

even though the LOr

We Ca now

lly, that machirieS desi ed by'hUMan beings will -be more

eators?' That iswhat many unthinking peoPledemand,

Himself did .not reach this height."

the sUbjectOf ceanb_ness. Cleanlines8 deals with the

.:production of waste products that must be disposed of in some mannert.

we !cite comparative studies in Table S75-3.
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.TABLE S -5 -3

Waste Products

-Coal 12 tons of ash per 100 tons burned

242 tons CO2per.,100.tons burriedj

Radiation exposure; of general public - 0 3 millirem/year.

Nuclear Energy - 8 pounds fission products per.J00..tons of ore mined.

Radiation expoSUre..t6 general public 7...005 millireM
Per year-

Other emissions and products are oxides of sulphur and nitrogen for

coal and plutonium.for-huclear reactors. The former can be partially` -re-

moved by scrubbers,:which greatly increases the cost of electricity. ;citie

most obvious means for' disposing of the plUtoniuM is to put it in ,a reactor

to make electricity in the Same way uranium iSused:.-

There remains the:question of haw to dispose of thOse 8 pounds of

fission Product8.°.It has been calculated thatone cubic meter (a little

more than'a cubic yard) of thbse same fission' products prOduces/enOugh gamma

heat for the equivalent of our average homes. 'Bence, the fission products

become an alternative energy source.

Cost figures also faVOr nuclear power. Table S-5-4 shows relative

costs from studies of the AtomiC,Industrial Forum and the WeStinghouse Corpora7

TABLE S75-4

Comparative Energy Costs

Source, Electrical Costs 1976 1978' :

. ,

Coal .1.8 cents/Idea:. 2.3 cents/kNhr.

Oil 3.5 cents/kValr. 4:0 cents/kWhr.:

Nuclear 1.5 cents/kWhr. :1.5 centsAWhr.,

Utilities using both. nuclear and tossil fuel facilities have estima''''

that dollar savings-to.their customers have occur/ea because of the availability.

of'nuclear power: Table7S,-5--.-5 shows those cost savings.Y
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.1977 Cost Savirgs. to Typical:Residential CuStenerS

Wisconsin
Philadelphia area
New England
Baltimore

$ 8 per year
$ 16 per year
$180 per year
$ 81 per year-

These are all short-term considerations; in the longterm, other
factors need to be COnsidered. The anti's, appear to think that it is only
necessary to utter the 'words 'solar.' and 'Coal' to dlinch- the argument"
against nuciear,,,,energy: Consider, however;.the facts.

An article in the Transactions of the American 'Geophysical Union
-,for July, 1972, discusses the ,rge Scale Concentration and,Canver_sion
of Solar Energy. The a.luMinuM to built. the mirrors would consump the
"entire United States'. production- of alumiunum for 38 years at .the 1969
production rate; and the life of the 'system was estimated to be 30 .years. The

-system wouid.cover an area of ,30,880 sgUare _Miles. In addition/ steel.would,
15e needed for mirror supports; control circuits Would direct the sun's light:
on the conversion unit; a conversion' unit would generate electricity; and
a storage system would store the energy.on off pe4odS when it would not
be needed. :Because of the diffuse nature of solar energy, it is only
suitable for small Scale de-Centralized. uses.

The 'hazards assodiated with the widespread use of -coal are only
just now beginning to be .realized: The consequenceS Of acicVain. have
received some newspappr expOstire.4 Acid rain results from the oxides of
,sulphur and.pitrogen%roduced byrhe burning, of coal. Scrubbers can re-,
move most, ::tpt not:all, of :these oxide and then use increases the cost

thereleavitricity to the point where It is no lOnger canpetitive with nu-
c/eai,eneaiy. The real hazard; hipwever; is catastrophic and probably fully
realized by only a handfL of knowledgea& scientists The hazard referred

.i.S.:the :Ind/leased greenhouse effect producedHOy an increase in the carbon .
I ,

"dioxide ,content inn thethe a sphere from bUrning coal.° It was stated above
that 100: tons `'of coal prcduced 12 tons of ,ash when burOch That me'9,ris that

. 6 . .

about 66,,tonS,of carbon ae bUrnecT to produce carbon d..toX_ide, (CO2) since.
about 3/4 of the difference between 12 and 100 con..4istS,6f. carbOn. The

other constituents are hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, Sulphur in ya.rying,.,
percentages. Hence, th4barning of ,100 tons of coal produce's 242 tan' s of',
CO "'



Itrhas.been,estimated in areport of research' if1 recent of

the Journal of .Geophysical Research.Of the AriericanGeophysical'enion that

the consequence of a 100% dependence on coal would result in an increase in

the Worldwide average temperature at the surface of the earth:of..ninede

gieescentigrade,bY the year 2100. It has been further -estimated that if

the surface temperature of the world's oceans were:Increased,by only 5

degrees., the resulting thermal expansion:ofthe water alone would put'eyeg
,, -

coastal city in the world Under Water': .Furthermore,thisWOrldWide.increase

in temperature would:melt both polar ice cap's and :the-Oxeehland.ace:cap;

and. only the tips of the New York skyscrapers would be Showirig.

The lobby AS.acCUSedgOs'Ternment and indUstry spokes-
. .

men of-bias 'When.all the WhilethAy vodiferouSlyekPres

-ff BLit bias is not all bed.,: 04y:those,WhOhave'llo Opinion at .all are car

pIetely fred of bias. BiaLS')M,aY, betneresultOf'expert knowledge, on the
. _.

°he hand, or CoOpleteigndrance of thesUbipetion the other. ,141fiPt is re -'

qiilrecris balarice,,,rather',,that the elibihatibrfof bias. To attain such

balAnde;, it iS'ne0S'Sary%,tocOnsiderad*lia4es.anddisadvantajes of:alter-.

'natives in both:, t1 short term and the longterm.'

Ilitl(respect to the emiirOntrent.and:eneigy, uncertainti4'aobUt

the futtrelmpactS of current Choices suggest that What are acceptable or
.even geed-Choice§ for the immediate future maY:proVeleSs satisfactory for

the diStaht fUture. Obviously; this could be true of*tial:and-econOmic:

choices as well, but the scale ofeftects As well the reversibilitq and/

the time required- "to reversesome qinvironmental impactS, Malk:;be..quite-long."

Mnergyi The Next,Twenty Years', H.J1: tandsberg. IBallinger

.Company; Cambridge, Massachusetts,(1979p.. 369=1/0.)
,

°

ItMLight be concluded, thereforei.thatAhe energy GrisiS-.ih=generaL7'

and the nuclear ehergy.issue"in pArtidular'eannet?e:'solyedthe-emet#hal,

outbursts:and anguished:ahtics (A, migUidedaciyists.,Soberefldctiorij,

and rationa.l.analYsis will be necessary for the itSolUtiOn of theSe.'issueS.;:



APPFIVDDC 6

Adult workshOps and secondary -schodl curricula are two
,

avenues for the dissemination of the ',material in the Student-'s
..Text. -.Newspaper,articles constitute a third public'eduZation

proCess. Two formats designed for the latter applicatidn. are, I

.given in thj,s appendix:

Single Article Format.

lqini -Series Formate

Thee following series of 'six artidles ii.based on the
t, r '

material... in -the Student'sv TeXt. It was publihed in the Idaho Fal4
Post-Register...daily newspaper for July 17, 1980,, thrOugh July 23,
1986.



Part 1 of a. Series on Nuclear Energy

AOne dominant theme has-xun.througivall of man's history during his rise

:from savagery to civility, and that:is...his search for non-human sources of

energyTto dO-his work for him. PrehiStoricjiominids warmed themselves in

the sun,. but theliest of their time was spent eking out a living from an

.unfriendly nature., The:discovery of the use-of fire ,and: the doMeatidation

of animals partially freed man from the all-consuming:task of grubbing out

a living the recalcitrant soil. The control of fire opened the way

(for the burning of wood for heat, and of animal and vegetable oils for light:

Domestic animals assisted in, the soil-grubbing process and provided man

With increased mobility. :Coal was introduced into Europe by Marco Polo dur-,
.

,

ing the-late 13-thcentury. Petroleum was discovered in the United States

ing the-middle 19th century. In 1939, Hahn and Strassmann discovered

par fission and the nuclear age began. Thus, nuclear energy marks the

:latest step in man's search for ever better sources ofenergy to, do his work

for him.:
.-.

All progress, however, has its good and bad aspects. The invention

:,of the bow and arrow immeasureably improved man's ability to feed hiMself,

but, the arrow that killed:his:meat also:killed men.. Firp soonArirdVed to be

a dangeroUs slave, if out of control, and nuclear energy is no different.

ThrOughout man's long history of his exploitation Of non-human energy

sources, there has been this constant battle between.the goad and bad aspects

of_progress. Columbus hadSomb difficUlty in recruiting seamen for his west-

ward..voyage because.theywere afraid they might-fall off the edge of the earth.

Franklin's lightningidd was Opposed'on the grounds that it was sacrilegious,

The use of anesthetics to'ease:thepain of childbirth was also opposed. on

religious grounds;- until someone pOinted out that themercifui Lord put.Adam
- ,

into a deepsleep before he took a rib to make Eve. The present oppositiOn-

tO nuclear energy hasimore,s0phisticated grounds based ultimately on Fear,

Ignorance,:and Prejndice. The present series, therefore, is:dedicated to

the dissipation of fearthrOugh the substitUtion of knowledge-for ignorance

and rational judgement for prejlidids,

Concern for the state of man's environment is. not rpA4. The ,laturalist

John Muir was concerned forthefate of the California. .and .aid some-

thingabod it Theodore Roosevelt was one of Amp:rides first conservationists.

1 el
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His distant cousin, FDR, encouraged'the:,planting ofshelter-belts in the

plains states during the rdust bowlydays.H:In.195, a book titled Water,-

1.,and,-and People was, published that,warned'against '!,.our grdwing water

famines, and flooqp, ,and the human conSeqpendes,: The.present.gepera-
-.,-

tion is nostranger to the flood of invective directed against:the use of.

nuclearenergy and'warning of the:dire'donseqUences of Its exploitation.

What the pUblic.doeS not know, for the $imple:rTqacil that no Cone has

.trodbled themselves to tell it,'is.that there is a'Vastreservoir of balanced.

factriAl 'inforMation on.. the hazards, and the benefits of nuclear

.energyas?,a substitute for huMan'mtuscle,and'sWeat. UnfOrtunately, much of

thatiWrmation is buried in the duSty files of technical libraries. Mare;

0

. .

recently, however,.dcuprehensive reViewSof/thefindingSand:dbnclusions

of research groups and investigative committees have been published. Copies'

of those publicatiOns should:be in every public library./ .Ifthey are not,

library users. should insist that their libraries get them. A list of

suggested titles will be-given at the end of this article.

Most peol4e do not have time to plough thrOugh such a mountain of

printed material.: For that reason, this series has been written:tb acquaint

the public with the salient facts concerning nuclear' energy to the end that

they might make for..themselveS rational judgements on issues relating to

nucleSr. energy...The source material has. consisted, iripait,of the pUblida-
,

tions.desOribed below,, and in part, of personal experience in energy-related

endeavours, such as geophysical explorations' for oil, petroleum reservoir

production research, and 'nuclear reactor physics -research.

. Nuclear reactor safety has been highon thelist of:Priorities for,
o

nuclear research ever since the. days of the first nuclear pile that .was built

under the West Stands of Stagg Field, University ofchicagoi-and that first

demonstrated the.pbssibilit.of a nuclear-chain reaction, on December 2, 1942.

Multimillion dollar prOgrams at the INEL that are devoted entirely to reactor

safety research are the Per Burst'Facility (PBF) and LOSS

of Fluid Test (LOFT) programs. Individuals,*research teams, study groups, and.

commissions have studied theliroblem and issued reports. Some of the resulting

conclusions will be preSented in subsequent parts of this series.

:;Theremaining parts of this series will discusS such qUeStions as

natural an&man-made:radiations,:the. risks,and benefits of nuclear ergy

waSteproductS.7from.nuclear power plants and-from alternative-power ources,

power costs, and, reactor Safety..
. s
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The followins-'.1ist, f publcatiOns should pe:in,every public library

for-the use, of res idents wishing, to obtaineirst hand:information:

on nuclear energy ,*Sues:

(1) SOUrCebolk, oh Atoffile. Energy

. NOstrand.Co., irfc: "g9fi7):
,. .

.

by S 1:plasstone; D.,' .7an-

-(2) New Energir Techno-104Y-, ..by H. Hottel and' tt-4,. B t1cward;

, MIT press?! -Cambridge Masq. ( ip11)/

(3) Energy AltetnatiVes: .,,Ai,COmiar4t4.Vp:Anal, iS.,:.14 re . f

. the Science and PUblic Poli.c.rOgram, University

-:- - -

0klandria, Nortivd, Okl'ahaila.. -'1,11..ay, 197.51.;,6.. .,...:.::,$1..ma Q17 DpO.Cat.
No. PREX 14.2:1

..

, :'-'aN

'I .,
,_,

(4) Report of :the,'. resident's' ComisSi on the A(;',oipierit at

Three Mile ,island. ' (Cct.-,30, 1919)

.

(5) Hearings Before the Subcommkttee,,',on..
,

Production of the Committee' oxy,§6.ence aFS
House of Representatives, NinetY7Mxth o -SS,;1747trt

Session. (May 22, 23, 24,.,19.7.4-
. , .

.

(6) Annual. Review of Energy, Vo -.- 2 (1977' (197
7Vol. 4 (1979), Anplal Re:VS . r

(7) Energy: The Next TWenty.,Yea4,-,pgpt: of k StUdyZGiouP;;.7fOrd

Foundationt-fans 'H.
Cambridge , Massachusetts.

9(1979)'
'

,.

k8) Access to. Energy, a
J

rr6hthly net.1gfet,

Beclanann
,

Access tc? Energy, Fpx,/2.,,/, 7:
(



Part ,.2&:. Radiation /H

is Nature's energy:fram place to plac . :It.'

/,. .t / ' ,'

er than a. sta.., s0... tactic' means that it is j there:-
, .1.

Y,)

_

oinclany:place 1, A0,4,, that\itris on -thetmove. /ItyoU:de-:
,,,, kti,

r, a n,afa.nv kind, '"1.....i:,,-,.. t have came from Some place and it
k,";/

..,,,,,,, .,,

'''

,

I,be

goin0aMe lace.clse:

',., /
:people are humani-a adiation iselectraMagnetic energy.

,

,

, ,/ , ...

..7i*//

:,t. Comes',in all shal*$;:and/Sizes and colors'. In empty Spacei,
i.-.

,/,'0,. ..!,__.

,-6.1's at the' same speg4,Jalways, eVeryWhere(7,7amiy,,, the speed!

486-g,t6, males 'per:seard.,,oepresence.of matter, -it is slowed.'
depends on the kind'ofradiation and how much matter is present,

s-,thought at one time that neitherenergy,narMatter could be ;

, 1

atec,ae,deStroyed.. In a sense,:that'ideais,6Still true, but it

s Lobe changed a:little. Matter/cannot be destroyed, that is, Changed

xam exienCe'''to'nan7-eXistente;noran//matter-be.created out of nothing -

nesS', ,'-'4:t can,l-bwever,' be changed from mafter,:ta'/energy.',,iimilariy',:,.energy
c ,

,Similarly;
,

'has,ben'observed'ta' be changed into,Matter'-/althoUgnon: Very,yverymuch
,

, .

, ,/ ,,

sm-p2lar scale, The.gtneration of eectricity in. a:nuclear plant,..depends

. ' '.'. ' , ''',. /_/'. '-',.-'' ',' / ii il

on the phanging,or matter' into energy, according to the 'tion' proposed by

= mc2 ;.

human oroanism is riot strange tar4diatianitadilant energy).

light is radiant'energy;'ul A-viOlet,inat viSiblel, light is radiant/ener
,/

infra7red:(heat) adiant energy. ,tbe&07cYCle/current that' light your

and'that,./toast8'y ,bTead produces radiatian. Radio waves' that bring
b'Hope,and Fred'Sanford are 2-Cfairri of radiation. )7raySithat find'

token bores are radiatiOn. GamMa'rayS/:that, deteL,t.flawS'in":faulty welds '

in metai,are radiation. These are all the, good Uangs that: radiation does
,

[But.justfa.s,fire theiireplace will

, iCwill:8U'inhourihoUse adimi, if it gets.

Visible
r.

for people/ hen kept

keep yoU m on a.: co

out
j

.

a waves in
/

a: imiciaTA:rave oven will:Cook:your. f r and in, a. diathermy
, .,./1 ' ' :I

machine,.t.cy can produceran'artifiCial tever,t6'..tambat disease. Light 'is:
..' 4

esSential vision, butt ,ii..3ec lig1:17cin Cause ;iblindne s .Ultra-vidlet light
. / j I.. I, ,',1 .-

.manufactureswitamin D 4 your skin, out.too.mucafaan Oause'sunburn.,and
11:',.: 'I '

. .

//eVentually, sometimes pkin..6ancet-.



`Gnat rays ai:ef;the.bad actors produced when fission productS decay
radioactive disintegraton. 'Fission Products are the aphes produced in a

.
nuclear power; plant.: These- are the radiations that frighten eVeryone out of

a .

theirowitS. -But ridt'!e_ryone, Powe_r 'plant. workers respect, ganina rays,
7 -2 ,

. .

bpt theYdon't ;;ear be.cauSe.,the'workers they have the. g.arnma rays. under
control

To'underStand why ,crarrjrna rays are dangerousi' whereaS -radio waves are
not, it is .nedessaly to; get -.);1.1St a little bit -technical. Tli degree of danger
depends:On they frequenc.,-ot t. e radiation and on how miieh of it here is The

frequency, re-lation,°_is

-Energy ecriais' a.; cOnstant..tlitneStrequency..
TW"coritant" in that phrase is, a very Small number known as Planck's

Constant,T-atter' a 'C,:?.'rtrian":.Physitalt who disco VereCi the relationship.
The 'powc.,...r.lirkeCur, rent that toasts yoUrbread*has a frequency-of 60

'cycles per Second and '1.-:hexad4,fted energy iF..., ven7.small., The radio waves that
-- "'-, .bring You AM programs have frequencies between '.500,000 and l',5q,o,000. cycles

per second, but fi-Te.eriercry con-tent is,gstrir small because Planck's Constant is
small. .1":"..'! raddro Waves have .Still larger .frequencies X-rays and ganma raysi

, ,..-,,, .

,. ,_____i. _. ,..., ,
nave' frequenciesfrequencies so %large that the energy, .con tent is aPpreciable,iand' it .doen.!t take
:muth gara-na raci4:atiori,ta.prodUcesignifiCant...damage. .,

, , . 61 '..1';

',-- 1.-.)diant.,..eFnergyl':frOm they sun sustains life.,On earth: 7' The Solar Flux
, :' /-, : , ', -- ,,

(radiant energy contains all' kinds of radiatiOn,: plus atomic particles. Much
,°-

of that radiatiori is lethal to,,lifer,-,and i'.he earth's atmosphere, and, magnetic
, riff ield protect' plarit and. animal °life from 'it.' 'The ,niagrietic field deflects and

/7' traps high enargy,part.icles /and the atitiosWere absorbs ultra-viblet light and -,,,
,:.

gamma rays. Th,4 Ke nitely7HeaViside d'onic,layers,resporiSible for long-range radio
carrminication,,? and the Van len radiation melts are, the consequence of that

,,,,;-,,, 0-,,--. -.0 ; ,,,.'.) .1;

absorption and trappibg of lethal ractatior,,,..:;:'
,:. .

/Besides

h-.--3 ,.sun arid nuclear.powe r
,

pla n ts, ; th ere:are_pther sources of
radiatidn. retY,two na-LrallY5x:eeririg eienentS, several ,fare radio-
activeand emit-both Particieradicint energV., Radium that is used on luminous -t4.

.,,,, ; I -0 ", ''. i ' ,S,,,, °Q. . " 2, . ' '-') .' 1;0', ^ ,
watch dials is well knovin..Thotium that i'.g.,,,tised in "votireoleinan, Carrp-light gas

..

mantles is another. Tr i , "a `;,Variety of.: hydrogen, -is a weakly radioactive
.material' found in rain' water is Produced ,by. -the' action of cosmic rays on

,). '''.= ,- , ,' '
.:..,,

water in the atmosphere.7. Ca_rbo 2-1,4 is .1:,:so..prod14-;'ed 'by cosmic rays and is
/

cOritained in/ all IiVirig;"matt6,..r:,_ J'hat::'ethp'.i.stufir used to date .archeological
findS'./RutasslUM, an elernent'essc..,ritlai. to- fife, radibactiVe
arld,emuts radiant energy6.

.



Does all thi\ frighten "?u? It is not meant to. It. -is meant' to show

that all the earth and all life! frorri the day of creation have been' bathed in ;
radia.tion. There is 'no escaping it, and ip spite of,. Perhaps because of it,

Man has Progressed from savagery to his, present high state of civilization.

, The dangerous forms of rafiia.t.i..on can be controlled just as man has

f\

controlled fire. In the next, part of this series, we shall talk

produCts thenuclear ashes, and hoW they can bean alternative

ut fission,

gy.sOurce..
/ ,
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- 15. 4±t,3 .- ReaCtor;Saffety..

'4. . .
.-; 7--pr,i.., ,!: .-

r, -.. At a,mebting in NOvember 1974; Ralph:Nader pose a

-. then ABC CorppiSs45h1.; Diodo,. 4....'., , :' .,, I* :,
, . -- _. - .. 4 Ip. '1, ,:"How many atoiia'eXplosionsin our cities,wpuld,you Accept before

..., - . , k . t ...

debidimT at nuclear-power,:iS'n4sge,tnp,cotp/exties, just alimbpliy1;

II

estion to the

' j '...., . 2 , .: . ,

- , -is-is the. ind of under handed antii,nuclar:lobby-

ages in to ,fri the Amer can- public. rtis akin to iAe inf amous.,
--, k . -, --5'.trick queStion, ..156. ou still b4at yOAr

;

Wifer' .1.4ader!sqrst4on, reveals

an abysmal ignorhriC%;Of n4leas techalf .is eased -on a. false. assumption,

and is deliberatelYiproAatiV.e in tOil TM phrating of the question

implies that there have a ezd' a ortac explosiohs in nuclear .power pl, ts:
_

it assurresthatan "atomic explosion'An.alnuclear powOr plapt is possible -7,

.a faiSe assumption; and the in4stence on "just. a number`" denies the re-

4

spondeptthe opport -ty:"ef. gpiing'a,rational answer.' .

necessy to" place the whole questionOfreacbae safety.. in the

poroPei,lerspectiVei D:ithe_AmericAn publigfis,to gain:airational,understand-'
\. At

1.110f!'the place o§..nuclearenergy.in the national ecOnomy. , As pointed out

='' by Pets Beckmann in his books The Health Hazards of NOT GOinig'Nuolear, 'There

is ncOuch trig as safe:energyconversion on a large' vie; it is'alMost

aA'a contladiCtion in terms. Energy is the,Capacity for doing work, :And.as 'long

as man is fallible, there is always the poSsibility that it will do the

wronTkind.'of work." This article, therefore, will examine the questions
,

bf:j1.1-4: how safe is nuclear energy Compared to the safety of other human

activities. 4

The National7afety Council collects statistics on all kinds of

accidents- the United States From ancount ofthenumber.of accidents in a

year,.the probability of accidental death in that population-is calculated.
,

-Attempts to calculate that s atist ic fOrthe nuclear power industry met a very
j

serious difficulty; there,have been no accidental deaths in the nuclear power.
1industry, ever. The Atomic Industrial .Forum, however, rtshed in where the

National Safety-touncil, feared.to:tread, and:came up with an estimate that

; is about the same as the probability of being killed by beinTstrudk by ,a

meteorite. These, thene are the statistics that havd'heen collected:
.

One death peryear per 7700 population In the homenY
. One-death per year per 4000 population by automobile.
One. death per year per 100,000 population by'aeroplane?
One death,pbr year per 5,000,000,000 population in a

nuclear power plant.

1
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In all fairness, however, it should be mentioned that there have been

a',few accidentS in the .nuclear program as a whole. Included are nuclear reactor

reSearch, nuclear power research, development', and construction, military

reactors, and weapons development prOgrams.:EVen so, the over -all safety:

record,. including non nuclear relatedaccidents, is unequaled by aiy other

indUstry) or class of industries as may be confirmed by consulting the collected

data of the Nataonal Safety Council. In the early days of atomic energy, 2therq,

were 4 couple of nuclear - related. deaths;, and there was onesteam osion in

IdahO that killed three military PersOnnel. But there have been no such

incidents -in either the commercial nuclear. .pbwer industry or in the Navy's'

NuclearPrOpnlsionPro4ram.

`.1At.this point, it is instructive, to consider the nature_ of nuclear

explosions as comp4red with other kinds. of explosidns.

Gasoline in combination withthe right ai-miXture explodes inside your

auto's engine:to produce poWer- to drive your car.

Firecrackers explode,:when their powder inside them bUrni,rapidly.

The powder inside a:30-06 rifle shell-explodes d drives the bullet
_ 4

when a hunter shoots a deer

The Uranium in-4n atom bomb fissions in .a chain traction and explode's.

/- under the.right conditions

Sieam boilers and steam locomotiveshAve been known-tb explode when

the steam pressure accidently exceeds the ability of the boiler walls to hold

. it;

In theabove recitation, one notes three different kinds of..explosions:

the gasoline and the powderin firecrackers and rifle shells represent chemical

explosions, the steam explosions are due to the mechanical failure of the'con-

tAinment,vesseland the atom bomb was the. result Of a nuclear chain' reaction.

The first two events elicit scarcely a ripple in the public's consciousness; the

third event sends shudderS of horror up- and -down the public's .pine a.the'mere

Suggestion. Thesteam exploSiOn in,Idaho that killed three' service men Clas

indeed the regultsof a.nuclear pbwer burst, but it was notAnuclear explosion.

In fact, it is very difficult to prodUde a truenuclear chainreaction explosion,

so difficult thatnUclearpower reactors can and are built in Such:a manner that

'a chain-reaction
!

exploSion.is impossible.

The discussion.sO far has dealt with the issue of the probability and -

consequences of a nuclear-related accident. There is also much concern with the

expOsurp.of.personnel to radiation under normal conditions., The earliest

,experimental nuclearreaCtOrsisometimes left mudhto be desired in the way of

shielding 1 not so, now -a --days. Today's nuclear power reactorS'are contained

93 10.1,-;



within several vessels of different kinds for different purposes.. An inner

steel pressure vessel contains the core and coOling liquid, The latter.aik'

provides some shielding. High,rdensity concrete\is Used to provide maximum

shielding againSt gammas, and neutron absorbers ake used to shield against

-neutron's.. Thus, the exposure:of nuclear power pl t workersiS no worse than

that of anyone,working inside a concrete building.

The waste management issue, inc'uding
4

uding enviro

examined in the part on Fission Products

A conszehensive treatment of what is needed to nsure the safe operation
-

, o

of a nuclear power plant may be ,fOOnd in either:of two publications. 'Ithe report

of.the President's Commission ori the Three Male Island accident and Admiral

RIckoVer's testimony before alcongressional Committee w re.referenced in Part I

of this Series.. The following qUotat:ons from'these documents provide factual

answers to the issue of reactor safety.

From the Report of.the Pkesident's Commission:.

"The purpoSe of the Com6assOnTisto conduct a comprehensive study and

investigation of the recent accident involving the nuclear power facility on
! .

Three Mlle Island in PennsylvaKia.-"

"Toprevent nuclear accidentsias serious`: ae Three Mile Island- fundar.-

mental changes will be necessary in the o5igan#ation, procedures, and practices

.41
and. above all in the attitudes ofrthe NOclearRegulatoryCommassion, and,

tal releases, will be

\ to the extent that the institutions we investigated are typical, of the nuclear

industry". ti

"But as the evidence accumulated, it. pecame Ciear that the. undamental:

problems are people-related problems and, riot equipmLntproblems.";

"A comprehensive system is require4 in which equipment and human beings

are treateciwith equal iMpoitance."

"We are convinced that if the onl9problems were equipment problems,
.

this Presidential Compassion would neverAlave been created

'In contrast with the subjedtlpf this report of the President's Commission,
%

Admiral Rickover's testitony recounts the'history of a highly successful opera-.

lion. The following are someqUotationsfrom.the referenced. document.

."In the 26 years since the Nautilusland" prototype first operated,

`which was in 193, there has never-been,an accident involving a naval'reactor,

,nor has- th e;zp been any release-of radioactivity which has had a significant

e4fect on the enkironment."'



This statement becomes all the more impressive in view of',the magnitude

of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program.

"Today, 115 nuclear-powered SubMarines are in operation; 41 of these'''.

are ballistic missile firing submarines.and 74 are attack stbimarines23 addi-

tional attack submarines and 7 Trident submarines are authcoriZed;for construc-

tion." 4. \
"We also have one nuclear-powered deep submergence research and ()teen

engiheering vehicle. Three nuclear - powered aircraft carriers are in operatiOn.

and one more is being built. Eight nuclear-powered,,cruisers are in operatiOn,

and one more is. being built. Altogether, 127 nuolear7powered shipS are in

operation."

"Since the U.S:S. Nautilus first put to sea. in 1955,Naval nuclear-powered

-ships have. steamed over 40 million miles and have. accumulated over 1,800 reactor-,

years Of operation. '.1Ale have protured 508 nuclear cores and have performed 166

refuelings."

In his testimony, Admiral Rickover explains in great detail the policies.

and protedures :employed to accomplishthe above ,described record. He him

self recognizes-thaft not"all the methods employed in the Naval, Nuclear Pro-

!pulsion Prograkwould be applicable in industry. Never-theTleSS,r-the-in"

escapable conclusion must be that, "If the Na'y can do itSthere is no reason

'why industry cannot do as well."

;
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Part 4'- .Fission Products and Wastes

Much pf the nuclear powarcontroversy revolves around the disposal of

wastes. The generation of electricity in wclear power plants results_in

four classes of materials that are generally clasSedas waste because they

ey are 'apparently of(no.value to

eral public, but that ,is n9t-.strictly

do nothing to produce more electricity;

anyoneSuch is the opinion of the

in agreement with reality, as th, following discussion will,show.

.The -first class may be calle-d-Simply:"nucleat dirt." Included are
. .

contaminated articles that have'pi radidactive particles during

their use in construction or repal ot were used some way in the handling

of radioaCtive materials. The situation is much the same as .he one in which

an automechanic would throw away hiS wrench because it was greasy. This

waste is bulky, but the radiation level is:low.

Anothersource ofSo-called waste consists of cotrosion.products and

neutron, activation products in the process water, particularly in the case

of the Boiling Water Reactors.

.Fission:Products and elements heavier than uranium (the. transuranic

elements) constitute the third and fourth classes.

.At : present, the "nuclear dirt" is stored in plastic bags which are,in

. turn sealed into steel drum's. A. final disposition of this materialis yet ..

to be decided.

,Materials of the second class are partially. .vented to the atmosphere

when the activity is low enough. Some axe injected into deep wells. All

Of these methods haVe come under fire from, environmentalists andtheNater

is yet to be resolved. Hdwever, a study of,effluents from the Shippingport

reactor during the period .1957.to1971 concluded that it was impossible to
.

determine whether the discharge of radioactive materials to the environment
t(4

was "...in part responsible. for increased cancer incidence, infant mortality,

and heart disease in the population living in the vicinity."
. y

An "isotope of great concern to many is tritium, a variety .of hydrogen:.

Tritium is produced in r actors by the neutton.bombardment of deuterium, ,

,another Yariety. of hydrog . It is also produced by the, action of cosmic tayS

in the upper layers of the tmasphere. Large amounts appeared in rainwater as

a result of the bomb tests that were made during the 1950's, The cocentrations

dropped back to norm el levels, however, within a-few'weeks following e tests.

Research has shown that because of-the shoat half-life (12.3 years) and the

long time taken for rainwater.to reach water wells (40,to 50 years), tha,tritium

dropS to about 6% of.the Original content by the time dater is drawn from a well.



Thus, the deeper the.weli, the,Smallerthe-residuaidtritium content.

This-leaves the fission products and the -tiansuranic °elements. The

fission productS are. atoms about half the size of a tianium'atom prodUced

when the latter splits up during the fission,- process., 'Tpere*are over two , . -A.

hundred'SPecies pf_such atoms, since notjall-traniUM atoms split in the

same way when they fiSsion., Half-liVes of these products May-be7anYthing
.

from small frActidns ofa.Second for Some. SPeciesi to many years for-other_
. .

species.- -All. are either gamma or beta -ray ematters or both A very few are

alpha emitters.
.,

Nuclear fuel e lements are constructed in a manner,.calculated to retain

all the ffsSion products (the nuclear ashes). sealed inside. Many fission'-pro

ducts are strong neutron absorbers( hence, a point'is reached such that the

fission products absorb all the neutrons and, the chainreactiOnCan no longer:.

be maantaanede There is still. a large amount of unconverted uranium inthe2

fuel element that can be recovered. At present, spent cOMMercial fuel 6167.
. .

-mentS-still contain 70 to 80% of unconverted uranWM. Yet they are not re-

processed, presuMably.for political reasons. Only military'and,reseafth cores

.*
. .

are' reprocessed: %Research on the disposition of.these separatedfission products

has showl, howevethat they can be safeiy packaged and-may'even..prove-to-..be

a source of low .potential heat, for soMe.iow-energy density applidatidns.

At present, fission products are reduced to a granular kind of material,

resembling someWhat.a coarse salt:. This material generates heat.from,the

radioactive decay process and must be cooled to prevent possible escaPe'of

'some of. the hazardouS material. 'A more.permanent disPosition consists of

casting'the fission products in a pyrex -like glass in sealed stainless; steel
. n.

cylinders. In this form,'fissiontproducts could be stored. safely for an in-

definatelength of time. -The only drAwback is that cooling WoUld'have to be

..provided. CUrrent research.iS directed toward the goal of finding suitable
.

Crystal strtctures in natural or synthetic materiars that would accept the fission

products within the crystal lattice.. This process'is.similar t' fitting-round
P

pegs in'round'holes, thus producing a more stable bond betWeen fission prOduCt

and host crystal structure.

The necessity-of-Sul5plying cooling suggests a practiCal use of this

suppoSedly waste material. The gamma heat produced by onecubic meter (a little,-

mote, than a.cubic yard'''. has been calcutated to be sufficient to provide sPace

heating for four, average hemeS fo;' orid Jiundred years. The domestict,,appliCatiOn

is probably impractiCai,: but certainly space heating of large.ipUblic buildings'

is a practical. possibikty. Public acceptance is all.that would be required.



N

For thepresent, a4d-except:fOr plutonium -239 the transurani&elements
, .

are more of a nuisance thana hazard: They can be stored in the same waTas,
. A- ,. ,

other fission prDducts untiI. Such time aS SoMe.practic4,1 use for them is dis-.

covered.

Plutonium is another story. One often heatS the remark, "There'is no

known way of disposing of the plutonsum-239.- The obvious answer is

Lna reactbrand'generate some electricity-with it. Then it will no longer
.

.

be plutonium, but fission products for which safe storage methods.pre-known."
a

Ida spite of.the Shippingport sti4dy mentioned above, there have been

additiOnal complaints of thedischarge of Ladioactive wastes to the environ-

ment. A detailed study of 134paciand gaseous releases to theenitonmenti;.

including the Shippingport study, was published:in 1976 (Nuclear Per Safety,

by Rust andNeaver, Pergamop-Ptess, New Yor1. The conclusion. was;thatradio-

activity releases did .not exceed standards that have been set. The controversy,

however, is still raging, and studies are continuing; not only .of effluents from-

nuclear plants, but'frOm other sources, as well- Detailed information of pollu-
JO

tion'levels from all Sources canJoe obtained from the National Climatic Center,

Federal BUilding;.Asheville,North Carolina 28801..

Nuclear powdt plants are not the.only sources of pollutants. Recent

news articles about the genetic damage resulting from'the dumping of Chemical

.wastes in the Love Canal area have alerted.. t.he'. public to this fact.: In this

article, only waste products generated by:coalfiredpower plants will be

Considered, because .coat is the alternative usually recommended.

When coal is burned in boilersto;produce steam for tbrbo-electric

generatOrs,the following waste products result:

12 tons of ash per 100 tons of coal bulmed . .

242 tons ofCarbon dioxide per 100-tons of coal burned

1.'7 tons sulfur dioxide per 100 tons of coal burned
(low sulfur grade)

6:1 tons sulfur dioxide per 100. tons, of coal burned
- 7' high sulfdt-grade)

z.

At 3096'efficiency, 100 tons of coal yieldS 186,000 kiloWaL:... hours.-

Hence, aJ000 teiW..Coal7firedpoWerPlant Would burn537 tops, of coal per

hour. Other toxic materials found in the, coal ash are, selenium, mercury,

vanadium, and benzopyrene,, among others. Radioactive materials- found in coal

ash are radium-and thorium: The Major iimpact on the environment, however, is
,t .

.dde to the carbon dioxide and .the sulfur diOxide.. When sulfur dioxidd dissolves

in water, one gets sulfuric and sulfurous acids, Thus, One gets the acid rain

that one has been reading about in, recent newspapers. ,A more far-reaching, long-

term and, therefore, uncertain effect is that due to the carbon dioxide. Re-

,search reported in. the Journal of Geophysical Research for June 20, 1979, estimates
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that a.one hundred percent dependence on coal would raise. the global ay

,-temperature by 9 degrees-cCentigrade, by the :year 2100,. This temperat

crease is.attributable to the "Greenhouse Effece'caused by the.pres ce of

carbon dioxide in.the atmosphere. Just what the long-term _ 4ht be are

not at all clor, simply bLcause they are' long-term and because of the complexity

of the situation. .

It appears therefore; that any large scale development of energy sources

Of any kind can have serious consequences that are not atall easy to assess.

It:isimportant-that-the-average citizen become inforthed-of the nature of the

problems. It is not necessary that one,be knowledgeable in all the details of

all possible:energy alternatives. _What is needed is a sound understanding of

soMe-ofthe general principles

.10



.Part 5 ,'Energy'Costs

\

Cost considerations go far beyond.the quoted rates at which electricity

is sOldTin gents per kiloWatt-hodr. .Whether pan energy source .is economical

also dependS on how;mudh energy is expended in producing the energy delivered'ta

the, consumer.

An article in the DeceMber, 1974; issue of the abithsOniandiscusses

the.question-of hoW.s,muah'energy is needed to produCe the energy currently being

used, and conclwies that the present energy . economy has reached the point of'

ddmihishingrettlrns. Thatl=s, the.:energy,return fora given energy input is

becoming progressively smaller.

AccOrding to ReferenCe 3,.2 percent of the energy in the mined coal is

used to mine, transport, and preparethe:product for sale. .Further processing

might involve any of several.coal-gasification or coal-liquefaction processes

having efficiencies ranging from some 55 to085:percent.:.This means that the

convenience of'a liquid: or a gaSeous fUel over a solid fuel has boe'froM 15 to

45 percent in energy.cbsts.

For nuclear fuels, the energy cost from mining, ore concentration,

uranium smelting; fuel enridhmentto fuel element fabrication is about 10 %.

Thus, coal has an energy cost advantage of 296,. asCoMOared with 10% for nuclear

energy.

The over-all energy efficiencies for both coal and nuclear pok,ver plants

have estimated-_n this. -same publication as follows:.

32% for light water moderatednuclearreactors

38 to for coal7fired'power plants

The difference is attributed tattle higher ope ating temperatures of the coal-

fired plants.

In the above analysis; fuel. costs only were considered; eventual dollar

costs to the consumer include, in.-addition, .capital equipment,energy transporta,

tion, and distribution. costs. These latter items are currently in such a state

of flux that. any estimate of current values would haVe little more than a his-

torical interest. Interest rates and inflation influence the dollar costs of

the three items listed above, all of which leads industry to bring pressure to

bear on regulatory bodies to Increase service rates.

Dollar costs and dollar savings through the use of nuclear Powex. have

been estimated by the Atomic .Industrial Forum and by the Westinghouse Corporation

for the years 1976, 1977, and 1978.

- -
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Coal in 1976, 1.8:cents per kiloWatt hour
Oil in 106, 3.5 cents per kiloWatt hour
Nuclear in 1976, 1.5,cents per kiloWatt hour
Coal In 1978,,2.3 cents per kildWatt hoUr.
Oil in 1978,,4.0 cents per kiloWatt hour
Nuclear in 1970, 1.5 cents per kiloWatt hour

Dollar "savings through use of nuclearpower in 1977 have been

as follows:

Misconsin
Philadelphia
New England
Baltimore

$ 8.00 per year
$ 16.00 per Year
'$ 180.00 per:year
t$ 81.00 per year

estimated

These figuresi as already stated, are of little more than historical

Value; cost -forecasts vary. Current construction and equipment Costs amount

to 70% of, the costof nuclear-generated electricity; for cOal-fired plants,

the cost is 35. to 65%. The use of scrubbers to remove the,fly-ash will

increase this latter figure. Predictions of construction costs-per kiloWatt

in,1986 are $.800-$100.0 .for coal-fire&plants, $1000-$1300 for nuclear plants.

Hottel and Howard (Ref. 2) have'calculated that it is cheaper to

transport energy as coal than as electricity. -.It would appear, then, that

.

.

coal-fited generating plants should be built near to usage areas: .The. waste
- .

ptoblems associated with coal would seem to indicate the opposite, with the

energy transported by electricity. The convenience of electricity is probably

worth the added costa Similar considerations probably apply to nuclear power

plants..

.Nast experts agree that coal and nuclear energies will be the majpt

sources in the near future (20 years. Other-alternatives will require thajir

time for Commercial development, if indeed they are commercially feasible at

all.

On balance, therefore, coal and nuclear come out about as followS:

Long -term Abundance
Public AcCeptance
Initial Capitalization
Thermal Efficiency-
`Waste Problems'
EnvironMental Impact
Ultimate Consumer Cost
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:Nuclear equals coal
-Coal beats nuclear.'
Coal beats nuclear
Coal beats nuclear

-Nuclear beats coal
Nuclear beats coal
Nuclear beats coal
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The evening:pegs on TV stations in idah&Falls on June 8;.:q90;

announced that there was a 99%.chance that,the.nOrthwestern states of-Washing -".'

Pazt 6'7 Rates and Benefits of Nuclear Energy..

ton, Oregon, endIdaho would suffer a severe power shortage withih the next 1

couple of years. Some ind tries would. be forced to shut down, workers would

be laid off, ar2d residents would be without eleCtricity for several .hour's

out of ,a day. The same news item stated that the construction of several

nuclear power plants had been delaydd by:Construction and labor problems; and.

::scrie others by people objecting 0 their instruction. Some thathavelceen

planned may never be built, an those under coristruction may nod be

for another ten Years.,

This situation was igl'ought about by objections raised by pedple who

themselves haVe.adMitted that they.know.nothing about nuclear energy. These
6

objectors-Cinterveors in leg l'lenguagehave claimed that nuclear power
, -

plants are inherently unsafe, b ch they mean that there is no way to Make

them safe. ', Th:,failacyin,theix reasoning_ is in the epor's igterpretation

of "safe." By safe; they.meap;"Zer01:-risk."

Before discussing risks ..B7n4 benefits, however, it i instructive to

qi.liote from Viral testimony*fore.a Mingressional committee... 1,;:

,
,

"The. human body is goTs4inest creation, and yet-we get sick.. If we

cannot-have.perfect human beings, ther. why should we expect, philOsophically,

that machines designed by. hum beings will bemare fect-than their creators?

is What many unthinking4eopledemand, ey °ugh:the igrd himself did

notzreachitriis height."
v.

Risk is °Wined as, the product of the probability of an event, and the

con8equendes of that event.: When soteon sayshe took a calculated risk, it

Means:that he.:estimated,the likelihood of the event and tiplied that by the

'seriousness otthe consequenceS if that event occurred. If the probability of

'getting caught..speeding is.50% enclthe fine is $50,,00, then if, you could afford

to pay the $50.00 fine, you would speed only one-half of the time. If you could

afford to pay a $100.00 fine, then you aught speed 100% of the'tiMe. ThUS, yOu :

balance the risk againetthe benefit. In this case, the benefit being getting

to your deStination soon

In:the present stance, the benefits are an abUbdant,.cheap, clean, and

the safest known source of energy devoted to the service of mankind.

The.risks are minimal as compared-with thoSe associated with the -use, of

coal; as pointed Out in;the previouS'partof this series. It was shokqn that the

1
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,disposal ofradioactive wastes andfission products*isa:problem that has been

solved tecl?nicaily. public acceptance is ,all that4S:Still needed. The history

of the Naval NucleaN,4Iropulsion-Program proves thatnUclear:energy:iSnotthe

dreadful ogre. pictured by the intervenors. The Aneridan.people-neeae.tbecognize

that, like the family:automobile and the aeroplane,....th&fiudlear power reactor
" ,

is a very dangerous ,device to fool around with, but also like the aUtOMObiley

and the aeroplance:it can be controlled, just as man controls jfire :

We are lucky that Ralph Nader did not know,. when Henry:Ford was in-

y venting the.T-moael,:that 50,000 people.would be killed annually in auto

dents in the, UnitedStates at a cost of 34 billiOn dollars, or he would never/

have permitted:Henry.FOrd:to build such an unsafe device.* Certainly,the

Wright brothers would notlave'been allowed to invent their aeroplane;-if-Ralph

.Nader had known t about 1,000 people would be killed annually in aeroplane

accidents.

The American public must. not let angry little people deflect their

attention from the real issues. The real issues should be resolved by rational ..

judgement based,on factual knowledge,* rather than on Fear, Ignnce,. and
-.,
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CITIZEN .EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR

TECHNOLOGY

1V-Ee0NOMIC -UNIT',

, "It is true that eConomiceisia,theoretical.
science, and as'sUdh;:abstains fraM:an

. ;114geMent df vlue."

,Ludwig von Mises

,INTRODUCTION:

The:conversion.of Source to useable energy is "full of-hi den

andnot-sohiddem.energy Rand, 'therefore econ6Mic) costs. ,d4dnin4,OfcOal:

or.uraniumrand drilling of{ oil, processing, ttaiisporgation to the powe

:Plant, operation of theplants.,,and di:sposal.uof all take,,energy.,,

`--.rne*Tiiptent that,!doeS these jObs ail 'took energy tote iSiodudgd. :1110e-4-eper:'

/drilling nd farther distances cons more energy.c:As-easily4accesSibIe,

fuels'have been nUneceor drilled,,ror energy has been ir ed.to obtain
A

the-spme amounts 'of less-aCcessible SupPlies. Off-shbre,diilling and
,

Alaskan oil fields are two examples of the. vastly increasd difficulty

of obtaining resources, as well as ot- the tremendots amount of energy

needed to get them to the power plant. .

'1

The principal alternatiVes to nuclear power for large scale enera-

tion of electricity are the fossil fuels - cbal, oil, and gas,. Of these:,

gas iiisthe.least.1(5O1p14ipg,,.ptt its-SupPlies are ;1 ed for long-tert

planning, and rely toca great extent on foreign marketP. sulfur oils
, .

-depend can. foreigh Markets with all thatimplieS in control] able Costs
.

d'the vagaries l'foreign reiations.

Large-domestic supplies of coal seem to be the lbg*c anSwer,loUt

-6nomic:(as well as, :and largelylpeca6Se.of, envirbinMental,-impact)costs-

of,Coalkare high. Damageto the land'of many states has resulted fr an essentially'

acted strip mining. Legislation to reqUirereclamation of th land

increases the cost of_mining...TheeenvironmentalattSurveyed the environmental

',HCosts-Of.burning coal.(as well as other fossil fuels)- The economic costs

control, these-Itacire very-,higii..:In fact, scone areas alreadyassaulted

byfosSil-fuel pOwer generatiOn wastes, lndustrial?ai pollution, and ,auto

emissions, have banned the construction-of new fossil-fueled poWer'.biantS.

Another factor to be'considered from ari. eiconamiC,Viewpoint is the
z,-

tremendous amount of water:that would be reguired for large scale conversion'

of coal to gas. -or'.' or the release of oil. Trom shale. 111,1574 , the



National AcadeMy,of Sciences$3.iq there migikIt'be enough i4 West

to' mine tYie coal, but large scale" is beyond the capability.ofthe.f.;;-
.

ry .Westerh.Statesgathringf,:tr*sportiTd disPOsal of _these tremepus
4 ,)-

amciftint of water; even if ItOvereaVailable, _requires energy and would be ex-
,

expensive. The,conVersioA prOcesSes are eXpenSive and-take,en4gy.

j4n1974,. --acdording to=WilsonClark .("It.Takes Energy to Get Energyi'Y

SmithsOnian, Deceff4eibqfkr at least_one malof oil. cc decided, not

to biotior.,lederai leases to de lop oil shale'beCause,the net energy.yield

t7,

0

oider,Oskied Public Utll't
POWER PRODUCERS

.

-,r

'
ApproximatelZ9% ofthe iectficity geneat in the U. S. is

0 ,

produced Sy, investor br.stockhold -0Wned public utilities. These companies
, .

are owned'by IndiViduals, through e purchase/of stock, like other' ompanies;°
_

:-.0,-but they are public utiiitlits.',As such, the re given a'MoneilOoly:

vide se/vice in a-particular ret , agree:to have td
..,

'.and Settlement of customer. disputes-governed, by the state.
_ .

.

f

.

,..As witn,cither_StOckholder-owned buSinesses; public.utiliti
!It

cperate,at a profit if their stock is to be attractive to the pot ial

buyer. Utility rates Orovide about 25% of the capital for ..eXpansio and .7

00 , 0 ,z,. ..,

maintenance. The renunder dome's through Sale of stocks, bondiSsues,.and
.. 7. ).

'-' loans:
,.. ..

. .

°Tiro--; .;

es, service,

;".

amous of the f eal.power agencies is the Tennessee Valley.
,

%'-AuthOrity, It;isawholly-,0Wfted4gOVernmetit '.44rcoration which serves the

southeast stateswitn flood Control projects, navigatiOn channels on the

TennesSee River, electric power production, fertilizer de velopment, recreation,
°

and'forestryand:wildLife'programs.
0

;he'electricpower prOgram is -financially self- supporting., TVA acts

as wholeSale supplier to 160 municipal and cooperative electrical systems,

with,2.6 million customers. Pdwer is suppliedAom 29 dams, 12 coal-fired

-plants, 2 nuclear plants, 4 combustion turbine .installations, 8 U. S. Army
Y-T.4

/Corps of Engineers dams, and 12 Aiuminum'Corporation of America:daMs.

Another form Of federal. agency in,the power field is the Rural Elec-

trification Administration; Which wao tounded in 1935 to finance electric

and telephone facilities in rural America and its territories.. Over 1000

_rural electrical systeffs have received. self-liquidating loans and technical

1
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assistance for the oonstruction and operatiOn of generating plants and

transmisSIon facilities.

The-federalVVernment also has'a number of Power Administration

Agencies. which market power produced at other federal facilities as well
4

as private generating plants. The Southeastern, Southwestern, and Western

Area'PowetAdministrafionsare examples of

.:In..the.Northwestm .the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)

Pcm.rer,f6r,twenty'damS7built and...oPeratedby the U. S..Army Corps. of En-

gineers "Ind nine dams built by the Bureau of Reclamation. BPA also

'mafketS 'nUclear pdwer from the Ha]ford and Trojan plants. Its transmission

system serves as the backbone grid for"al Northwest utilities and it pro-

. vide more than half the total. electricity used.

The
. ,

BPA wa formed in 1937 as a Bureau ofthe Department of Interfor

and is now a art of the Department of Energy. It serves Washington, Oreogbn,

: Idaho, and parts of-Mtontana,'California, Nevada; Utah, and Wyoming, or an

area of 300,000 square miles-and Seven7millio).people. .Its customers in--

elude municipalities, public and:utility districts, cooperatives, priVate

utilities, government agencies, and industries.utilities,

Funds required to build, m'ai4ain'and opera the dams are appropriated
,

hy,congress,, ,Since 1974, BRA haS finandedAts operation and maintenance

, from venues; revenues have also finanCed_pareof the construction of new
.

transmission facilities, th the remaining funds coming from the sale of"

revenue bonds- BPA re
4

prOjeeis.

enues also pay for.part of the cost of -large irrigation

BPA rates are set by its staff after review by theiDepartment of
1
Ener5y and'approvalby.the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 'The rates

must- recover to the Government the cost-of producing, purchasing, andtrans-

mittingelectricity,' as well as repay capital investments with interest. The

'rate- setting procedure includes meetings with customers. AdjustmentS in rates

have generally been given every five years, with yearly adjustments to begin

in 1980 because of sharply increasing costs.

Mix of,locally Produced and Wheeled Power
ic

Private industry and various levels of government., as we have seen,
-

are all in the energy production-business. Government operationarange from

the law head.buib turbine project for the City of Idaho'Falls to the Tennessee

Valley AUthority'in the southeastern U. S.



Electricity is transmitted over networkscalled.) ids" which

combine and distribute electricity frdM a variety of sources through a

large geographic area.

Every area differs as to the amounts of electricity it receives

from the various sources... the C,,aofidaho Falls, since the Teton Lem

flood in 1976, themnicipai generating:capacity:has produced ut 5% of

the electricity used by city customersThe remaining,9 slurchased

from BPA. After the low head bulb turbine project is completed, Idaho

Fa11S will be able to.produceapproximately 20% of its electricity.

The area of Bonneville CountY.surrounding.Idaho Falls is serviced

by Utah,Pawer and°Light,(UPL) \a priVate Utility. UPL produces its

electricity. Ninety -five percent of its generating'capacity is coal-fired,

with about 5% coming from hydro-electric facilities in the Bear RiVer area
rya



Table IV-1 listS the distribution of energy demand among the various
,

sources. nd users. A cost breakdown for electticity
)

generation
.

is also given.
,

.

Table IV-1.-
\

Distribution of Sources and Users

Source: United.States:Energy Data Book, 1979, The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.

Use of Enetgy the U. S. in 1977

Coal 18.6%
Oil (46% imported) 48.8%

25.8%

dna:: 3.-2%

Nuclear 3.6%

U. S. Energy Use 1977

Source R4sid. Comm. Indust. Trans. Total

Coal 4.9% 1' 3.0% 1 -10.2% 0 5% 18.6%

Oil F.0 5.8 10.4 26.6 48.8
Gas 8.0 4.5 12.5 0.8 25.8

Hydro 1.0 0.7 . 1.4 0
3..2

Nuclear 1.2 0.8 1.5 0.1

21.2% 14.8% 36.0% 28:0% 100-0%

Electricity Generation Costs.- 1977***
(CommOnwealth Edision)

/kWh

-Nuclear*

Fuel
Operation
& Maint.

.Capital
Charge Total

vpSysteM Avg.. 0.35 0.22 0.76 1.33

Coal,**

System ,Avg. 1.21 0.30 0.90 2.41

*Nuclear inCludeS allowance for carrying charge of fuel in reactor and ultimate
waste disposal.

**Coal includes'allOwance for carrying charge of a 90day'cOal stockpile.

***Source of electric generation. cost figures:. Science, Vol. 20 (Rossin &

Bieck) AuguSt 18, 1978.
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Relative Power Costs

Tabie EV-2 gives some relative costs of:electricity. Table IV-3shoWs

savings to consumers. Table IV-4 shows the percentage of electric power

genOrated by nuclear plants, May, 1978.
,

Table IV-2

National Eiectridity
Generation Costs.

1976. 1978

Coal 1.8/1<.Wh 2.3

-Oil 3.5 .4.0

Nuclear 1.5 1.5

Sources: 1976 figures fr&nitonomics of Nuclear Power, Westinghouse
Corporat.A5n; 1978 figures_ftom TiMe-Related Nuclear plant..
Capital Costs, Westinghouse Corporation)

k

.The cost of generating:electricity in nuclear facilities remained

stable, While the cost of fossil-fuel generatiOn has been increasing.

Utilities using both nuclear and fossil-fuel facilities have estimated

that dollar.savings tp their customers have occurred because of-the

,.availability of nuclear power.

Table IV-3.

1977 cost Savings to.Typical,Residential
Customer Because of Nuclear. Power

)Wisconsin $ 4.

Philadelphia area $ 16

New England. $180

Baltimore $'81

(Source: Atomic Industrial Forum and Westinghouse corporation)

In 1976; Connecticut consumers received a $21.5 million rate re-

ducionr.because.of the heavy. reliance of Connedtiout utilitieson nuclear

paver. The utility which kovides power to the Metropolitan Chicago

area estimates that its nuclear plants produce electricity 25% more

cheaply than low-sulphur coal-fired plants.
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Table IV-.4

Percentage of Total Electricity Generated by Nuclear
Plants in Leading Nuclear Power Sta4es; flay, °1978

Connecticut
Nebraska .

Vermont
Maine
South Carolina
Minnesota ..
Illinois
North Carolina
Wisconsin
Arkansas

)

0 56%.
47%
44%
40%

.- 36%.

:31%

:30%
,30%,

29%
25%

Source: 'Economics of Nuclear7POwerp Westinghouse Corporation)

Capital Costs

Initial construction an equipment costs amount to 70% of the cost
4

of electricity from nuclear power plants, and-about 35-65% of coal-Lfired,
.

plants (the use Of scrubbers increases cost of construction). Predictions

of construction costs per kW in 1986-are $800-1000 for coal - fired plants,

$10007$1300 for nuclear plants. The cost of equipment' is almost identical;

however, beeaUse of licensing procedures, nuclear plants average an additiOnal

two years before construction begins..

Nuclear and coal will be .the two main sources of bulk electricpower.

for: the fOreseeable future (inmost parts ofthe coUntry).. an regions with

access to large deposits, of 16w sulfur coal, coal will be more economical.

_Otherwise, nuclear power has an economic advantage.

Transportation Costs

The cost of transporting energy by various, methods has been calculated

by Hottel and Howard. A summary of their results is given in able p7,5.

Though they do not quote the cost of,transporting-fuel elements, it seems

reatonable,to suppose that it'wpuld'be similar to coal by rail.
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Table IV-5

Energy Transportation Costs

,Transportation Method.

Electric highline or DC)

Coai by rail-

Coal by pipeline*.

Oil pipeline

Liquified natural gas'

Cents 'per millicn BTU

- pet hundred miles

'8'to 18 cents

3 to 8 Cents.

cents

0.4,to I.5'cents

-0.8 cents

1.0 to2.5..cents

0.4 to 0.7,cents

'D25 to'.1.0 cents

.. Gas-pipeline

Oil by barge

01.1 by:tanker
p.

Note: Range of tdstsclue to'difterent distanceS. .LoWer,cost8 are for longer
distanceSup,to. 1,0-00 Niles. .. Higher costs .are for distances of the
Order of:100 tb,260 miles.. Sourtes are given i/v.the:reference.

Tax Structure Effects in Pr.J.vate Sector

'There have been a number ot studies ot the fiscal, or economic, impacts

of nuclear power plant construction and operation-on communities.. The study

referred to in this section Is, "Fiscal impacts Associated With PoOer Reactor

Siting: ,a Paired Case Study," by D. J. Bjornstad. The study was prepared
, I ,

for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

During the construction phase ot nuclear facilities, the town will

experience economic stress andboam these phenomena are discussed in the

Sociological Unit. .,The primary effect atter, construction `is in the public

sector. This is -rue because the plant will employ relatively few people

and:buy relativel2 little in local goods and services. As a result;the

economic impact of operating nuclear plants is on the tax base.

Property tax assessments of public utilities is extremely complex. In

29 states, including Idaho, a state agency is charged with assessments and

only 11 states leave local assessors wh011y responsible.

There have been few court tests or other appeals ot tax rates set on
70

nuclear 'facilities by assessor's, The utilities don't want objections either

to locating there in the first piace.,-.. or to expanding., The towns, on the

other hand; donut want to ball attention to their situation.:

,.At the time the study was Prepared (uAL1970's), the Massachusetts

and Connecticut legislatures were considering legislation whiCh would have
. ,

redistributed tax.payments from powerredators on q5stateWide baSis.
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The: BjornStad study used a four-part framework .to analyze the impact..

of nuclear.plant property taxes. The firstiS the taxing ability of the

'met-unity; what other sources of revenue? -- the degree to which that ability

is used, or taxing effort;the uses -Co which the revenues. applied; and,

the effect of tax expenditure decisions on the local economy. This frame-

wOrk can be used to determine the effectof.additional'tax dollars in_any

community.

Ih the two communities studied in the project cited earlier, local

assessors are-responsible for assesMents. The communities studied were

Waterford, Connecticut, and Plymouth, Massachusetts. In each case, property

taxes were the primary local revenue source'and in each case, those. revenues

approximately doubled. Both communities decided to reduce tax rates.

This decision is crucial. If the tax rate had remained the same, the,

community would haVehad:additional funds to Improve and/or to Offer new

services. By deciding tO decrease the rate, the amount of lodal

revenue remains stable, and the local disposable income in the private '

Sector (individuals,and busineSS ) Increases. .ThiS can. lead ta,increased

business activity and expansion.

Tax StrUcture Effects in Public Sector

lowerAllowayS Creek Township, New Jerseyis a towi which has

useikpower.plant taxes to pay:::for MariMproverdents and-seryices in the

public sedtor. '.-Budget surplus alloWedthe towni in'1979, to bUild a-new

fire station, new senior citizens center, and an. addition to the school (which

has a'1371 puPil-teadher ratio). Main street was- remodeled, a flood control

project begun:and roads rebuiIt; all paid for with cash.

In earlier years, a new fire halliimunicipalcenter; tennis courts,

School additions and a police department were built. The. town haS also

purdhased a Ski resort, which it-plans to .develoo.

Other parts, of the country have aio benefited from the nuclear plant's

tax payments, including three area hospitals*

There.are no. local taxes, though property Own05s..,paya.county tax

of $1.40.per $100-of assessed value ($420..on.a $30,000 home).

r.
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OTHER COST CONSIDERATIONS

Job Multiplier Effect.

To the extent that new jobs are created and that these'indiViduals

live in the Community, they'usehouSing, retail goods, etc.,.and thus

contribute to the economy, creating additiOnal jobS.,: A Florida study

fund that each, job created by the Martin nuclear plant facility resulted,

in 0.67 of a job in the community.,

Old Power vs. New Power

No one needs to be told about the effects of inflation and extremely,

high interest rates on new construction. As long as .these economic factors

continue, the principal differences in costs of power generation will be

between old and new power,, rather than between coal, nuclear, oil, hydro,

etc.

Costs of construction for all-types of new power generation can be

expectedto continue to increase at a rapid rate. New and revised safety

provisions for nuclear power plants will -drive costs even higher.; By the

same token, the intention to burn More coal will bring increased: deMands

fraM MAblcalscientific, environmental, and;'- other. groups to install sc

and other equipment. -=

.As a result, it.is,impossible to'project future'tosts accurately.

-Each new faciiityWill need to be considered'ihdividuallyon its economic

merits.
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CITIZEN EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY

V-POLiiiCAL UNIT

"I do not understand," Said the
little prince.

"There is nothing to understand,"
said the lamplighter. "Orders
are orders. Good Morning.;."

And he put out his lamp, 4

Antoine de Saint-Exupery
. The Little Prince

INTRODUCTION

: "Political" as used in-the present context refers to the manner in

which a governMent deals with the nation's problems*-*in this case, energy

problems.. To have an "energy policy,' it.is presumed tO'mean that one has

a plan of action based on the nature of the situation in question. Under

normal conditions, the urgency to "adopt a polidy" is minor, if'not in

fact Absent. Under "crisis" conditions, the demands for "a statement of

policy" become ever more strident. :;A crisis usually results whenever

sources of.supply, demand, costs, profits,- distribution means, and the

system in general get out of balance; 114 such a case, a upoliCy" is

supposed to set eVerythingright..-Hence, the.current demands on Congress

and the President to devise an energy policy,for the United States*: At

the present writing, the content of.any such policy, assuming there is one,

is not.entirelyclea Is it to retain or remove controls?., Is it to

institute rationing? IS it.to tax imports? Is it to proMote the'develop-

ment of nuclear energy, or of'coal as an energy source; or is ittopro-

hibit.such developments? Or is it a dozen other things one might; imagine ?.

What one can say about the United States' energy policy *limited.

The President's" ComM4Ssion on the Three Mile Island* accident h4smade

recommendations, and changes in the Nuclear Regulatory' CommisSibn and in'

industry's management of nuclear reactors are certain to be-Made.* This unit,

then, will discuss only current matters and these.coul *s.be different by The

time this material is. printed.

. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

The Atomic Energy Commission,.foryears, was responsible for

_research and development of filclear power and also for regplating its

..117
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use by private industry. In 1974, these responsibilities were divided by.

the Energy Reorganization Act, which created the Energy Researdh

Administration further reorganized into the Department

of. Energy) and the:Nuclear.Regulatory Commission (NRC)..,

Within the NRC, several boardsand.committees de91 with licensing of

commercial power plants. The office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation analyzes

the plant's design and operations proCedures for safety:: The Advisory

Committee of ReaCtor Safeguards retains consultants and Contractors to

Supplement its own staff of experts from various fieldS to adVise the NRC.

The Atdmic Safety and Liderising Board is appointed by the NRC and consists of

an attorney, whO acts as dhairman,4--:end,twotechniCal members.

The federal, state, and local requirements for as many as52 lidenses

are the major reason the'licensing procedure takes so long for. commercial

nuclear plants (typiOally, 10 years).. Many of these licenses afe,alsore

quit for otherpower-generating plants, and:arereiated to land, water,

and air impacts. are no.coMparable federal licerising.procedures for

coal-fired or other fossil-fueled electric generating plants, however, or

for hazardous Chemical processing plants.

Licensing Procedures

Two licensing procedure e needed before a commercial nuclear facility

can.begin supplying electricity to_ customers. - The first .deals with design

and constructionvthe second is an operating permit.

After a utility selects. a site and an architect/engineer, it begins

its construction licensing procedure with the Ntclear Regulatory Commission.

A Preliminary Safety:AnalySis Report is filed,'with informatiori about design,

location, safeguardspand a'comprehensive environmental report.. 'It also con-

tains detailed safety factor calculations on all compOnents, systems; and

methods of calculation..

While the utility. is preparing this information, the NRC holdS the

first of a series of ptblic information Meetings dealing with Safety, en-

vironmental impact, location and type ofplant,.the regulatory' process and

the for public partidipatiori in the licensing process. This process-

can take tom one to three years.

After the application has been received by the NRC,-.a.reviea7Process

begins and copies of.the application are placed in the NRC Public Document.

Room in Washington and in. the area of the proposed plant.. Copies.of all

other correspondence and documents are, made available.; also.
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TiiiereVieWof. the application is concerned with design methods and
-4.

procedures, characteristics of the prOposed location, evaluation of potential

consequences of.hypothetiC41 accidents, proposed operating proce4ures- plans

for'energEncy action, program's-for quality.control, and control of radioative

wastes. The process alSo verifies all the utilities' calculations indepen-

dently. ,This review proceA takes froM one to two years.

After th review has satisfied the NRC 'staff, a Safety Evaluation

Report is prep ed. During the review period, the AdVisory Committee on

Reactor Safeguards is.also:reviewing the application.9 If the ACRS raises
. .

any questions'of.safety, or if any additional information is available after.,

the-issuance.of.the Safety Evaluation Report, the NRC prepares supplementary

reports.

The staffalsoCcopletes an independent environmental review kwith_

public hearings), issuing,a.Draft EnVironmental Seat t for review and

comments fraM federal, state and local agencies,as well as individuals and

'organizations. ..'A final Environmental Statement is then prepared and issued. .

-A public hearing is then annoUn , at which time written and oral

statements. may be entered into the record.. The hearing is conducted by

the Atomic Safety-and Licensing Board.

If, after. all of this, a favorable decision is reached and approved

by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and the NRC, a construction.

permit is issued. Some types of construction, such as site preparation,

temporary construction support facilities, etc., may. have already begun_

under .a Limited Work Authorization, after the NRC his determined that there

is a "reasonable assurance Nthat the permit would be granted.

Separate hearings are held to guarantee that the applicant is it

confOrmance with anti - trust laws.

z

4 The process of-gaining an operating license begins-with'Submission of

a Final Safety Analysis Report. contains information on. the final design

Of the facility, final safety factor calculations, and plans for operation

gency procedures. The .staff again reviews the application,'.1?repares

Evaluation Report and the ACRS-makes another independent evaluation.

pUblic hearing is not required at thiS point. However, the NRC

publi -s,notice that it is considering issuing the license. and anyone may

petiti for a hearing.
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f' finally granted, the Operating license contains Technical Specifica

tions:for the safety, environmental, and healthieasures which must be net

There are also hundreds of NRC. and EPA regulations. The entire process,

..from site selection to operation, takes about 10 years, if there are no long

delays.

Inspections During Operation

The NEC maintains inspection and enforCement programs during the con-

struction'and operation of the plant. el

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement is charged with insuring that

the, utility operates the plants according to the provisions,ot-its license.

The Ewironmental Protection Agency and the NRC's Division of Reactor Licens-

ing audit utility records, The insurance companies which provide pool coverage

also Inspect utility operations.

Citizen Participation

In addition to the federal public hearings and the public information

'reetingsoutlined earlier, state utility commissions also conduct public

hearings. IndividnATs or organizations may have their-.interests/conceins/
Pquestions made.a part of the record and 'Considered duiingthe'decision-making

process.

.. Dndpr the structure which has been established, affected parties (those

with a particular interest in a 'particular plant) may act as "intervenors,"
.

.which means -they may not only present testimony but also question the testimony
- .

of others as part of the proceedings..

.Anyone dissatisfied with'the,decision of the licensing board may appeal,

first to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board and then, of course,

to the courts. :

Significant Court Decisions

There have been two cases winch haveinterke*-4'and defined the re-

sponsibility of the Nuclear Regulatory CommiSsiOn under the Energy'Reorgani-

zation-Act (.1974), the Atomic EnergIlct 1.1954), arid the National Environmental:

Policy Act (1969), :

The Calvert Cliffs decision required the AEC, and now the NRC, to prepare

independent envirOnmental.impact statements and the Scientists' Institute'

for Public Information deciplia'required the preparation of environmental

impact statements on the Impact of overall programs, Including .development

programs as well as individual utility requests for plants.

4
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INSURANCE

Liability Insurance
.

The Price-Anderson Act (an amendment to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954)

passed in 1957, established a system for insuring against loss from a nuclear,

generating plant accident. Priortb that time, private insurance Companies

had been reluctant to enter into the field because of no experience and

lack of capacity on the part of individual.companies.

fltmeOwners' insurance generally contains clauses which limit their

liability .7. these. limitations include earthquake, flood, waves, land and

mudslides and. nuclear damage. In the case of the nuclear exclusion, the..

reason is to channel all such claims.through the mechanism.Set up by the

Price-AnderSon Act. Ail legal proceedings are joined before one federal

court, to insure uniformity of legal treatment of claims. The injured

party must prove the aMountofdamage and that it occurred because of a

nuclear accident. The coverage of, the Price-Anderson Act 'applies to

transportation of radioactive materials as well as operation of the'plants.

(On-.January 4','1980, the NBC published:findings that the Three Mile Island

incident did not result in damages cOvered)DY the itsUrance progam)

Companies which operate.power reactors are required to maintain in- .

'surance to the maximum amount available from the private market. In 1979,

that amount was $140 million-(per incident),, This coverage is provided by

insurancepools.

If an accident were to occur which was not covered by this $140 million,

the insurance pool would then assess eachnuclear licensee a premium of

up to $5 million ,per operating rector. "In the middle Of 1978, thiS

assessment would have raised ari additional $340 million, for a total of $480

million. .The rilities also sign indemnity agreements with the U.S.N.R.C.

to provide guarantees to the feder4Lly required icum Of $5p milliori.

The Price-Anderson Act was revised in 1975; the federal indemnity is ,

p
being phased out as private coverage grows. Today that indemnity amount,

a
.$80 million, IS the difference between the $480,million provided by the

pools andtheir assessments, and the $560 million required by. the Act..:

Originally, the amount of federal participation was $500 million. Through.

1978,.total payment of insurance claims, from all nuclear causes: Asane not .,

apart of the nuclear pawer program), totaled $614,000. claim has ever

required payment.from thegovernMental indemnity and the $20 million in fees

(for'indemnity coverage) paid by nuclear. ipgwer companies has goneinto the

federal.general treasury.



The government provides indemnity coverage in other areas asWell,

including crop insurance, bank.deposit insurance, savings and loan'accoUnt.
. .

insurance, FHA and VA'housing.mortgage insurance, Medicare and medicaid,

maritime vessel mortgage'insurance, veterans life insurance, unemployment,

insurance, Social Security, and government emplOvees insurance.
AA

The dollar figure limits the liability of the insurance companies, but

it does not limit the. amount which might be paid for per:Sonal or:property

losses. Congress 1.ccacatted, by law, to provide whatever additional.
, -

compensation may be needed. Provision has:been made for immediate payment

to cover,costs of,emergency shelter, rood, and Medical care.

Other Insurance

Business insurance rates and levels of.coiferage'have been reasonably

easy to set becauSe fires, .releases of to Ac materials, etc., happen with

some frequency. As a result, insurance companies have sufficient data to

estimate frequency and probable damage.

In the case of the nuclear industry, this formula didn't work. Be-

' cause of "very-small probability/potentially large. consequence," the system

/et .up by the Price Anderson Act was developed-in 1957.-

Life insurance companies recognize no Increase in hazards for those

poliCy-holders living near commercial nuclear power plants.
/.

POLICY DECISIONS,

In view of the present fluid Condition of United St4tes' energy

policy in general and nuclear policy in particular, the participants in

this coUrse h4ve. an opportunity to influence the. formation of such policy

...through their congressional delegations. A conscientious study of the

material in this course and of the material in the bibliographies can

result.in rational conclusions concerning the issues relative to nuclear

energy and the alternative sotrces-, These conclusions should be copmuni-;

dated to your' representatives in Congress, as well as to the elected officials

in your comMunity:
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CITIZEN EDUCATION ON NUCLEAR

TECHNOLOGY

VI-DECISION MODULE

INTRODUCTION

Volumes have been written on the subject of "decision making,"

particularly on decision making at the national level, not all of which

it very understandable to the average reader; At the community level,

however, the local residents usually know what they want. The problem

is that indiViduals usually have conflicting desiresi and their percep-' .1$

tion of how to satisfy those desires leads to additional conflict. Sound

decisions at thecommunity level, therefore, must be made through the

democratic proCess.

The democratic process, as used here, is understood to mean not the

forcing of the majority opinion,on an unwilling minority, but rather the

resolution of opposing opinions and desire's through comprotise based on a

rational consideration of fact and the realities of the situation. To

that end, this. decision module focuses on a process. Ih a recent review

of the literature on decisiontaking,:Charles 0: JonesPjdebrys the'

emphasis on procedures and organization, and lack of Substance in that

literature. He identifies fOur "components of decitiOriPtaking: the issues,

the participants and their exPecLations4 organization and processes, and

proposalt and,programt.:" In the present context,:_the issue is simoler'"to

,build, or not to build a nuclear p0Wer plant.".The.partiCipants and their

expectations axealso defined. The proposals and programs are the result

of the deliberations of thee participants. 'There-remains then,

the, process byWhidhthese proposals and programs are, develo

The elected officials of local,., state, and.federal governments are the

ones in'ICUr society who make all final decisions in community matters.:;That

does not mean, however, that private citizens cannot have some voice, ,'r,,

the conduct of communityaEfairs. HOwHinfluential that voice might be: will.
depend almost:entirely_on'howweliinforr6ed that voice is in the:matter at,'

., .

hand. It is advisable, therefore, that;:Commbnities inform'themselves.of

the. facts in the case.

A.'program such as the:CITIZENEDUCATION ON NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY.can,do

-that. The material in this unit was disigned-to provide a.framework for
,

the'use of community groups in formulating a position on theiSSUes in

'question.
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Many voices, all competing for the attention of community officials,

1-s not the way to gain their attention. Organized groups are much more

effective. It is recommended, therefore,'that'community residents:conoarneci

About the exiatence,'Or proposed existence, ofa nuclear.power plan should

organize themselves into an advisory'group constructed along standard

organizational, principles to the end that, as a group, their considered

opinion might carry some weight with the officials charged with making the

pertinent decisions. Existing service clubs, such as Rotary,,Eiwanis, or

Civitan clubs can serve as the paxent.organization for that purpose.

The following material has,:been designed for the'useot such groups to

help them arrive at informed and well-thought-out positions on energy 0

questions in their community.
6.

\

\ PURPOSE k.
1C2'.

ik V

The purpoSe Of. this DecIsionModule.is to prOvide-an outUne for use

by local community groups to, assess comMtnity attitudes and to formulate

recommendationSto civil authori-Les;'.7 Athough the program is primarily

.intended to deal with nuclear technology; muc114 tie procedure Lis applicable

to any industrial development.

ELEMENTS OF. DECISION MAKING

The eiembhts.of decision making are conceived as follows:

Establish pri6rities

lore alternative meanfor attaining those
-;c,,

:iSelect,the most acceptable alternative.

..DevpiXOp a plan for implementing. that alternative.

When a deciSidhhaSbeen Leached, the process° moves into the Implementa-

tion phase.This'iatter phase is the function of the civil authorities;

cormunity:adviabry groups 'tan only assist those authorities in4ma;king the

necessary:. decisions for the attainment of the established priorities

'Establishing Priorities

*CommUnitTgoals arranged in the order of their, importance to the

.cpcutunitrresidents qpriorities) must be set bithoSe.residents themselves:

F011owing.:aXe..,SomepoSsible goals listed in no particulax order.



TABLE. VI =1

Community Goals

a. Clean air,

b.:- Health and safety-of:cCITImunity residents

c.. Low cost, dependable,electricity

d: Agricultural considerations

e. IndustrialexpansiOil

fl, y4qh guality-edUcatiOn for the coMmunitY'-s youth

COntinuin0:egtcationfor:'4161tS

)clolore Alternatives

A list of alternatives for eaCh%c)f:,.the:aboVe4oals Cennektle made.

Since thisprog.deals speCificallY.with energy,theva#OUsseneigy,

alternatives:are/given in Table VT-.2. Detailed analyse00.a0,69-found in

Annual Review of Energy..(2)

No attempt will be made here.tdo list alternativeS for the oth pals

'because viable altern tives depend'. strongly on the lOcal:,.situati d local

residents arebea:' td.knoWwhat they are.H



:TABLE V1-2

Energy Alternatives.

'Solar. Energy

Advantages

aL Nonr-polI3.iting;.

_. ` "Widespread,.availabiLity

COntinuing costs low

ideal fo/.low7potential, dispersed applications

:Disadvantages

a. A:Ver'y low- density source

. Capital costs and space requirements prOhibitive
forlarge.scale applications.

Not...suitable-for*bi.applications,. eXCept fi

.spacecraft

Large storagecapacity-:needed

a. Non-polluting

Wind. Energy

b. 'WideSpread.avallabllity

c. hoW, maintenance, .automaticoperation poSsible

d. Total potential high

e. UndhlypliCated:machinery not needed.

f,- Ideal.f6riloW7Potential,: dispersed, applications

Disadvantages -

a. An'interMittenteFtatio source

Large storae.datiatitY needed

c. Not directly applicable to mobile application

d. Capital post'oflarge scale applications likely Lobe high

e. Relatively strong windseeded for large scale applications

:Coal Energy

Very. large quantities available

b. A high energy:density source

licable-technolOgy well develoPed

_Public acceptancevery'high'

`donvertible tofoimssultable for mobile applicat
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Disadvantages

a. Cost of .installing anti-pollution devices very high '

c.

Solid waste a significant-fraction of original:
fuel weight and /or bulk

Effect on. world climate due to resulting carbon-
dioxide, is coMplicated, and as yet, relatively unknoWa:

1
d. Badly polluting as currently applied

. Oil and Gas

...Advantages

.A high energy- density source

Applicable,teOhnolOgywell developed

:c. Public:acceptance very high

d.. Ideal for mobile applications

Disadvantages

a In short supply

b.- Can. oe polluting

Limited supply leads to monopolistic control.

Advantages

Nuclear Energy

Pollution minimal

b., Very high- density source

c. Cost competitive with other sources

d. Long-term operation w416AAefueling costs.

e. Ideally adapted to.large-s5ale operation ,

f. supplies adequate.Ar iong7term operation

Disadvantages

. Extensive measures to guard against radiation
exposure are needed,.

b. Nuclear "ashes" are:very ra oactive and require careful
handling to avoid radiatio exposure

c. .Not suitable for mobile applications

d. High initial capitalization

e. Political climate resultS in long delays in implementation
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AdVantages

A high energy density source

Relatively norrpolluting.

Low fuel cost
.

d. .Probably wlong-term source

technology well developed
e.

f.::Suitable for space heating, if favbrably located

Suitable. for low-potential applications,. such as
agriculture

7

DisadvantageS

a.

In

MUSt be developed on-site, which may be remote from
use areas

Not suitable fbr mobile applications

C., Disposal.Of thermally7spent,fluids a problem

.-.;:ri,some areas, the dissolved MineralsMay preseht problems

'Hydro- Electric

Advantages

a. NonTpolluting

b.. High energy-denSitysource

c. ,Ld0 maintenance cost.:

d, A. renewable source

Disadvantages

a....Tnjimited supply

ip':'.:..Y1Ost be develOped where found.

HighinitialcapitaIization costs

d:T. Not suitable for mobile applications

Other,possiblesources that may'have'a limited application in certain:.

areas arethermal gradients in the ocean, tidal energy, ocean wave motion,

biamaSs Soprcese and)Waste heat from industrial processes....

Select Acceptable Alternatives:
. ,

:Advantages and disadvantages listed in Table VI-2form the basis for

selecticn:in the energy case. The listing, however, is only suggestive,.

and..factnAl data pertinent to each of the litted'items must be determined

Iocally.-The material contained in the five. units proVides Some of that factual:.

data.



which of the advantages and disadvantages are considered to be of

overriding importance is a matter of personal preference and must be

established by democratic action.

Develop a Plan

Successful planning implies not only that the plan is logically sound

and feasible, but also that it is acceptable to community residents,

complies with local laws and restrictions, and has the support of civil

authorities. A strong public relations effort should therefore receive

as much attention as the strictly technical aspects.

In addition to the technical, environmental, and economic factors

.implied In. the foregoing list of energy alternatives, sociological factors

need to be considered when developing a plan.

That plan must resolve questions derived from community attitudes,

preparedness, and education. This, too, requires an application of the

'democratic process, since personal preferences, for which there is no

accounting, will be the main hurdle to overcome. In the sociological area,

there
4
are few objective factors.

MATERIALS FOR DECISION MAKING

Sound decisions, whether personal or&public, can only be'based on

faCetal:information..' Unfortunately, total information is rarely attainable,

but in most instances, some kind of decision is imperative.. The only re

.course,.'then, is to employ whgtever experience-based judgement is available.

That is, when information is lacking, one must rely on the judgement. of

experts:

The five units presented above were prepared on the basis of the

.best information available, plus some opinions of experts, The bibliography

lists additional sources of.Moredetailed information. These and other_

sourcet.to.be found in public libraries should be consulted by interested

persons and anyone charged with making pertinent decisions...
. ,
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